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Introduction 

Tc the present time, nothing even in a small way 

has been done to organize material concerning relations between 

Ovid and Spenser. The paper here presented attempts to bring 

together from scattered sources some of the expressed opinions 

concerning relations betxveen Ovid and Spenser, together with 

historical matter concerning either, which will serve to lead 

to and support generalizations from what seem to be the four 

most essential introductory points of view: 

1. The relative importance of Ovid as a source in 

the Faerie Queen. 

3. The view of Ovid held by Spenser. 

3. The treatment of Ovid by Spenser. 

4. The value of Ovid to the Faerie Queen. 

The generalizations are based primarily on a detail¬ 

ed study of a representative body of illustrations of correspond¬ 

ing subject matter in Ovid and the Faerie Queen, arxanged in the 

form of a catalogue with notes, and accompanying this paper; and 

on a subject index to corresponding material in the Faerie Queen 

and Ovid, compiled as machinery for the completion of the cat¬ 

alogue, contemplated as a doctoral thesis. 

The catalogue is intended to include negative as 

well as positive results. The names of classical antiquity which 

appear in both Ovid and the Faerie Queen are included even when 



there is no relation in order that the catalog® may serve to 

answer any question tnat might arise as to the possibility of a 

relation existing. 

The texts used as a basis for this investigation 

are The Camoridge Edition of Spenser's Complete Poems, Ovid's 

Works translated by Riley (Bohn Library), Ovid’s Metamorphoses 

translated by Miller (Loeb Classical Library), and Ovid's 

Eero ides and Amor es translated by Sho .verman (Loeb Classical 

Library). A3 a check cn the translations, and for the number¬ 

ing of lines, the Loeb Classical Library Latin text was used for 

Metamorrhoses. Heroides, and Amores, and the Ovidii Hasonis 

Carmina edited by Alexander Riese for the other books. 

In the rather numerous quotations from Ovid the 

Latin text, accompanied by a translation, except in a few inst¬ 

ances in which the meaning would be entirely ocvicus to any 

reader, has been used if any possible question of a verbal rel¬ 

ation appeared. In the case of tnose books included in the 

Loeb Classical ,Library, sometimes the Loeb translation and 

sometimes the Riley translation was used, accordingto which 

was the more literal. In some cases, in which both transla¬ 

tions seemed to be lacking in literality, an original transla¬ 

tion in whole or in part was substituted. In cases in which 

only the general content of the passage appeared to be of 

importance, the quotations are from the translations, un¬ 

accompanied by the original text. Thru a part of the investiga¬ 

tion Gelding's Metamorpnoses was at hand, and verbal comparisons 

mere made, with resultelonly in the cases of two Aurora passages, 
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only one of which appeared definitely significant. . 

Abbreviations used in the catalogue are: F. Q. 

(Faerie Queen), Met. (Metamorphoses), Her. (Heroides), Am. 
» 

(Amore3) , A. A. (Ar s Amatoria), R.A. (Remedia An cris), Fast. 

(Fasti), Trist. (Tristi), Ib. (ibis), ^hree numbers un¬ 

accompanied by designation of a book, as 1.1.1, refers to the 

Faerie Queen. 

References to Miss Alice Sawtelle are all to her 

Bcurces of Spenser1s Classical Mythology. published as a 

doctoral thesis, Yale University, in 1898. I wish to acknow¬ 

ledge the aid which this work has given me. A brief and often 

partial treatment, as would of necessity oe the case in dealing’ 

with a subject of such magnitude within the limits of a doctoral 

thesis, it is nevertheless a fuller treatment of the subject 

than anything else that has been done. It wds exceedingly 

valuable as a partial check on results; and it proved of even 

greater value in the number of references to possible sources for 

comparative study gained. 

Of special value, also, have been Whitman1s Subject 

Index to the Poems of Edmund Spenser, and, for an initial bib¬ 

liography, Carpenter’s Reference Guide. In addition I wish to 

acknowledge the helpful suggestions and the good wishes received 

by letter from Dr. Frederick Ives Carpenter. 

In particular I wish to express appreciation to Dr. 

HoKillop and to Dr. Starnes, of Rice Institute, for aid in the 

selection of a suoject, for constant helpful interest, for sug- 



gestions as to method, and. for the time spent in frequent con¬ 

ferences; and to Mr. Conklin, of Rice Institute, for his friendly 

interest, and for frequent aid in the library in the search for 

references and bibliography. 
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The Relative Importance of Ovid as a Source in 

the Faerie Queen 

Out of the wide range of sources definitely utilized 

by Spenser for the Faerie Queen, Ovid, in my opinion, has suffered 

relative neglect. In a paper on "Desiderata in the study of 

Spenser," appearing in volume XIX (1932) of Studies in Philology. 

Dr. Frederick Ives Carpenter included in his suggestions of 

subjects needing treatment that of the relations of Spenser and 

Ovid. He has since expressed pleasure at the undertaking of the 

subject. The comparative neglect to the present time of Ovid 

as an influence on Spenser is evidenced by the very slight bib¬ 

liography which Dr. Carpenter has been able to include in his 

Reference Guide to Spenser. All of the references are to slight 

treatments or merely mentions of Ovid. The sources for the 

Faerie Queen are so numerous, classical, medieval, renaissance,— 

Greek, Latin, Italian, Frence, English,—that the determination 

of the relations of a particular passage is core often than not 

a matter requiring painstaking comparison of a number of poss¬ 

ibilities. In tnis comparison Ovid seems to have been rather 

commonly overlooked. Tnomas ïïarton, in his Observations en Spenser1 s 

Faerie Queen, which Herbert Cory calls still the "best book ever 

written about Spenser,"*• 

*The Critics of Edmund Spenser: p. 164 



in 6. mere then ordinarily extended wandering thru possible ecurces 

for S; enser mentions only three passages with rex erenoe tc Ovid, 

ti 3 figure of Envy eating the fles„i of vipers (l. 1. 20.) to ilet. 

2. 5. 76, * 

* p. £6 

the notion of the pollen apples in the Garden of Proserpine as for¬ 

bidden fruit (2. 7. 54) to Ilr-t .5. 553,** 

** p. 110 

and vaguely, the mention of Ino (5. 8. 6?) to Met.4. 528.*** 

*** p. 15b 

He mentions Ovid's naming of the norces of the Sun (llet .2. 153), 

but as a reference for Hilton xatner than for Spenser. Tarton 

talks in rather general terms of S.-enser's sources in the ©reek 

lsgeiids, and more specifically of Chaucer and Ariosto. He calls 

Chaucer Spenser's favorite, **** 

**** p. loQ 

and with good re.son in the light of Span er's reference to 
Dan Chaucer, well of English undefiled, 
On fame's eternal bead-roll worthy to be filed. 

2. 32. 

uinj. the similar reference in 7. 7. £. fut tners seems to be a 

tendency to refer to Chaucer material :,nich is as likely, or more 

likely, tc hc.ve come directly fr n Ovin, Ovid being perhaps Chaucer's 
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scurce in some cases. 

As an example of a specimen of Spenser's imitations 

from Chaucer, both of language and sentiment, the catalogue of 

trees (l. 1. 8) is given for comparison with the similar catal¬ 

ogue in The Parlement of Fowl es; 176. ?.’artcn adds that Ovid, 

Seneca, Lucan, Statius, and Claudian hove all left us a des¬ 

cription of trees; but Spenser, in this before us, seems more 

immediately to have had his favorite Chaucer in his eye.*- 

* p. ISO 

Actually, the leng*th and elaboration of the Spenser passage is 

nearer the tone of Ovid than that of Chaucer—Yterton remarks that 

Spenser has "much improved upon the brevity and simplicity of our 

ancient bard";— and in regard to the details, if we combine with 

the Chaucer passage a similar reference by him to two trees in 

The Parlement of Fo.?les: 176, there are nine correspondences of 

name and description with tnree additional correspondences of name, 

and :/ith Ovid there are three correspondences of name and des¬ 

cription, arith eight additional correspondences of nane. Six of 

the trees are not in Chaucer; five are not in Ovid. Miss Lilian 

¥instanley mentions*-*- 

Introduction to the Faerie Q.u:■ en, Book II, p. £4 

as one of Chaucer's influences cn Spencer his fondness for giving 

lists of birds and trees, each one accompanied by attributes of a 
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iuytai^ul or allegorical kind; but £. G. Owen meiiti-ns* 

* "Ovid and Romance" ix. EL, ,11 CA Lit-rc tare tnd the Clo - .jos, p. 172 

this same love of oc talc-.ue_, and their effo 'ti\re use, as a char¬ 

acteristic of Ovid. At least the cat-lcgue of rivers (4.11.£0) 

might be rexoried tc a similar catalogue in Met. 2. 215 as 

Hiss Vin^tanley r^xsio the li.-t of evil 'birds tint flo^k around 

£ir Guycn (2. 13. 3G) to a similar list in the Parlement ox Fowlar. 

Evidently Ovid is of equal iu^crtenee with CE unr in tn« tree 

pa jSc ^e. * * 

* * A possible intermediary sour Je for "both Clnuesr and bpenser 
suggested for invest it at ion is GicvaxU. i Boo-acoio’s Genial- 
ogle Deo rum. 

barton also refers Cupid "Deckt all with flowres" 

(7. 7. 46) to the Romaunt of the Rose, v. 890, saying "the ancients 

have left us no authority for such a representation of Cupid."*** 

* * * p. 221 

Spenser’s line is closer to Amores 1. 2. 4 than to Chaucer. (See 

CuPID, Specific relations to Ovid, Flc ver-necked.) 

Harton also, ap^crently, refers the stury cf the golden 

fleece, «aid Jason and Iledea, to the medieval romances, parti oui: rly 

Chaucer, ratxier than directly to tne ancients.**** 

* * * * 

Spencer11 
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references to this story can be accounted for in all but two de¬ 

tails from Ovid, those two perhaps from Apollonius Rhodius. (See 

ARGONAUT 10 EXPh.-ITION.) 

Hiss Winstanley, in her Introduction to the Faerie 

Queen, Book II, gives to is same emphasis to Chaucer on passages 

that appear to be as near or nearer to Ovid. As an example of 

Spenser's adoption of a Chaucerian habit of noting time by the 

constellations and by the position of the.stars, but with the 

difference that he gives the time only, while Chaucer gives both 

date and time, she rites the following lines: 

By t-is the Northerns UTagoner had set 
His sevenfold teme behind the stedfast starre, 
That was in Ocean waves yet never wet, 
But firme is fist, and sendsth light from farre 
To all, that in the wide deepe wandring arre. 

1. 2. 1 

It is not impossible that Spenser's lines were suggested by an 

example of Ovid's habit of noting time by the constellations and 

the position of the stars: 

It was the time when all things 'are silent, and 
Bootes had turned his wain with the pole obliquely 
directed among the Tricnes. ♦ 

net. 10. 446 

Llics Bin Stanley says further, the account of the dwell¬ 

ing of Morpheus (l. 1. 3£-44) is suggested by the very similar 

account of the house of Morpheus in Chaucer's Book of the Duchess. 

In place of tnis narrow reference, A. S. Cook in the title of a 

monograph in Modern Language Notes: vol. V, (1890), calls "The 

House of Sleep" a "Study in Comparative Literature," and discusses 

Ariosto, Poli.ziano, Chaucer, Statius, Ovid, and others. The pass- 
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age in Chaucer, with its context, is from Met » 11. 592 ff., and 

the three passages have much in common. But the passage in the 

Faerie Queen is almost certainly also directly from Ovid, with a 

Chaucerian influence. The lines, 

"And low, where dawning day doth never peepe," 
"YJhilet sad Might over him by mantle black doth spread," 

the use of "murmuring" with the value of its oncmatopoetic effect, 
* 

and the mention of doors and dogs have suggestions inOvid, and not 

in Chaucer. The double gates, one of ivory and one of silver, how¬ 

ever, are really a detail from the ivory and hern doors of Aeneid . 

6. 893 ff. and Odyssey 19. 552 ff. The rudeness of the awaking 

of Sleep by the messenger, in the Faerie Queen, is from Chaucer, and 

both Spenser and Chaucer vary from Ovid in making Morpheus the God 

of Sleep instead of merely one of the many sons of Sleep. 

In the discussion of classical sources for the first 

fend second books of the Faerie Queen. Miss ïïinstanley mentions 

only Plato, Homer, and Virgil. These two books are exceedingly 

rich in mythological material that with a considerable degree of 

certainty can be referred to Ovid: Argus eyes in the tail of a 

peacock (l. 4. 17) (See ARGUS); Aurora rising from the bed of 

Tithonus (l. 1. 51) (See AURORA); Faunus' pursuit of the nymrh, 

who is changed into a fountain (2. 3. 7) (See ARETHUSA) ; the 

"goodly golden fruit with which Accntius got his lover trew" 

(2, 7. 55) (See ACOIITIUS). The fact that the influence of Ovid 

is so often a matter of small details, and requires a very detailed 

study, accounts for some of tnis neglect. G. TY. Kitchin in his 
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Introducticn to the Faerie Queen, Book I, also menti.ns Homer, 

Virgil, Chaucer, Ariosto, and Tasso without mentioning Ovid. 

A discussion of the sources of the Fa.erie Queen very often 

restricts itself to this group because, with the exception of 

Chaucer, they are the group mentioned by Spenser himself in the 

letter to Sir Walter Raleigh concerning the Faerie Queen. Miss 

Langdon, however, in Spenser* s Theory of Fine Art 

Introduction, p.33 

in a merely suggestive list of additional sources, mentions 

only Aristotle, Theocritus, Bion, and Lucretius. S. G. Owen, 

in an essay on "Ovid and Romance,**** 

**- E rglish Literature and the Classics: Oxford Clarendon Press. 

approaching the subject from the Ovid point of view, gives a 

considerable list of "cameos cut from the Metamorphoses. Her- 

cjldes, and Fasti." His references are somewhat loose, however. 

They serve as a rough indication of the relation, but in some 

of the cases the evidence is that Spenser’s source was another 

of the ancients. 

The only attempt at a general correlation of the 

sources of Spenser’s classical mytnology, by Miss Alice Saw- 

telle, reveals the importance of Ovid in the fact that in 

actual number of references he is well in advance of even 
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Homer and Virgil. Even in this work, however, which very 

definitely recognises Ovid, many references are left loosely 

between more than one possibility, when there is seme reason 

for a definite assignment to Ovid, as in Jove’s wooing of 

Aegina, and Antiopa, which are established as Ovidian material 
■% 

by their context, in the tapestry of the house of Busyrane, 

taken from Arachne’s web in Met. 6. In some cases passages 

are omitted or are referred to other poets when they are 

definitely nearer to Ovid. For example, one of the three 

references to Aurora as the wife of Tithcnus (1. 2. 7) is 

omitted; and the mythology is referred to the first lines 

of Odyssey 5, when there is markedly more correspondence of 

detail ’with Ovid. (See AURORA.) This is, of course, inevit¬ 

able in a work of such magnitude carried out within the scope 

of a doctor’s thesis. 

The actual importance of Ovid as a source for the 

Faerie Queen cannot be based wholly on a mere catalogue of 

corresponding material and passages, which in many cases,even 

after a more detailed examination of the text than is always 

evident in Miss Sawtelle’s book, can establish only probabil¬ 

ities, cr even possibilities. The position in Elizabethan 

reading and literature, and in the Latin and Greek literature, 

held by Ovid adds considerable to this situation. The major 

value of Ovid to Spenser was as a store-house of the mythology 

of antiquity. There were several such storehouses open to 

Spenser, and the evidence from Hiss Sawtelle's work is that 



he used them all; out there is reason to oelieve that the 

poetry of Ovid actually dominated the classical mythology 

for Spenser, outside of the heroic material of Homer and 

Virgil. Individual myths, of course, Spenser gleaned from 

scattered sources, as Apuleius* Go1den Ass is peculiarly the 

source for the Cupid and PS3rche story, ana the Ar^onautic 

Expedition receives the wo.:t extended treatment by 2pcllcnius 

Ehcdius; but for such a wealth of classical mythology as he 

he d completely at his command there muet have been some .urce 

that served him as a basis for the material. There are three 

writers, other tnan Ovid, wno might have served by the nature 

of the content of their work, Hesiod, Hyginus, and Apcllodcrue, 

all earlier tnan Ovid. Ovid's position at the end of the trad¬ 

ition of this kind of writing is important. He was very much 

the antiquarian scholcr for Rome that Spenser ’was for England. 

Hiss Langd_n writes tnct Spenser, in an essay cn Ireland, ment¬ 

ioned specifically something like twenty-five sources of inform¬ 

ation, decides histories and chronicles whose authorship is not 

told. Similarly, Ovia, in a sense, has most authority cn the 

mythology of antiquity. Proxessor Prenne (History of Rom. 

Class. Lit. p. bh3) says that in the met. "may be traced that 

study and learning by which Roman poets made all the treasures 

of Greek literature their own. In fact a mere extensive 

knowledge of Greek Mythology may be derived from it than 

from the Greeks themselves, because the bocks which were 
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the sources fcr nis information are unfortunctely no longer 

extant.” Similarly, Professor Bruwne (ibid. p. 3L3) says 

"The Fasti is an antiquarian poem on the Homan Calender." 

In tnis Ovid "drew principally from the legends which had 

been preserved by the old poets aiiu annalists of his own 

country. "■*• 

•*-Elyot * s The Gcvernour. ed. H.H.S. Croft, p. 67, n. 

In addition, the literary quality of Ovid is such 

as to appeal far more to Spenser than would thct of his pre¬ 

decessors in the field of mytn collecting. The books under 

the name of Hyginus, The Fa oui arum Liber and Poetica Astrcnomica, 

by their style and Latinity , and the elementary mistakes 

(especially in the rendering of the Greek originals) are held 

not actually to be the work of so distinguished a scholar as 

C. Julius Hyginus."M- 

•*M*Encyclopedia Britannica: Hyginus. 

Hesiod and Apollodorus are both on a somewhat pedestrian plane 

as compared to Ovid; the poems of Hesiod are in a plain style 

and primarily didactic ratner than narrative, the Library of 

Apollodorus is a prose chronicle, not even elegant in style.JMi* 

■"-"""•Introductions: Loeb Classical Library. 
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The pageantry of Ovid, the richness of description, the finish 

and elaboration of style must have made more of an appeal to 

Spenser, and must have fixed on nis mind more vivid impressions 

than the work of these other mythologistsr"' 

""Charles 0. Osgood: Classical Mythology in Hilt on, p. xliv. 

"The writings of the prose mythographers, Apollodorus and 

Hyginus, are little more than storehouses of legend, and serve 

Hilton as such. On the other hand, Virgil, Pindar, Theocritus, 

and Horace generally Contain poetic beginnings for Hilton. 

Lastly, the poets who served Hilton most equally in both ways ’ 

are Homer, Hesiod, and Ovid." 

The simplicity of Hesiod wculd give an appeal to the 

later austerity of Hilton which he would not have poetically 

for Spenser. 

Cornelia C. Caulter: Vassar Hedieval Studies, p. 329— 

next to Virgil, Ovid is the favorite poet of Giovanni Boocaccio, 

ss they appear in the Genealcgla Deorum (14th century). 

These qualities, and perhaps others, made Ovid 

"the most popular of Latin Po et s. "■*■*■ 

*M*-Jusseranc^ A Lit. Hist, of the Eng. People, III, 204. 

Stories from Ovid were among the best knoisn stories about Eliz- 
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abethan England. The myth of Venus and Adonis was not only told 

oy Spenser in the Faerie Queen, hut was summed up hy Lod0e, 

alluded to by Marlowe, Greene, and others, and written into 

Shakespare’s elaborate poem. The story of Lucrece, from Livy 

and Ovid had been made the subject of numerous ballads, popular 

street songs. Miss Harriet Manning Blake writes, in connection 

with the extreme popularity of classic myth in Elizabethan drama, 

of the "frequent evidences of familiarity with the stories of 

Ovid* s Métamorphosés in Elizabethan times," and mentions, with 

themes from other sources, those of Jascn and Medea, Narcissus, 

yàctaeon and Diana, Jupiter and Io, Apollo and-Diana.-1- 

'•‘^'Classic Myth in the Poetic Drama of the Awe of Elizabeth, p. 9. 

Much of this vulgar popularity was the result of the numerous 

English versions of various books of Ovid. His Met amorpheses, 

translated by Golding in 1555 and 1567, "disclosed a new world 

of fiction even to the illiterate," writes Thomas Vart on 

^History of English Poetry, p. 353. 

Of this translation Jusseranclwritesy "Golding spread the know¬ 

ledge of mythological legends, by his translation of Ovid, the 

most popular, the zest liked of all classical poets throughout 

Europe, the one who most pleasantly revealed to Renaissance men 

the beauties of the Olympien paradise. "*■*■*• 

*A Literary History of the Englieh People. H. 369 
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Chaucer and Gawer had given vogue to Ovid much earlier, and as 

early as 1480 there had been a translation of the Metamorphoses 

by Carton, which is significant in consideration of the care 

with which Caxton selected subjects for translation or print¬ 

ing, while a few selections appeared in translation in the 16th 

century prior to Golding's work.* 

*Harriet Manning Blake: Classic Myth in the Poetic Drama of the 

A .ye of Elizabeth. p. 20-21. 

But the real wealth of English versions of Ovid's works began 

with the year of Golding's famous translation. Turoerville's 

Hercides (1567 or 1579), Underdown's Ibis (1539), Churchyard's 

Tr istia (l5c;0), without naming the numerous minor translations 

of small portions of Ovid's books that were read popularly, and 

a number of translations in manuscript, listed by YJartcn,** 

♦♦History of English Poetry, p. 293 ff. 

will serve to show the popularity of the poet before the time 

of the writing of the Faerie Queen. Among the more important of 

the translations later than the Faerie Queen. but growing out 

of the popularity contemporary with it, are Marlowe's Amores 

(1597), Brown's Remedia Amoris (1597), Creed's Ars Amatoria 

and Renie di a Amor is (1600), until Gower's Fasti (1640). 

For nearly half a century before this the original 
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text of Ovid. hao. been one of tbe standard, readings in the 

schools. As early as 1528 Cardinal Wolsey had included Ovid 

with Cicero, Sallust, Caesar, and Horace, to follow Cato, Aesop 

and Terence, and Virgil in the courses of study in his school 

at Ipswich. The course of study was to be comprised only of the 

"most elegant literature."* 

♦Jusserand: Literary History of the English People, II, 49. 

Sir Thomas Elyot, in The Governcur, printed in 1531, recommends 

Ovid next after Homer and Virgil for the second course of read¬ 

ing in the classics. In the time of Shakespere's, and Spenser's 

boyhood, Ovid, with Cicero, Virgil, Terence, Plautus, Horace, 

Seneca, and Llantaunus, were taught in the schools. This means 

that the mythology of Ovid was fixed in Spenser's mind with 

the vividness of early impressions. Hone of the other myth 

collectors are included on any of these lists; they were of 

antiquarian rather than literary interest. Barnaby Googe, in 

verses published in the 15S1 editions of the "Zodiake of Life," 

selects Ovid, with Chaucer, Homer, and Virgil as the poets with 

whom to match the English "that flourishe now with men of Muses 

kynde."** 

**Jusserand: Lit. Hist, of the Eng. People, II, 361. 

From the fore-going it would appear that Ovid might 
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be designated as the most important of the sources for Spenser's 

classical mythology, after Homer and Virgil. On the simple basis 

of number of references Ovid would exceed eitner Homer or Virgil; 

but the heroic poetc would exercise certain larger influences. 

In the Index of Authorities referred to in Hiss S^wtelle's Sources 

of Spenser1s Classical Mythology, there are 96 references to 

Ovid, 62 to Virgil, 52 to Homer, 39 to Apollodcrus, 33 to Hyginus, 

29 to Hesiod, 19 „tc tne Homeric Hymns, and 18 to Diodorus Sic¬ 

ulus. The other references are scattered. These references 

overlap, as of course they must; in general the tendency is to 

leave the matter in the notes between-the several scuroes possible 

on the basis of material. It seems to me a reasonably sound 

conclusion, in cases in which Ovid equally with another writer 

can account for the material in Spenser, that Ovid is the more 

effective source. .Spenser knew the other writers thcroly, 

minute details from them and not in Ovid sometimes occur, as 
i * 

the "Euboean young man” in the Atalanta story from Apollodorus 

(See ATALAHTA); but certainly to a man of Spenser's poetic 

taste, the richness of elaboration of Ovid must have left more 

vivid impressions than the bare summaries so frequent in Ap- . 

cllodorus, with whom the material of Ovid most frequently 

corresponds. 
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The View of Ovid held by Spenser» 

The stock question is, Did Spenser find allegory in 

Ovid? The generally recognized intensely moral and didactic 

bias of Spenser, in common with most of his fellow Elizabethan 

poets and critics, with the known lact of the allegorizing’ of 

Ovid by at least some of the Elizabethans tends to lead too 

promptly to the conclusion that this was the view Spenser held 

of Ovid. In my opinion, however, Spenser did not find allegory 

in Ovid in the sense in which Golding, for example, did; for 

Spenser, the Metamorphoses was not a collection of moral tales 

for the edification of man, but a gorgeous tapestry of brave 

stories for the pleasure of man. He did find in Ovid the allegory 

that actually existed there, that of personifications, such as 

Envy (Met. 2. 760-784), which he used in F. Q. 5. 12. 30; Fame 

(Met. 13. 43 ff.); and Famine (Met. 8. 795 ff.), which perhaps 

suggested seme of the details for Detraction in F» Q. 5. 12. £9» 

He also used some of the gods in their obvious relations as 

personifications of ideas or forces in nature; Cupid person¬ 

ifies love; Belphcebe, the huntress nymph, adopted by Diana, 

and really in her attributes and character a version of Diana, 

personifies chastity; in Book 7, canto 7, Jove personifies 

the superior spiritual power governing men and things. 

Spenser took seriously Ovid’s presentation of the 

Pythcgcrean doctrine of change in the second and third fables 

of Met. 15, cr at least he used this mc„terial seriously in the 

development of a philosophy of Mutability in the Garden of 

Adonis passage (3. 6.) and in 7. 7. However, the serious phil- 
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osophy in these t.TO cantos is more significantly from Lucretius, 

the fifth book of Le Rorum Ratura. It is tempting to tnink of 

the entire book of Matanorp he ses as in seme degree a philo¬ 

sophical work, beginning with the changes of creation, the 

rising of ordered nature out of Chaos, the'rising of life out 

of the mud and ooze, the womb of the earth; the body of the 

book a gathering of illustrations of the central philosophy; 

and the climax in the philosophical terms of Pythagoras of the 

theme of change that has been dramatically presented. But I 

do not think Spenser takes the body of the book thus seriously; 

'and the philosophical use ivhich he makes of Met. 1; 416 ff. in 

the Garden of Adonis passage and of Met. 15. 60 ff. in 7. 7. 

is in seme degree superficial. There is the general impression 

of a rule of change; there is a complaint in two lines of 

stanza S that the beasts are the victims of men's cruelty, 

which fits in with the idea that it is the chief purpose of 

Ovid's version of the Pythagorean doctrine to convey; and the 

personifications and the pictorial and descriptive qualities 

ol' the cantos may be referred to Ovid. But for the actual 

philosophy presented the influence of Lucretius is more sig¬ 

nificant, as Edwin Greenlaw has pointed out in a paper on 

"Spencer and Lucretius" in Studies in Philology, vol. 17. 

YJhatever philosophical idea may be considered as actually 

present in the MetamorMncses is that of merely Protean change, 

of inccnstancy, unstability. "Ch&ng*e is imagined as a river 

flowing ever onward. Every shape is assumed in a fleeting* 
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manner. The seasons, the days, the hours, flow into one another. 

So also the life of man from infancy to age, from, one state of 

consciousness to another, is imagined. A large p<~rt of the 

passage is devoted to sheer transformations, the hyena changing 

sex; the silkworm from the cocoon; the mountain changing to- a 

volcano, and many other such examples." * 

« 

♦Spenser and Lucretius , P 458 

These illustrations given insuppcrt of the idea of metamorphoses 

are not used by Spenser, and the idea which he maintains is one 

cf deeper philosophical implications. Edwin Greenlaw calls it 

Mutability in contrast to change;. it involves the idea of mort¬ 

ality, of a definite direction to change, of subjection to a 

single ruling law, that of Nature, with its rise and fall, its 

periodicity, its rhythm, the aspect of nature contained in the 

worship of Adcnis with nis deatn ana renewal, the inspiration 

for the figure of the Garden of Adcnis passage. Spenser took this 

much cf Ovid seriously, as the sincere expression of his phil¬ 

osophy, but without reading too much into it. 

As to the sincerity on Ovid’s part in the passage 

cn change, he is laughing thrucut, from the suspicious enth¬ 

usiasm with Wxiich he plunges into the theme of the aboyninableness 

of eating flesh, to where he cries, confessing perfectly his own 

mood, "And, since I* now borne over the wide ooean,- and I have 

given my full sails to the winds, there is nothing in the world 
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that continues in the same state" (15. 1?6), to the final hurst 

of exuberance when he writes,"And if there is any wondrous 

novelty in these things, still more may we be surprized that 

the hyaena changes its sex," and then Plinian natural history 

is heaped upon the reader. As to the possibility that Ovid 

believed these marvels, his skepticism is sufficiently es¬ 

tablished by glimpses of his view of mythology that appear in' 

the Amores. and in the Tristia. Edward Kennard Rand quotes the 

following examples: 

I prate of ancient poetry’s lies 
Ne’er seen or now or then by human eyes. 

and of their grossly partial treatment of maidens vows, 

Believe that gods exist! She broke her vow; 
Her face, though, beauteous then, is beauteous now.* 

*"Ovid and Metamorphosis," Harvard Essays on Classical Subjects 
p. 22 3 

In Tristia 4. 7. 11 ff. he says, in substance, to a friend, I 

will sooner believe in the existence of such monsters as Medusa, 

Scylla, Chimaera, the Sphinx, Harpies, Giants, and others, than/^at 

thou, my dearest friend, hast* changed, hast ceased to care for 

me. Such sentiments from the author of the bible of Myths, as 

Rand calls him, is at first sight'surprizing. But in Ameres 

3. 21 ff. we learn the kind of belief Ovid did have in mythology. 

Addressing Corinna, his mistress, he says: 

Grant me yourself as a delightful theme for my verse; 

worthy if their matter my lines will flew. Io 

frightened by her herns, and she whom the adulterer 
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deceived in the shape of the hird of the stream have a 

name in song; she, too, who, borne over the seas upon 

the fictitious bull, held fast the bending horns with 

her virgin hand. T!7e, too, together shall be celebrated 

throughout the world; *and my name shall ever be united 

with thy own. 

Here is at once a thcrogoing skepticism as tc the truth of ancient 

myths in an external sense, and a lively faith in their immortality 

in the r..alm of the creative imagination. He was fascinated by 

myth-making; the myth as he found it was nothing, the myth as he 

left it was immortal. 

At the same time with this philosophical insincerity, 
* 

in a sense, the idea of metamorphosis was as near an expression 

of Ovid’s attitude towards life as could be fcusd. üThen he says, 

Met. 15. 259, "For my part, I cannot believe that anything lasts 

long under the same form," he is probably sincere. If he was 

not he should have been, for nothing so expresses the quality of 

mind of the man as just this idea of metamorphosis; nothing so 

pleased him as "suddenly to shift his point of view, and after 

declaring his allegiance to one aspect of a situation, immediately 

to present the exact reverse with an equally convincing sobriety."* 

* "Ovid and'Metamorphosis," Harvard Essays on Classical Subjects 
p. 22?. 

He.revels irrepressibly in this feat; the man is mercurial. Vlith 

equal delight de describes in the Re::: ell a Amcris, with the re 
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in the Ancres he. begins by pledging loyalty to a single mis¬ 

tress; in a later elegy (2. S) he desc-ibss his embarressment 

at having’ two sweethearts at thsg same time; and in Elegy 2. 4 

we experience the shock of seeing him explain with exuberant 

detail just why he has to love every maiden he sees. In Elegy- 

2. 7 he closes by solemnly swearing to his mistress that he is 

not in love with her handmaid Cypassis; he opens the following 

elegy by remarking that Cypassis was discovered by him in their 

delightful intrigue to be no novice. 

I am entirely of the opinion that Spenser understood 

Ovid to the point of accepting his stories just as he told them, 

that they were not a collection of allegories, or moral tales, 

but simply a pageant of mythology which Spenser loved because 

of the intensity of his response to color, poetic imagery, and 

the marvellous. There are two reasons for believing this. The 

first is in the treatment of Ovidian material. The most un¬ 

flinching allegcrizatisn of the Metamorphoses is by Golding; in 

a long metrical epistle, addressed to the Earl of Leicester, and 

attached as an introduction to the translation, he brings to 

light the heavenly meanings contained therein. First he Chris¬ 

tianizes the "darke philosophie cf turned shapes," for which Ovid 

has written the book. There are four points to this philosophy, 

three pertaining to natural philosophy, and one to moral;- noth¬ 

ing under heaven remains in a steadfast state, nothing p^riches# 

these first two points proved by the wonderful exchange of Gods, 
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LuSil , iwôcb.j’tbj oiid. element 3 , "to "SUüJLx'y ShcpSO rij-dj.t Strc-Uil^e’; 

the seul cf mam is fruit dyin^ free, sh^mi by the uau canulized 

1er virtue, ano. oy the picturing of the pains of limbo lake, 

and tne blissful stste cf the spirits in the Elysion fields; 

Una finally, that men r/Lo dc not live asrordin^ to virtue’s 

lair cescue as ces..~ts, or jorse trun oea.-ts. The trcnsm.igra.tion 

of Pytna^urn- teac_âng is must ingeniously interpreted anu then 

the lesson cx virtue taught by each. of the myths is set forth in 

order, by hocks. Fairly obvious things., such as s. lessen gainst 

’’amoiticu hlynd anu y uthfull vilfulnesse-” in the story of Phaeton 

ore interspereed uith suuh surprises no: 

All such es duo in flattring freaks, and hackee and 
heundes uelyfoht, 

AXIWL dyoe, and c, ru3, and for too spend the ty^c octh 
u.ay uvl ny ht 

In fouls excesse of enurm nvorke, or too nuoh meats 
nd drink: 

Uppon the piteous stete of Aetaeon cu^ht to t.ink. 

In the latter port of the epistle he elaborately Lariuonizes the 

account of creation in the fiist 000k of the Iletamcr .Lmes with, 

tne corrooxjono<.int; account in Genesis, much after the 1 a shim in 

vogue ten year ^ ago, cf harmoiiiziiig the scientific account uith 
« 

Genesis, oy finding a corx e&pmuing order of crea.tion, and a pal- 

ecntolOfci cal age for each of the seven mye. Goldin-_, vas simply 

folio.ring a well-e-'tablisned tradition. The Continent had 1 ro- 

uuced a number of "Moralized Ovids” and allégerizations of 
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Ovidian myths, ficrn the fourteenth century on.* 

* Jusser cXd.: Lit. Hi st. ci the En re. People, II, 370 n. 

Giovanni Boccaccio, of the feurt-enth century, in nis Gen- 

ealogia Deorum, gives the symbolic meanings of a number of 

Ovidian myths, very much after the manner of Golding.** 

**Ccrnelia C. Coulter: Yasser Medieval Studies, p. 325-26. 

In England, for the year 1560, only five years preceding the 

publication ox the first pert of Golding’s work, the Staticner’s 

Legister records the appearance of 11 The Facie of Ovid treting 

of narcissus translated cut of the Latin into English mytre, 

with a moral there - unto, very plesante to rede." *** 

* * * Harriet Manning Blake: Classics! Myths in the Pcetic 

Drama of the Elizcobethan, p. 20. 

In "A Discourse on English Poetry" (1586), William Webbe writes 

that the Lietamorphoses. "beeing moralized according to nis mean¬ 

ing, ana. the trueth of every tale being discovered, it is a 

work of exceeding wysd^me and suunde judgment."**** 

****Haslewood Es.•’•ays: II, p. 30 

Alt ho, as is noted farther cn in the paper, the attitude toward 
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myth changed in general to .urd the end ox the century, the 

o.lle_origin,;, tradition continued, for example in Heywccd’ s 

moralizing oi Apaleius* Cupid and Psyche story in Love1s 

distress (cir. 1653)* 

♦Harriet Hanning Blake: Classical Kyth in •‘•he Poetic Drama 

ox the ElIzc'.jetBans, p. 53 

And Charles G. Osgood (Classical Hytnology of Hilton, p. xlix) 

finds so late a poet as Jdiltori viewing myths in the light of 

xiiauen truths. 

As we have already seen, tne first part of 

Golding’s allegorization, the "darke Philosophie of turned 

shapes," Spencer accepted seriously, xor its face value, but 

without reading into it more than belongs oy right to the 

philosopny of Pythagoras. With such things as the Christian¬ 

izing of the creation story Spenser has nothing to do. He 

was never disturbed by the frank mingling of pagan machinery 

with the Christian. He may Christianize the inner meaning, 

but not the outward clothing. The remaining type of alleg- 

crizaticn, the moralizing of the myths, would be according 

to Spenser’s method in the treatment of poets whom he looked 

upon as moral poets. For example, in Bock 2, the dangers of 

the voyage of Guycn are alleg-orizea from those of- the voyage 

cf Ulysses, and the descent into the cave of Mammon from the 

.escent of Aeneas into the unuer-world. But of the scores of 



myths from Ovid alluded to, or retold, or adapted, in the 

Faerie Queen it is doubtful if a single instance of actual 

moralizing occurs; certainly there would be no more than a 

few isolated cases. There is a touch of it in the adaptation 

of the story of the nymph, Arethusa, told in Met. 5. 572 ff. 

to explain a sacred well, and in F. Q. 2. 2, 7. ff. to explain 

the virtues of a fountain. " - - fender than Cephisus foolish 

chyld" (3.3.44) can hardly be considerea as in any degree an 

expression of the sccrnfulness, pride, and vanity of Karois sus 

in Golding's allegory. The symocliem in the p-rentage of 

ûrgoglio, carnal prias, from Earth ana Aeolus it pme invention 

rather tn&.n an allegorizing of anything in Ovid. "The fayre 

Adonis turned to a flowre," a tapestry in Castle Joyeous 

(3.1.34, from Met. 10. 505 ff.), and "Arion crownd" wncse 

song charmed the dolphins, a part of the pageantry of the court 

of Neptune (4.11.23, from Fasti 2. 105), are typical of the 

place wnich the myths of Ovid hold in tne Faeire Queen. There 

can be little dv,ubt that Spenser knew Golding’s translation, 

and his allegorizaticn; and that he would have, at least in 

some instance, used these allegorizations in a poem of allegory 

such as the Faerie Queen. if he had accepted them, seems almost 

a matter for certainty. 

The second reason for believing that Spenser did 

not look upon Ovid as one of the moral poets is his reticence 

about Ovid. Miss Ida Langden, p. 104 of Spenser1s Theory of 

Nine Art. gives a list of the authors and works mentioned in 
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Spenser's writings. neither Ovid, nor any other of the myth 

collectors, appear on tne list. In the letter to Sir Walter 

Laleigh concerning the Faerie Queen. Spenser sayc that in mak¬ 

ing a book the general end of which is “to fashion a gentlemen 

cr noble person in vertuous and gentle discipline" he had 

followed all the "antique poets Listoricall," Hom^r, Virgil, 

Ariosto, ana Tasso; he' cncse Arthur for his subject, to portray 

in him the twelve private moral virtues as devised by Aristotle. 

As Liiss Vinstanley writes in h_r Introduction to the Faerie Qu.en, 

Book I, (p. 67), "The humanistsof the time very generally be¬ 

lieved that it was the business of poetry to teach by means of 

allegory and believed, moreover, that the great poets of ant¬ 

iquity, Hcmer ana Virgil especially, had actaally done so." 

Thus Ascham in nis Schclemaster gives the Odyssey practicelly 

the interpretation as a moral metaphor that Spenser gives the 

voyage of Ulysses in 'the Fa-erie Queen. Elyot in The Governour 

(p. 56 ff.), is careful to show that the ancient classics will 

be resd with actual profit, thet with beauty they combined 

"moche mcrall and politike wislome." In particular does he 

commend in this manner "noble Emmure; from whom as from a 

fountains procedea all. eloquence and l^rnying," and "Virgile: 

which, in his worke called Eneiaos, is moot lyke to Homere." 

Sidney, also, in the Apologie for Pc.-trie. inoi-ts up<.n such 

moral instruction, which is to be conveyed by means of poetic 

justice. Following Grcsart's Life of Spenser (p, 31S), "in 

"che spirit of Sidney's A.mlo-;ie for Poetry. Spender conceived 
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and wrote the Faer ie One en.11 "He thought of his poem, while 

never ceasing to he a true poem, as if it were, in a certain 

sense, a. study in etuics." In response to a request, in com¬ 

pany, to deliver a discourse cn the virtues and vices, and to 

give the company a taste of true moral philosophy, Spenser 

excused himself by saying that he had actually in hand a work 

vhich might in some sort satisfy his friend’s aesire: "For 

sure I am, that it is not unknowns unto you, that 1 have already 

e work tending to the same effect, w^ich is in hercic&l verse 

under the title of a Faerie Queen to represent all the morall 

vertues, assigning to every virtue a Knight to he the jjatrcn 

and defender of the same, in whose actions ana feats of arms 

and chivalry the operations of tint vertue, whereof he is the 

protector, are to he expressed, and the vices and unruly appetites 

chat oppose themselves against the same, to he besten down and 

overcome." 

Elyot woula set the two hocks of Ovid, the Met¬ 

amorphoses and De Fastis next unto Virgil, because they are 

necessary to the understanding of otlnr poets; hut because 

there is little other learning in them, concerning either 

virtuous manners cr policy, no long time should he spent on 

them. It is likely that Spencer, while devoted to Ovid because 

cx their poetic kinship, still felt, after seme such view as 

this of Sir Tuomas Elyot’s, tint Ovid had not the dignity to 

bring him into speech or writing in association with such a 

work as the Faerie Queen. a work embracing at once the three 
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divisions of learning of Sidney, history, moral philosophy, 

and poetry. Mr. J. J. Juss'erand, in a paper on the inaccuracy 

of Spenser's reference of the "twelve private mcrall vertues" 

to Aristotle, affirms that Spenser showed as a rule no minute 

accuracy in his indications of sources and models,* 

* "Spenser's 'Twelve Private Horall Vertues'": Modern Philology 

III (1S05-6), p. 374. 

and that a "dignified origin was ever in the ’wishes and tastes 

of Spenser."** 

**Ibid., p. 381. 

So E. K., writing under Spenser's eyes in annotating the Shep- 

heardes Calendar, and pointing out the originals, mentions 

Marot least, to whom Spenser owed most. Had Spenser held the 

high moral view of Ovid held by Golding, for example, one would 

expect fr:m him some mention of a poet whose presence is felt 

thrucut the Faerie Queen. The probability is that Spenser held 

some such view as that of Elyot. Every part of the Faerie Queen 

may be wound about with the myths of Ovid; they are but the 

adornments of a noble work, beautiful, but somewhat external 

after all. 

Spenser's view of the poetry of Ovid, developed 

thus far leaves cut in the main the question of his reaction 
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to the Ancres. Ars Amatoria, and Remedia Amoris, all popular 

in Elizabethan England. This is a question hard to answer. 

The moralizing of comeodes, and "epistles and ditties of love" 

by lascivious poets THUS after a sonewnat strange manner; the 

burden of the morality v;as placed on the reader. In the pre¬ 

sentation of vice the uninitiated, the man ignorant in posts, 

might find nothing out incentive to lechery. "But they which 

be ignorant in pcetes wyll perchance objecte, as is their 

maner, agayne these verses," 'writes Elyct (The Governour, 

p. 123). It must be pointed out that "they be undoubtedly a 

picture or as it were a mirrour of man’s life, wherein ivill 

is not taught out discovered." By seeing there the attractive¬ 

ness of vice, how easily young minds are led into its snares, 

the man will be warned to ’fortify himself against it. Curiously, 

such a moral purpose was appended to the poets themselves, 

although the moral result depended upou the moral purpose of 

the reader, as in the opinion expressed by Webbe in "A Discourse 

on English Poetry" (Haselwood Essays: p. 43) that the "wan- 

tcnest poets of all, in their most lascivious workss, wherein 

they ousied themselves, sought rather by that means to withdraw 

men’s mindes (especially the best natures) from such foule 

vices, then to allure them to imbrace such beastly follies as 

they detected. " The Amores was moralized after this manner; 

the Remedis Amoris was taken seriously as containing very many 

pithie and wise sentences, pointing the way to the suppression 

of the undesirable passion. Elyot, and after him, ïïeobe, re- 
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fleet this view. 

In the latter part cf the century poets tended to 

forget the moral point of view and to welcome such poets as 
t 

Ovid for their sensuousness; many poems, often of high poetic 

quality, were written cn classical subjects with a frankly 

sensuuus appeal.* 

♦Jusserand: A Lit. Hist of the Eng. People. II, 411. 

Between these two peints of view, the old and the 

new, ana present thrucut the century, were the critics, who, 

Sir Philip Sidney tells us, said, "How much it (poetry) abuseth 

men’s ’wit, trayning it to wanton sinfulness and lustfull love: 

the Comedies rather teach than reprehend amorous conceits; the 

Lirick is larded with passjon^-te sonnets. The El eg lack weepes 

the ’want of liis mistress, and even to the Heroicall CUP id hath 

ambitiously climed."- - (Apologie - for Poetrie. 53). That 

Sidney defends the poets of the elegies and comedies against 

these critics is seme indication that Spenser accepted the 

moralized view, from the generally accepted parts of their 

parsenal and literary associations, and from Spenser’s ardast 

admiration cf Sidney.** 

•♦♦Edward Fulton: "Spenser, Sidney, and.the Areo^gus," Mod¬ 

ern Language I.otes, XXXI (ISIS) , 37B. 

The dedication of the Shepheardes Calendar to Sidney 

and the dedicatory preface and the envoy to The Ruines of Time 
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re cited. 

H. R. Fox. Boimie particularly associates the views and crit¬ 

icisms set forth in the Apologie for Poetrie with the period, 

1578 to 1580, which covered the personal intercourse of Sidney 

and Spenser.* 

*Sir Philip Sidney, p. 206. 

In the view of Miss Lilian YJinstanley, the Apologie for Poetrie 

may he considered as a kind of manifesto on behalf of the Areo¬ 

pagus, a supposed literary society of which Sidney was thought 

tc be president, and Spenser a luemosr.** 

**Intro. F. Q,. . Book I, p. 68. 

The existence of a definite organisation is doubtful,*** 

***H, Maynaraier: "The Areopagus of Sidney and Spenser," 

Modern Language Review. IV (ISOS), 2o9-501. 

but that Sidney's writing did represent to a considerable degree 

the views of what may be called the highest circle of literary 

men of the aay, the c^urt group, is likely. This kind of moral¬ 

izing, with its appeal to purity of mind, would be more likely 

to be accepted by Spenser than \?culd the intellectual gymnastics 



of the strsined allegorizaticn necessary to the moral view of 

the Met. However, Spenser's life reached well into the period 

of the fully sensuous interpretation of Ovid. The use which he 

makes of material possibly from the amatory poems of Ovid does 

not tell us whether he was a critic or a moralizer. In either 

case, he would hove utilized the unfavorable aspects of Cupid 

for the personification of sensual love in the Faerie Queen 

(see CUPID); and the conventions of courtship, or rather flirt¬ 

ation, described by Ovid he 'would have in either case used in 

an unfavorable sense, as in the passage between Paridell and the 

wife of Malbecco (3.S.30 ff.). Spenser, in his own poetry, re¬ 

presents rather the point of view of dependence on the purity 

of mind of the reader. While always, in purpose, the poet of 

the spiritual, there is much of the sensuous in his poetic art. 

The allurements of evil, as Spenser describes them are liable 

to be as alluring to the reader as to the character in the drama 

The attracticns of the enchantress Acrasia, and of her Bowre of 

Blis (S.1B.63 ff.) have a frankness and wealth of sensuous ap¬ 

peal that is in the tone of seme of the elegies of Ovid, but 

with more richness of treatment, even more revelling in delect¬ 

able detail. 

To review Spenser’s understanding of Ovid, there 

seems to be adequate justification for the conclusion that he 

did net find allegory in the myths c.ntained in Ovid, or in the 

Ile t amorphe ses. as a whole; but that he probably did take the 
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moralized view of the amatory poems. As to tuis. last point, 

I can offer nothing at all ccnclusive. The one view in this 

regard that I should herd! y consider a possibility for Spenser 

is that of moralizing the amatory poems thru a recognition of 

their humor, of the ridicule thru parody. There was an elem¬ 

ent of extravagance in Elizabethan love conventions that would 

blind the Elizabethan to many elements of ourlecque in the love 

poetry of Ovid. 

It is interesting tu note at this point that an 

analysis of the manner of Hilton's use of mythologicd material 

maae by Charles G. Osgood* 

♦Classical Mythology in Hilton. 18SS. 

may be referred, in an external sense, with equal application 

to Spenser. In general, a three-fold division of the use of 

mythological material is made, for similes or comparisons, by 

incorporation of the myth or ancient conception into a poet¬ 

ical setting of Hilton's own creation, and. for descriptions 

of nature, particularly of dawn, night, and the progress of 

the sun and moon. It is likely that Spenser was an important 

influence en Hilton's technique in the use of mythological 

material. Of the spirit of the mythology of Spenser as ccm- 

pated to that of Hilton, Mr. Osgood says, tewevor: 

"His mythology nas more the nature of external 

ornament rather profusely applied. There is evidence that, 
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like the Italians, he vra.s mere charmed, with its sensuous and 

even sometimes fleshly aspect than with the deeper spiritual 

significance — which indeed he may not have perceived. It 

is in tnis way that his tieatment becomes more lavish of ep¬ 

ithet, color, and circumstance than Milton’s."* 

♦Classical Mythology of Milten, p. XXn. 

For Lilton* s view, Mr. Osgood presents evidence that 

ne locked upon the classi cal loganas as mystic am as contain¬ 

ing hidden or deep truth of whicn they are the synodic ex¬ 

pression. In CCMUB he calls the poets who treat then sage, 

their poetry high and immortal, and the myths the giits of 

divine inspiration.** 

**IbUp. xf/jr. 

In the lcter poems, particularly, the mythology becomes grave 

and impressive, and Milton's treatment of the stories "reveals 

a deep and unfailing sensitiveness to the grand and awful truths 

of life." *** 

***IbiV.p. (yxrU. 

That this view of mythology as a w,x>le was so 
i 

foreign to Spenser as Mr. Osgood implies in the note quoted 

aecve is far frai true has been made evident by material referred 
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to in an earlier division ci tl-is paper, particularly by the 

nature of Spenser’s reference to the "antique poets histor- 

icall” in the letter to Raleigh concerning the Faerie Queen, 

end by nis application of the mythology of the wanderings of 

Ulysses in the voyage of Sir Guycn in Book II of the Faerie 

Queen, or of the conception of Jove in Book VII, Canto VII. 

Of course, Spenser’s use of mythology for its hidden truths 

never has tne austerity and restraint in presentation of 

Milton, Wxiich Mr. Osgood ascribes to his contact with the 

pure Greek culture,* 

* lb iV.p. XX n. 

but union is as much Hsoraic as Hellenic and' .\c.s the Biblical 

heritage of the Puritan. Spenser’s treatment is less'obviously 

spiritual, it abounus in the lavishness of detail , -the richness 

of color, tne sensucusness of description characteristic of the 

Renaissance, but tne purpose is there. 

But Spenoer does not to eat all mythology alike. The 

epic poets in whose work mythology is presented in terms of its 

control of human destinies, he finds moral; but when myths are 

presented for their own sake, apart from human contacts, as in 

Ovid, Spenser does not make them a vital part of his theme, but 

oestows them upon his work , rather as Mr. Osgood says, as 

external ornament. And so heavily has Spenser drawn upon Ovid, 

so luxuriant is this ornamentation, that it is nut surprising 



tiiat Mr. Osgood should. h-vc characterized Spenser's treatment 

of mythology in the light of tuis adornment. 
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The Treatuent of Ovid by gpenser 

Something of the manner of Spenser’s use of material 

from Ovid huS already ueen developed, particularly the lack of 

allegorization of the mytxis. In this connection it may he re¬ 

peated that the Ovidian myths serve primarily as embellishments 

of tne structure; they are the sculptured figures on the Gothic 

cathedral. 

A new point to be observed is the surprising lack, 

considering the body of material ne alt with, of verbal borrow¬ 

ing, beyond the use of corresponding epithets, and the lack of 

passages- even verging on translation. S. G. Owen, "Ovid and 

Romance," notes a line, "that no whole piece of him was to be 

seen" (5,8.43), by which comparison is made to Hippolytus tern 

by his own steeds, as borrowed word for word from "nallaoque in 

corpore partes, noscere quas posses; unumque erat omnia vulnus" 

("and net a pc.rt in my cody wnich you .could recognize; and the 

whole of me formed but one continued wound" ) (trust, /s.-s*?). 

. Sc&. Eng. Lit, and the Classics,TO. 185 

Pernaps the closest following in a passage of any 

length is in the tapestry ox the amours of the gods in the ho-use 

of Busyrane (3.11.38 ff.) from the web of Arachne (Ivlet. 6. 103 ff) ♦ 

In ports of this passage the following of descriptive detail is 

close enough to oe called para.phase, or even translation, as in 

"And like a fire, when he Aegin assayed" from "Cepit Ascpida 
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luserit ignis" ("he deceived   the daughter of Ascpus changed 

to a flame"). According to Cnuroh’s Spenser (p. 114) there is 

a aefinite reason for this lack of close verbal coriespondence. 

Spenser wrote the bulk of the Faerie Queen. in Ireland, and the 

poem hc.s the character, writes Church, of the work of a man of 

.vide reading, but without books to verify or correct." 

"Tnis lack of verbal correspondences makes difficult 

the solution of one of the Spenser-Ovid questions, that of the 

comparative use of the original text, and of translations, part¬ 

icularly Golding. -In Sandys’ ' Classical Scholarship it is stated 

that Spenser translated a small part of Ovid, and that he was 

concerned in the Latin versification movement for English, a matter 
♦ 

of which we also learn from Spenser's letters to Gabriel Harvey. 

He is praised for his Latin poetry by William Weboeî 

♦Haslwocd’s Essays: p. 36. 

th *-n 
There is^not question concerning his command of the Latin text. 

G., il si de ring both the popularity of Golding’s Metamorphoses and 

its high repute among men of letters, ** 

♦♦Harriet Manning Blake: Classical Mythology in the Poetry of 

the Elizauethans. p. 19-30. 

and Spenser’s lively literary interest there is little question 

of his acquaintance with that translation; but the extent to 
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which he may have used Golding, end the language ox Golding, would 

require an exceedingly detailed study. 

One of the details of Aurora in the Faerie Queen is 

nearer to Gelding than to the original text, as follows: 

Ovid (net. 13.5d4)- "orine solute siout erat." 

(with loose hair just as she was). 

Golding (ld.GCS).- " .ith her heare atout her eares." 

Faerie Queen (1.11.51) - "Her gold locks for haste were 

lovely sned about her ears." 

The most striking characteristio of Spenser's use of 

the Ovid material is hie absolute mastery and freedom. There is 

no slightest trace of pedantry, no sense of disturbance abvUt the 

use of details unauthorized oy the ancients, such as the purple 

Lair of Aurora, Cupid as the brother oi the Graces, mentioned in 

Perci oal' s Introduction to Book I, Fs.erie Queen ( p. 54), or the 

buses as the sisters of Pnaetcn, mentioned by Lliss Sa\rtelle. In 

this, Spenser was following the henaissance ilea of Iwitatio, by 

•which the author uignt retain or leave out, add or diminish, re¬ 

order, or alter either in form or in matter xruu a source to suit 

nis purpose,* 

♦Roger As chan* The Schclen^ ,-ter . Book II, p. B41 (iGlO). 

a licent e vny open t^ c.nfubion. Added to this, in Spenser there 

is the same tranquil freea.m in tne bringing together of classical, 

oriental and medieval, pagan ana Christian, imagery. Spenser has 
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an imagination for uesuty that guides him safely thru such apparent 

confusion &s a medieval Mc-^ioian sending messengers to the house 

of the clac.-ical ilurpLeus, a £c.racen intruding iuto^wcod where 

Taons anu Satyrs duioe with Hamadryads and ITaiads, and a medieval 

knight fri, .htening, aoay Graces from the sibht of a shepherd lad, 

Colin Clout. 

Always Spenser is in complete command of his material, 

drawing as from an inexhaustible store for his needs, using his 

material ao accurately as an antiquarian could desire when such a 

use meets his will, but always aole without hesitation to rise 

aoove the strict letter of the original and, never losing its 

spirit, to alter and aua.t to meet an immediate purpose. As in 

the Corcnis myth (3.11.37) he adds a metamorphosis to the sweet- 

briar to fill a stanza with the metamorphosis of Hyacinthus (see' 

C CROIT IS). 

With perfect sureness of creative power, he sometimes 

even makes over myths, or creates fresh ones, either by new com¬ 

binations, or oy pure invention. The stcry of Actaeon and Diana 

becomes the story of Faunus and Diana (see ACTUEOII); the flight 

of Arethusa from Alpneus, and her transformation into a fountain 

appears as the story of Faunus and a nymph of Diana similarly 

transformed (see ARETHUSA); the story of liirabella’s alleged 

revolt against Cupid, her trial in his C^urt of Saint Valentine, 

and her punishment, is a mixture of closaic legenu and medieval 

Court of Love tradition; such new genealogies as the Blatant 

Beast, offspring of Ceroerus and Chimaera (see CERBERUS and 
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CRI11AET.A), or Qrgcglio born of Earth by Aeolus, are devised at 

iiesj. t«- bring Spenser’s newly created allegorical ruonsters into 

tne mytnclogical spirit of the whole; and one of the most ueaut- 

iful stories in the Faerie Queen is a pure invention, the birth 

of Bolpnoeoe and Amor ett, daughters of Chrysogone, by Dearns of 

the cun. This-last example reveals the finest aspect of Spenser's 

treatment of the Ovidian material. The spirit of his myth making* 

he has absorbed from Ovid as a master, but he has infused into it 

the light of an exquisite aelicacy that is peculiarly the art of 

Spenser. 

Thile examining his use cf classical mythology for its 

possible relations to Ovid in particular, one cannot fail to be 

impressed with the range aiu t'mrmsss of Spenser» s learning, 

with the ease with welch he combines a variety of sources, as in 

tne Adonis matter (see AD3I7IS and ADJITIS, CTAUXEIT OF). Inaccuracies 

end c.nfusicns do, of course, occur. There is certainly a con¬ 

fusion in regard to the goat that nourished Jove (see ALIIATEEA), 

ana probably "Alphaeus still imaoulate" (see AL7HEQS) is a con¬ 

fused reference. The identification cf Beilina and Llinerva in 

4.1.15 (see BELLG’JA) is misleading, and probably net intentional; 

and there is an inaccuracy in placing the quarrel of the Cent¬ 

aurs and Lapithae at the wedding of Theseus ana Ariadne (see 

AMADITE). But when we consider the vest extent of his borrowing 

from the classics, one can only winder that such errors of details 

are not more numerous; in any case, the Faerie Queen is liter¬ 

ature, and nut a text-book. The charm cf Spencer’s handling* cf 



classical mythology is in a is ease; he is the perfect master, 

and a forerunner of hiltcn, in the art of Iwit&tio. One never 

f^els the man rcuorrlag to a seurce, nor is conscious of the 

cooks hack cf the pen. There is the impression of a mind stored 

v/ith a wealtn of material held in perfect control. In the Fo,erie 

Q,uben there is a luxuriance of classical allusion without over¬ 

burden ing.‘ 
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The Value of Ovid to the Faerie Queen 

From the point oi view of one who has enjoyed the 

Feerie Queen as well as read it, the final question is what 

would ;.e have missed from the Faerie Queen if there had been 

no Ovid. In general tne matter from Ovid lies cutsiae the 

movement of the aiaiiia; the theme ceuld go forward without 

it. The only basic contributions have already been tret ted: 

merely cis one cf several co. responding sources Ovid contri¬ 

buted to the theme cf sensual love; to the theme of mutab¬ 

ility Ovid contributed, but not most significantly; and to 

the allegory of personifications he contributed at least one 

striking figure, that of Envy, and must have influenced Spen¬ 

ser’s general manner in this field, thru such figures as those 

of Fame and Famine. In this connection, H. II. Percival in an 

analysis of the influences on Spenser’s allegory * 

* Intro. Faerie Queen, Book I, p. 22, 

writes that "the allegory of Philoso hia and Philoocemia by 

Atnelard of Bath, is the first instance of what after warns dev¬ 

eloped into the personification element in Spenser (e.g., Luc- 

ifera and her courtiers, Despair, Dame Ceolia and her household 

in Book I.)”. It is coviouc that this type of allegory has a 

much earlier appearance in Ovid; at the same time, the presence 

of another influence as adequate minimizes the value of Ovid in 

this connection. 
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ÎJhat, then, that ic actually viial to the Faerie 

Q.ueen would be lost without Ovid? The answer may he made in 

terms already used; the Faerie Queen without Ovid would be 

like the tall, gaunt structure ox' a Gothic cathedral without 

its sculpturines, a noble sywooj, a lofty expression of moral 

philosophy, but without that intricate, almost monstrous, wholly 

enchanting beauty that is the Faerie Queen. More than any other 

of Spenser’s sources Ovid furnishes the adornment of the Faerie 

Queen and in the Faerie Queen it is.thè adornment that binds 

together the pmrts of the poem into this region in which it is 

a delight to wander. Given a set 'of knights and a set of ladies 

and let tnern ride iorth to illustrate their various moral virtues 

and we have a world of noble philosophy wnich we might much better 

gain in a sermon; add some wicked enchanters and cruel giants 

for encounter and overthrow, seme forest3 to wander in, and s-.me 

castles fit either for imprisonment or entertainment, and we have 

a medieval romance, not too good, of rather moderate dramatic 

effect; then involve the whole of this in a maze of nymphs and 

dryads, fauns and satyrs, gods and goddesses, all in a bewilder¬ 

ing tangle of myths told with colorful description, and we have 

a fairyland of beauty thru wnich to move slowly, in which to linger, 

to which to return. 

It is xiot simply a matter of a source for the class¬ 

ical mythology of Spenser, altho without Ovid there wwuld have 

been none so adequate. It is not a question of "arrays of par¬ 

allel passages," to quote E. K. Fiand; out a matter of the res- 
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pense of one poet to a kinored poet. S. G. Owen says of Ovid, 

"His mind moved in a wonderland created by bis own warm fancy."* 

*"Ovid and Romance," Eng. Lit and the Classics. p.«171. 

V'e might easili' think him speaking of Spenser. He speaks of Ovid’s 

luxuriance, his copious invention, the love of beauty, of the 

beauty of physical form, and the brightness and grace of external 

nature very nearly a summary of the characteristics of Spenser 

as the pure poet, as separated from the historian and the moral 

philosopher. It is as poet to poet that Ovid's temperament speaks 

to Spenser’s. He satisfied the love of sheer oeauty for its own 

-ake, so strong in Spenser, and in the Renaissance, but perhaps 

somewhat suppressed in Spenser in spite ox the Renaissance, since 

it was the Renaissance in England. And he satisfied the sense of 

wonder of Spenser, a certain naive quality of mind also charact¬ 

eristic of the Renaissance. To Ovid and Spenser alike there is a 

fascination in myth-making, the creation of a bit of isolated 

beauty and winder. This is what a myth should be; Ovid was the 

poet among-the ancients who possessed the richness of descriptive 

power, and the art of the musician in nis verse to make them so. 

It is not likely that Spenser would ever have been a -tracted to 

any such wealth of myth for the adornment of the Faerie Queen if 

he had had to depend on Apollodorus and Hyginus, or even Hesiod, 

And sc finely w-und is every part of the Faerie Queen with the 

adornment of cluosical mythology that to sépare te the one from the 
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ctnor would oe like trying to shake t-xS dew from a web without 

UJ-’OX.kii.b; tx-s structure. Dut .^re important still is the pro¬ 

bable influence of Ovia en tha development of tne characteristic 

luxuriance, colorfulness, ana urace of Spenserisn descriptiun. 

Spenser cnaxact=ristically emoroiaers the themes he takes from 

Virgil, moat concentrated of poets.* 

♦Lilian Dinstanl^y: Intro. F. Q. Bock II, p. S3. 

Eut in Ovid he found a poet where influence met have cLne much 

to develops the richness of the Splicer ian descriptive manner. 

In addition, tnen, to furnishing the mc-t attractive 

general stere-heuse of classiccd mythology, and serving as the 

i-odel, or rather tne insx iraticn, for Spenser as a myth creator, 

Ovid undoubtedly contributed much to tne development of the rich¬ 

ness of descriptive quality v.ich ve associate with Spenser. We 

may talk aocut the Faerie Queen in the class-rv.om for what Aris¬ 

totle or Plate contributed; but nre are most likely to read Spen¬ 

ser with enjoyment of Ovia's contriuution. It is n„t without 

significance that the moot striking passage rele.ticn oet'jeen Ovid 

and the Faerie Queen is xhc-t oi the w3o of AroUhne to the tap¬ 

estry of the h.u:e of Busyrane, p<_3ou0es wnich are miniatures of 

the lur0er ta;„entries of poetry in wnich they appear. 



ïïcte: 

Illustrâticns 

for 

Relations cf Ovid to the Faerie Queen 

of pL-itioulcr interest or iu.-_urtance, the notes on AURORA 
c.nd CUPID.   
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ACHEWOH. — 1.5.33. 
Met. 11.504. 

The only mention of Acheron in the Faerie Queen is in 

the fdlc:/infa lines: 

They pas the hitter waves cf Acheron, 
'there many s^uls sit waiting woefully. 

1,5.33. 

Acheron is only mentioned once in Ovid: 

The Trachinian ship nc - aloft, as tho 
from the summit of a mountain, it seems 
to look clown upon the vallies and the 
deptns of Acheron; at another moment, when 
the engulphing sea has surrounded it, sank 
below, it seems to oe looking at heaven 
above from “he infernal waters. 

Met. 11.504 

The details, in general, of the lower world would naturally come 

from the Odyssey and the Aeneid rather than from Ovid. 

. Summary: no importance. 

AoCETIUS. — 2.7.55. 
Her. ana 21. 

On the tree in the Garden of Proserphine there 

 also sprang that goodly g'olden fruit, 
With which Acontius got his love trew, 
Whum he had long time sought with 

fruitless suit. 
2.7.55. 

The story of the love of Acontius for Cydiw;e and the means by 

w.iich he gained her as a cride is the subject of Her. 20 end 21, 

which ore attributed tc Ovid, and also of cue of the epistles of 

Aristaenetus. The fact .th^t Hiss Sawtelle refers no other detail 

in Spenser to Aristaenetus, while the works of Ovid are recognis- 

edly well kno vn to and freely used by him, points almost conclus- 



ively to the Hero ides as Spenser's source. 

As in the story of Atalanta, an apple played the 

important part in the strategem by which the youth Acontius 

worn^the beautiful Cydippe. Having become deeply enamoured of 

her, but not daring to make known his passion in the usual man¬ 

ner for fear of a repulse, he wrote upon an apple verses which, 

in effect, read, "I swear by Diana to marry Acontius." This 

apple he threw at the feet of the maiden as she was worshipping 

in the temple of Diana. Unsuspectingly she took it up and read 

aloud the verses, thereby pledging herself irrevocably to Acon¬ 

tius, as at that time there was a law in force at Delos that 

whatever any person should swear in the temple of Diana should . 

be performed and inviolably observed. 

Altno Cydippe consented to the marriage with AcontiuB 

only after a visitation from Diana of sickness for delay, and then 

burdened her letter with reproaches, there is sufficient evidence 

toward the end of the letter of a softening on her part to justify 

Spenser's phrase "his love trew." The apple was not, however, 

golden, as Spenser describes it. The only description of the apple 

in Ovid is in Cydippe's statement that her colour has become blood¬ 

less, as she remembered that of the apple to be (315—IS). Spenser 

may have been Confused by Acontius' vow to offer up a golden image 

of an apple on the day of the wedding (247), or by Cydippe's com¬ 

parison of it with the golden apples of Atalanta' (123 ). It is 

just as likely, however,' that Spenser simply made the apple golden 

for the sake of effectiveness in his use of it with the.golden 
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agiles ci Atlas’ daughters, of At al ant a, and of Ate as the fruit 

of a single tree in the Garuen of Proserpine. 

Summary: s~urce; summary of an extended story; 

slight adaptation of detail. 

lîote: -v* Aristc^enetus .vas not available to me. A 

possible specific source there lor "golden" and "nis love trew" 

mifeht alter the conclusion. 

ACTE OIT. — 7.S.41 if; 3.6.17 ff. 
Met. 3.1. 31 ff. 

That the story of Actaecn's unwitting intrusion on 

Diana’s bathing (net. 3.3.31 ff) . was in Spenser’s mind when he 

composed the myth of Faunuo' spying upon Diana is shown oy the 

lines: 

And eft aim placed where he close might view 
That never any saw, save cnsly one, 
lYno, for his hire to so foole-hardy dew, 
Fas of his hounds devour ' s in hunters he J. 

7.6.41. 

The use of the word "fool-hardy" is scmownat careless, as 0vid 

particularly states that the offense of Actoeon was purely acci¬ 

dental; "fool-lmrdy", achever, serves to bring the original myth 

more nearly parallel to xhe one created uy Spenser. 

In the story of Faunus, the lines describing the stream 

and its surrounding grove are. closely parallel to Met. 3.155-163; 

there ere no exact correspondences, but a number of details of une 

description are paralleled in the other. Seme correspondence of 

detail occurs in the two lines immediately following: 

Here, when weeried witn hunting, the gcudess of 
the woods was wont to oathe her virgin limbs 
in the clear water. — Met. 3. 16 3—164. 
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In tier sweet streames Diana used oft 
(After her sweatie chace and toilsome play) 
To bathe herself; —F. Q. 7.6.42. 

The discovery of Faunus by Diana, the covering him with 

a deer's skin, and the pursuit by the hounds are, of course, al¬ 

most a retelling of the essential details of the Actaecn story. 

The ne.v myth is, however, taken out of the tragic tone of the 

original to accord with the spirit of buffoonery characteristic 

of Faunus and his escapades (Fast. £.203 ff.). Instead of the 

sudden and fatal anger of Diana which transformed Actaeon into 

a stag to be killed by nis oral hounds, we have something of the 
» 

spirit of a jest; Faunus is tormented oy tne nymphs, then sen¬ 

tenced to be clothed in a deer’s skin and nunted oy their hounds, 

.mich, fortunately, he is able to outrun. 

The incident of Venus, in search of Cupid, surprising 

Diana in disarray (3.6.17 ff.) is evidently also suggested by 

the Actaeon myth, as shown by the line "YJhiles all her nymphes 

did lik s. girlond her enclose,” which is practically a paraphrase 

of "circumfusaeque Diansm corpcribus texere suis." (Met. 3. 100), 

The details of Diana's disarray, particularly that of her hair, 
. * 

which in Spenser "loose about her shoulders hung undight" and in 

Ovid "lay scattered over her neck" ('sparsos p^r colla") (1.169), 

have enough similarity to suggest a relation. 

Summary: source; adaptation of a myth in Ovid 

entire for one new myth, and of a detail for another new myth. 

AD LITIS: — 3.1. 34 ff. 
Met. 10.503 fi; 10.708 ff. 

Tne otcry of Adonis a; pear c t «ice in the Faerie Q.ueen. 
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and under widely different aspects. In the cne instance, Ovid 

can lay indisputable claim bcth tc the material and to the spirit 

of its use. In the other, Ovid may be responsible for seme of 

the details, altho they are details which other sources hove in 

ccmmàn with him; But for the most part, both the material and 

its application are foreign to Ovid. 

In F. Q. 3.1.54 ff. the story of Adonis appears as 

"A work of rare device and wendrous wit" cn the tapestries that 

clothed the malls of Castle Joyecus; it is a story for its own 

sake, just as Spender found it on that larger tapestry of Ovid’s 

weaving, the Hetamerchoses. The story, of the love of Venus for 

Adonis, of his death by the wild soar, and of her grief for him, 

according to Miss Sawtelle, is related with variations by sev¬ 

eral authors, such as ApollodoruS, Hyginus, Ovid,Theocritus, and 

'Bion; but Ovid (Mat. 10.731 ff.) ados that, after his death, 

Adonis wee changed by Venus into a flower. Ovid not only adds 
in 

this detail in the Met.. but he repeats it^Fast. 5. 227 when he 

speaks of the "son of Cinyras from whose blood fame arose in the 

shape of a flouer." It is just this detail of Ovid»s of which 

Spenser, in this relation of the story, appears to be^most con¬ 

scious. He not only uses the details, as Ovid does, for the 

climax of his story, "when she saw no helpe might him restore, 

him to a dainty flowre she aid trsnemew"; but he introduces the 

tapestry as a portrayal of the love of Venus for "The fayre Adonis, 

turned to a flowre." The story is then told following the order 

of Ovid’s relation and strictly within the limits of his mytaclcgy, 

there being mention of the details, such as Liars’ jeal.usy of 



AcLnis and iesponcibility for hi a death, or of Pxoser.ine's love 

iui‘ him, oeloiiging exclasively to the oth-r aati ore. Spender 

enriches Ovid’s mythology, ho/ever, with oharacteristic deo- 

criptive elaboration of exquisite jeauty en tus gentle oalliuiioe 

of Venus with her luve, and on her grief ov -r his wounded body. 

In general these give -the impression cf springin directly fro.m 

the richness ox £pui.-er1 b cm genius. 

A cn.g orison ex' the tiret two lines cf stanza 38 with 

the opening of the second stanza of Dion's "Levant for Adonis” 

sugge'tb the po-sibility of a xelation, JC .ever. 

Loi u.sre o.eycnd ne lyeth languianing, 
Deadly ei_.ored cf a greats .nine bmre. 

and 

Low cn the hills is lying tue lovely Adonis, 
and his t itlh ith tne boar's tusk, -ns wnite 
thigh with the boar’ e tusk is veunued. 

In these sane » sanies, there is po.sibly also a rel¬ 

and 

 the gore, 
IShich staynes hie siloviy skin vith hateful hew, 

His aark bloou dri^s uo ,n his skin of snow, 

a descriptive detail which him repeat in the next stanza. 

There is oovi^ubly 1.0 conclusive correspondence be¬ 

tween these lines; but Spenser knew the Gre^k Eucodio Poets (fee 

ddrID, Venus' search), and the fact that tne contrast cf the red 

blood arid the sno vy skin is not in Ovid tno he tells the story 

with c-nsi. arable 
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aescriptive detail, while the detail in Bion is striking enough 

to have been used by Shakspere in his Venus and Adonis ( v, 1053), 

presents a strong probability that Spenser received some sug- 

toestiv.n fru:i Bion for his description, altno Bion was not the 

source for sis mythology, as in Sion’s "Lament" the metamorphosis 

(v. 64) is of the blood of Adonis and the tears of Aphrodite to 

two uifferent flowers, not of, Adonis himself. That the change 

in Ovid is actually of the oody cf Adonis, and not merely of his 

blood, altho it is the blood (oruorem) that Venus sprinkled \7ith 

nectar, is evidenced by "artus vertere" (bo-.7 cnanged) in 

the campe risen to a former metamorphosis by Persepncne, and in 

"nobis Cinyreius hercs nutatatus" (7B9-31), (The change of 

my hero, offspring of Cinyras). ' It i. T ro cable that Spenser 

knew the story from Ovid, but tint a -ae recent reading of 

Bien, with its richness of description, haa EH influence cn the 

tr.atment of the theme. 

In case the possibility should suggest itself that 

either Spent'r used £hakep=re, or vice versa, for the detail 

mentioned of the contrast of rel blood with white flesh, Shak- 

sprer knew Bien because 11. 1105-1116 of the Venus and Adonis 

are irua the "Leath of Adcnis" in tne Greek Pucci ic Poets, of 

which th re was an Elizabethan translation, and which included 

Bion; and the tnird bock cf the Fo erie Queen was in manuscript 

and read by bir Walter haleigh in 1583, which aate preceo.es by 

nine years the date to which Shakspere* s Venus and Adcnis is 

ascribed 



ilote: it V/LU1.L be interesting in tnie connection to 

investigate Tncm^s Lodge's tr&otment of the st^ry of Adcnis in 

ul S Jkl eylla juletsuaorpucsis» rLich is thought to be the most imméd¬ 

iat; e source for Shake spore's poem. 

Summary: s-urce, similer treatment; descriptive 

enrichment from otjucr cmaues. 

ADCITIS, GAhEE’T OF: — 3. 6. bS ff. 

In the passage ju:t diseased, Spenser uses the Adonis 

material as it is used by Ovid, as a mere poetic fiction; but in 

the lamous Garden of Adonis ptesc e (b. 6. b9 ff.) he uses it for 

the i rebeut;. t i .n of a deejj ±nilasc: liy unaerlyin^ the poetry cf it. 

The possible relation of t :is pa-ea..e to Ovid in its p.-iloso hioal 

bearing oill oe reserved for discussion unaer the subject, IIUTiBII- 

ITY. The material a ncerning Adunis in the passage is net fr^m 

Ovid, cut from various sources concerning the worship of Adonis, 

u-iich probably origin., ted in Syria and spread tnru Asia Llinor into 

Greece. Ovia uoes net mention the worship of Adcnis, nor does he 

mention the alternating death ana revival of Adunis, which, typ¬ 

ifying the ^.eccy ana revival of ve .etati^n, .,'c.s central in the 

.70rsnip. It is t~is aspect of Acanis, the p^rBonification in him 

of the spiirit, and por^etual renewal, tint iorms the basis of the 

passa -e 
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The term "garden of A den is," cn wnich Epenser built 

Lis symbolism cf the worlu of natural phenomena, if found in 

Plato’s phe edfrus (276), where is meant ;n earthen vessel in which 

plants o,re nourished to quick growth only to decay as rapidly. 

There is the possibility of a direct relation to Ovid’s 

aecount of Venus and Admis in a very slight detail; the grouping 

(at. 29) of Paphos, Cythercn hill, and Gniaus, in association v/ith 

Venus and Adonis may be due to an impression on Spenser's memory 

of the grouping by Ovid (Let. 10.529-34) of Cytherian shores, 

Paphos, and Gnidus, also Amathus, the haunts which Venus forsook 

to associate with Adonis. 

The mention ox the gardens of Adonis in a separate ' 

passage (2.10.71), as the place in which the first Fay was found 

ay the first Elfe, mast, of course, be referred to the source of 

this passage rather then to Ovid. 

Miss Eautelle gees into more detail than usual on the 

sources for the Garden of Adonis passage. 

Summary: no relation except, possibly, in one very 

slight detail. 

AEGERIE: — 2.10.42. 
Fast. 3.265,275. 

In the F. Q., Ae^erie is a Faye, "that ITuma taught". 

Accordixig to Ovid, E^eria is a nymph, wife and councillor of Numa. 

Spenser calls her a Faye apparently for the sake of harmony in the 

passage, which belongs to the soil of Britain. 

Summer y ; Ck ur c e. 
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ALGIITA: 3.11.55. 
Met. 6.113 

The "brief mention of Jove’s wooing of Aegina in the 

F. Q., "And liko a fire, when he Aegina assayed," is simply a 

paraphrase of the correspondingly orief mention uy Ovid, "cepit 

 Accpiua luserit ignis" (he deceived the daughter of As- 

opus changed to a flame). . 

wooed by Jove Spenser cculu hove learned from Met. 7.616. "’0 Jove, 

if it is not falsely said that thcu didst love Aegina, daughter of 

Asopus,’". The context in Spenser ana Ovid is the same, a de¬ 

tailing of the amours of Jove as presented on a tapestry; and 

the passage in Ovid is undoubtedly the source for that in Spenser. 

According to Hiss Sawtelle, the oth=r authors, Apcllodcrus (3.lb.6) 

and Hyginus (Fables 52), who mention the union of Aegina and Jove 

say nothing of the metamorphosis. 

Summary: source. 

AEGIS: 1.7.33-35; 1.6.7 ff. 

It is barely possible that the Gorgon-headed Aegis of 

Pallas Athene was an influence for seme ox the netail in S-enser's 

is undoubtedly Aricoto. As Mi-s Winstanley says (F. Q. Dock I, 

That Aegina was the name of the daughter of Asopus 

trsetnent of the diamena shield of Arthur. The i......ediate source 

"This diamond shield is a property borrowed from 

■r.riosto; the shield of Atlante is described in a similar way: 

Ariosto’s Atlante is an enchanter and uses his dazzling shield 
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to blind liis victims; he carries ix covered with silk and unveils 

it when he wishes to over cone anyone; they are olindeu. and even 

u6_:rived of their senses by the intensity of its radiance." 

G. ÏJ. Kit chin also says (F. Q. Book I, notes) that 

Arthur's warlike shield is imitated closely fro^ the shield of 

Atlante, in Ariosto's Orlando Furie so (2.55). 

Hiss Finstanley in her introduction to the Faerie 

Queen. Book I, iurth=r calls Arthur's shield another piece of 

Platonic imag-ry, the type of Truth, a symoolism, which might 

be referred as satisfactorily, hu ;ever, to the "shield of truth" 

and the "shield of faith" of Spenser's Bible. The literary tra¬ 

dition of the symbolism of the shield is so rich and varied that, 

even with so definite a source as Spenser used in Ariosto, other 

influences are to be expected. Bith characteristic profuseness, 

Spenser ascribes a whole stanza full of powers to Arthur's shield 

even exceeding those of the shields of Atlante and Pallas com¬ 

bined. Altho the elaooraticn may be lergely a matter of the inf¬ 

luence to :ords prcfuceness sometimes exercised by the stanza 

form, it seems .i.ore than likely that the power to transform men 

into stone among tnose which did not belong to the shield of 

Atlante, was suggested by tne Aegis. 

The Aegis, as such, cannot be referred to Ovid; he 

mentions it only once, and without description; "0 Pallas, ever 

do thou hold thy Aegis before cur chief". (Fast. 3.£4t). But 

Spenser's lines, 

The same to wight he necer w-nt disclose, 
But when as monsters huge he w_uld aisruay, 
Or daunt unequall armies of his fees, 
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ore ctrcnply suggestive of the exploits of Perseus *ith the Gar- 

gon's lise-, uuiu'e lie delivered it to Fallen Athene for her Aegis, 

us recorded by Oviu. He turns to stone Atlo,s (Uet. 4. 057), 

Phinsua an 1 a host of followers (list. 5. B40-41), and his enemy 

Polyl-.ctes (iJet. 5. £48-42). tome doubt is thre.n on Ovid as tne 

-ucsible s.urce uy tne iu.et tint tne came story îecoonted by Apcll- 

odcrus (Library L. 4. b.) ooneluues rith the i portant detail 

omitted by Oviu, Athene’s insertion of the Gordon's head in the 

shielu. But perhtjjs meet cic,nifiouut, alt ho quite i cosiuly merely 

cci-i-iaeii^e, is tne porallol uet ,reen tne onuu.t of <*rthur with 

Qrgxglio (l. 1. 7 ff) and that of Perseus ;ith the sea-m^neter 

(list. 4. v 05 fi.) in their curious conduct of fightint ritheut the 

aid of, in the cue case, tne shield, in the other, the Goran's 

heed, their mo-d efxective weapons. If there is any relati.n bet¬ 

ween the manner of the two cuuuc.es ox Perseus ana of Arthur, Apoll- 

oacrus nuL not serve, as he merely says that Perseus slew the 

monster. The Cwubats in Spenser and 0vi_ vary to the decree tint 

Perseus overcomes the monster uith his swuxd, while Arthur is saved 

from deuth by the chance uncovering of his shield, - which blinds 

Orgoglio; and Liiss 7!in Stanley surest a that Spenser, as usual is 

thinking more cf the idées he wishes to express than cf the probab¬ 

ilities of the nerrative. hetuin^ Ccui oe said conclusively, but 

tnis parallel in a detoil of c nduct .o centre ry to what would 

ce ejected in either case, supported by the other porallels, may 

oe worthy of c-» nsiuerction at least. 

The j...ro uc oil it y cf this specific suggestion for the 

° j3r c*- snield cx Artnur is so ..e wne.t Arsokensu by c„ nsi aeration 
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of the otcry of Olenos, turned to stone by ts.ror at sight of 

Cerberus, brought to the upper air by Hercules (Met. 10. 69), 

indicating a rather ccnu.cn tradition for tnis effect of ter¬ 

rible objects. 

Sumnury: a speed., tive pccsioility for a suggestion. 

i 

AENEAS: — 3. 9. 40 ff. 
Met. 13. 623 ff. 

The summarizing of Aeneas in F. Q.3. 9. 40 ff. and 

Met.13. 62o ff. are of sligntly similar length and subject matter, 

but have so little correspondence of detail as tc shew definitely 

that b^eiiser's use of the material from the Aeneid ./as uninfluenced 

by this passage from Ovid. There is no indication of any relation 

to the other shorter passages in Ovid: Met.14. 114 ff; 15. 43? ff; 

Fast. 4,. 37 ff; 

Summary: correspondence, nc relation. 

AEOLUS: — 1. 7. 9; 3. 6. 44; 3. 8. 22; 3. 11. 42. 
?Tet. 6. 115; Met. 11. 747; Her. 11. 5. 

The general characterization in tne "blustring Aeolus"• 

ox the first passage'from Spenser, and the "sharp blast" of Aeolus 

mentioned in the second, with his position as lord of the winds, 

which he confines in caves, where they chafe under confinement, 

but from v/hich they may go forth over land and sea only at the 

oiaaing of Aeolus, their ruler, beengs to classical mythology in 

general. All of these details occur in Ovid; but none of the 

passages are striking or extenaed; the lines from the Odyssey 

(10. 1 ff) and the Aeneid (l. 52 ff) are undoubtedly more im- 
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portent. 

The mention of Aeclus as the fether of Arne, wooed 

oy lleptune in tne form of a steer (5. 11* 4m), he ./ever, comes 

specifically from Ovid (Met. 6. 115). Hiss bawtelle says merely 

that enoer here folio.»s Mat. 6. 115 and Dioacrus Siculus 4. 67; 

out the cc clS well as the detail, in bhenser is that of Ovid. 

The lines by Spenser occur in an enumeration of the an.urs of the 

ijods depicted on one of the tapestries in the house of Dusyrane, 

..nieh he takes from Ovid's enumeration of the amours depicted cn 

the web of Arachne. The ra^e of Aeclus cv~r the elopement of his 

o-cuphter ( 4. S. A3 ff) is not in Ovid, altho Ovid does describe 

the vvrath of Aeclus toward the crime of another daughter, Cano ce 

(Her. 11. 5 ). The rab*e cf Aeclus is presented by Ovid, however, 

primarily in human-terms; while Spenser uses the usual terms of 

classicsl mythology,' Aeclus ruling thru the winds. 

There is a parallelism in the details and their order 

between the lines (3. 8. b) in which Spenser describes Aeolus' 

care fer Florimell, ^arift in the fishery boat, and t,.wae in 

which Ovid (Met. 11. 74?) describes hi» care for Alcyone, brooding 

upon her nest th«t fleets upon the audace of the waters, v/hich, 

altnc in no jay conclusive, points to Ovid c.s a direct source for 

the passage. The parallelism is as fellows: 

I. For the ayre was milde, and cleared the skie, 
tunc ia.cet unm maris (then t^e waves of the sea 
are still) 

II. And all his winde^ Ean Aeclus did k<=epe 
From stirring up their stormy enmity. 
Ventos custcdit et creet Aeolus e^reosu 
(-Aeolus buaras his winds and forbids tnem 
to p;o abroad) 
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III. As pittyin0 tc see h^r uuille and weepe. 
graestatcpie nepotibus ae^uas (and for 
his grandson's sake gives peace up^n the sea). 

For Aeolus oo the si e, Toy Earth, of a monster, the 

giant OrgCtd-io ( 1. 7. 9), Spencer apparently has no authority 

in tne ancients. With characteristic freedua and skill he creates, 

for the purpose of his allegory, a nr? myth. The parentage of 

Orgoglio, and the manner of his conception, by the breath of Aeolus 

filling the hollow womb, the hidden caves, of Earth, is in the 

■tone of Ovid, with the allegorical touch added. Many such myths 

of conception in Ovid were symbolical in their origin, but they 

usually came thru Ovid's hands pure stories. 

Summary: Correspondence for general concepticn, sources 

elsewhere; source, the stcry of Arne: possible source, the quiet¬ 

ing of the sea for Florimell. 

AESCULAPIUS: — 1. 5. 36; 39,40-43. 
Met. a. 623 ff; 15. 533; 15. 622 ff,; Fa.st. 6. 
746 ff. 

See Hippolytus. 

Aesculapius appears in only one passage in the Faerie 

Queen. The occasion is the healing of Hippolytus. Of the sources 

for the passage as a whole mentioned by Hiss Sawtelle, three 

(Aensid 7. 764 ff; Uet. 15. 533; Fast. fe. 748 ff.) contain re¬ 

ferences to the restoration of life to Hippolytus by Aesculapius. 

Two cf the three, the Aeneid and Fa :ti, mention that the wrath 

of Jove was incurred and that he struck Aesculapius with cne of 

his thunderbolts, but the Aeneid aids the detail that Aesculapius 
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VcS nurlsa down to the Stygian /aturs by the belt, epenssr must 

have had this in mind //hen he wrote that Jove 

Of endlesse life he night him not deprive, 
But unto hell did thruot him do mi alive. 

"Stypias detrusit ad undas" (thrust down to the Stygian waves), 

the phrase used by Virgil, is a conventional figure for death in 

classical literature, so that Spenser, ^in placing Aesculapius in 

hell alive instead of dead,either^ folio,ved Virgil inaccurately, 

or had it in mind that Aesculapius was later a god, and immortal. 

From Ovid, S..enser must have got the mention of the 

herbs and charms a- the means used in Aescalapius' art; the use 

of charms is in the Fasti, and the use of herbs is in both the 

Fasti and Met. By an enumeration of details, thei, Virgil and 

Ovid balance as soirees for Aesculapius in Spenser, the detail 

of the Stygian waves occurring only in Virgil, and the mention of 

hsrbs and charms only in Ovid. The correspondence in descriptive 

tone, however, between £i.en..er‘s Hippclytus passage and those of 

Ovid, as contrasted to that of Virgil, is such as to point to 

Ovid as the source more vividly in Spenser’s mind, while the de¬ 

tail of the Stygian waves, from its inaccurate use, was apparently 

only vaguely in his memory. 

Spenser’s trectment of Aesculapius is uninfluenced by 

Ovid's account of the worship of Aescalapius (except as it may be 

responsible lor his unusual interpretation of "Stygian detrusit 

ad undas"), and his appearance as a serpent cn the occasion of 

his being brought to Rome ( Met. 15. 622 ff.). 

Summary: source; one detail from Aeneid. 
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AGE1T0R: — 4. 11. 15. 

See rounder3 of Rations. 

He is mentioned as "Agenor best" among the c^ns of . 

Ue^tune, ibu'-lers of nations. The name Agenor ocours a number 

of times in Ovid, but only as the father of Caduu3, or of Europa, 

iThich identifies him as a "f^unler of a nation"; but he is not 

mentioned as the son of Neptune, nor is there any reason for call- 
tfri ss 

ing him "best" in Ovid, ürl-æ Santelle refers the mention to 

Apollodorus 2. 1. 4. 

Summary: another source. 

ALCIEES: — See HERCULES. 

ALCMEITA: — 3. 11. 33. 
Ret. 6. 11^; Am.' 1. 13. 45; Trist. 2, 40*. 

Spenser’s inclusion of Alomena among the loves of Jove 

pictured on the tapestry in the house of Busyrane is from the »reb 

of Arachne, Hat. 6. 112. He does not make use, however, of the 

details ueed by Ovid, the disguise as Amphitryon, or the appell¬ 

ation Tirynthian dame, for Alomena; and when he says that Jove 

put three nights in one for her sake, he differs from Ovid, who 

says it ..as two nights ( Am. 1. 13. 45; Trist. 2. 402). Hiss 

Sawtelle cites as possible sources for the three days Orpheus 

(Argçnautiça 118) Apollodorus (2. 3. 8), and Lucian (Dialo^i 

Dearum 10). 

Summary: source, content; some other source for the 

u-etail s. 
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ÀLIIATH-A: (idaean hayd) : — 7. 7. 41. 
Fast. 5. llo. 

Henry T. Riley (Translation of the Turks of Ovid: 

Fasti 5. 113 n.) mentions considerable variety in the accounts 

"by ancient writers of the nourishing of Jove cn the milk of a goat; 

out ^ens-r’s lines are according to Ovid (Fast. 5. 115.). Jove 

.vas nourished on the milk of a goat "belonging to a naiad Almathea, 

called by Spenser Idaean mayd from Ovid's "noble on the Cretan 

Ida". 

Spenser, like Ovid, is referring to the star Capella, 

the "She-goat", as attendant upon a month; but Spenser describes 

December oc riding in upon a goat, while Ovid attends the month 

of Hay with the rising of the "Olenian she-goat." 

Spenser's description of the goat on which December 

lides-as "shaggy-bearded" at once suggests that he is confusing 

Caprieornus, the he-goat, and Capella, the she-goat. Of course 

the goat that nourisned Jove should be a she-boat; but "sha^gy- 

beorded" has a definitely masculine connotation to anyone with 

even a slight familiarity with modern goats, if this be the case, 

Spenser is still at odds with Ovid, as Ovid's mention of the (con¬ 

stellation Caprieornus is for the 16th of the calends of February, 

the 17th day of January, when the sun leaves this constellation to 

enter Aquarius. 

Summary: source; seme confusion of detail. 

ALPHEUS: — 4. 11. 81. 
Met. 2. 250; 5. 487 ff; 5. 576 ff; Am* 3. 6. 29; 
P. E. 2. 10. 27. 

The inclusion of Alpheus in the company of famous rivers 
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may be from the list of rivers in the story of Phaethon (Met. 2. 

250). The river is called "still immaculate" because, arising 

in Elis, it was supposed to flow under the sea untainted hy the 

salt water, and to reappear in Ortygia, as the fountain Arethusa. 

From the story as told by Ovid in the List. (487 ff. and 576 ff.) 

and mentioned in the p, E. (8. 10. 87) and the Am. (3. 6. 2S), 

however, it would appear that Arethusa rather than Alpheus is 

the one to be called "still immaculate"; she it is, a nymph of 

Elis, fleeing from the river god Alphaeus, whose virginity Diana 

protects by changing her into a fountain and then opening the 

ground uefore her th©t she may be carried thru dark caverns to 

Ortygia (Met. 5. 639). The word immaculate would certainly in¬ 

dicate that Spenser was thinking of the nymph, whose virginity 

■as thus preserved, rather than of the river god Alpheus. The 

only other occasion of the use of the word by Spenser (Daphnaida 

o06) would support this supposition: 

Or wnie be they thems-lves ixumaculate, 
If purest things be not by them rejected. 

The confusion may be due either to the fact that Alphaeus, changed 

into nis own waters, was supposed to have followed Arethusa under 

the sea (Am. 3. 4. 29), or to the designation of Arthusa, as the 

beloved of the river-god Alphaeus, by the epithet Alpheias ( Met. 

5. 487). Spenser may have hod in mindonly the belief concerning 

the passage of the river Alihaeus under the sea, which was held 

even by some of the ancient historians;* 

*Riley : Met. 5. Fable 6. Explanation 
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but the word immaculate certainly indicates that he was thinking 

of Ovid* s story of the nymth. In his revision of the story in 

the myth of Faunas and the nymph changed to a fountain (2, 2. 9) 

he speaks ox the waters of the fountain as "ever like her selfe 

unstayned". 

Summary: source; a slight and s_mewhat confused 

reference to an extended story in Ovid. 

AMAZOÎÏS: — 2. 3. 31; 4. 11. 21; 5. 4. 29 ff. 
Her. 21. 117 ff; P. E. 3. 1. 96. 

Ovid's mention of the Amazons and of their queen is 

so slight as to have no hearing on Spenser, there being no verbal 

or detail correspondence. 

Summary: no importance. 

AliPHIThlTE: — 4. 11. 11. 
Met. 1. 14; Fast. 5. 7. 31. 

Spenser speaks of Amphitrite as Neptune's queen, and 

Ovid, by met one my, uses .hor name to signify the ocean. Ovid makes 

no mention of the oe^uty for which Amphitrite was famous, and 

onich Spencer stresses. Other sourceo were necessary. 

Summary: other sources necessary. 

ALIPHITRYOIJIDE: — 7. 7. 36. 
Met. 9. 140; 5. 49. 

See HERCULES. 

A patryxicmic ior Hercules exich occurs twice in Ovid. 

A1ICHISES: — 3. 9. 41 
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Anchises is mentioned, several times in Ovid, but there 

is no relation to aïAeet the Aeneid as the source for Spenser's 

ment ion. 

ANTIOPA: — 3. 11. 35. 
Met. ô. 111. 

The inclusion of Antiopa in the enumeration of Jove's 

amours was evidently suggested to Spenser by Met. 6. 111. ( in the 

web of Arachne passage); but s^me other source was necessary for 

the name Antiopa, as Ovid designates her only by the patronymic, 

ITycteida. 

Summary: s.urce, context; another s-.urce necessary 

for a detail. 

AQUARIUS: — 7. ?. 42. 
I a st. 1. o5*.; « 145; ■ & • 457. 

Spenser agrees aith Ovia (Pc.st. 1. 352) in accompany¬ 

ing January with the rise of the constellation Aquarius; but in 

Ovid (Fact. 2. 145) the Cwiistellation does not reach tne position 

of pouring forth the waters from the jar until the Hones or the 

fiftn of February. It is exceedingly likely that Ovid's Fr ti is 

at least an important source icr the procession of the smiths, and ' 

the accompanying astronomy, of F. Q. 7. 7; but there is often 

considerable variation, w-idi may be eithsr evidence of careless¬ 

ness or of another source. 

Summary: source, likely; variati.n in detail. 

ARAGHITL: — 2. 7. 28; £. 12. 
Met. S. 1 ff. 

The two slight relerences to Arachne in the Faerie Queen 
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are to her skill at weaving and her transformation into a spider, 

the story of which is in II et « 6. 1 ff. Spenser makes elaborate 

use of the story in Huiopotmos. 

Summary: source; 'slight references to an extended 

story in Ovid. 

ARACKLTE, 1Œ3 OF: — 3. 11. 29 ff. 
Met. 6. 103 ff. 

On the web that she wove in contest with Minerva, 

Arachne portrayed the amours of the gods. Spenser uses the pass¬ 

age entire, with comparatively little change, for the portraits 

of the tapestries in tne house of Busyrane. In general he men¬ 

tions the same gods, the same amours, and even the same descrip¬ 

tive details. There is only one omission, the amour of Neptune 

and Ceres. There are a number of additions, drawn élsewhere from 

Ovid, some descriptive enrichment, and a few inaccuracies or var¬ 

iations. 

Summary: source, closely followed. 

ARETHUSA: — 2. 2. 7 ff. 
Met. 5. 572 ff. 

The pretty myth of the nymph turned into a fountain by 

Diana to escape the pursuit of Faunus is evidently Ovid's myth 

(Met. 5. 572 ff.) of Alpheus and Arethusa revised by Spenser for 

the puri.cse of his allegory. As Ovid introduces the myth to explain 

why Arethusa is a sacred spring, so Spenser is explaining the origin 

of the virtues in the waters of a fountain. 

Summary: source, revision of a myth in Ovid into a new 

myth 



ARGOHAUTIC EXPEDITION -- 2. 12. 44-45; ' 2. 10. 5S; 2. 12. 45; 
3. 12. 7; 4. 1. 23; 5. 8. 47. 
Iîet ♦ 7. 1 ff; Tri et. 3. S. 
HYPSIPYLE'; Her. 8. 
KYLAS; Tri et. 2. 40ô. 

For a summary of Spent er' s references to the Argcnuutic 

Expedition, I cannot do better than quote Llise So -/telle: 

The reference a which -ear uptn this general 
subject are as follows: To the Argo itself and the 
flower of Greece unich it bore; to the famous hist¬ 
ory of Jason and Medea, including her charms, her 
love for Jas<-n, his c-nquect of the fleece, and his 
breach of faith (2. lb. 44). To the pine as ornament 
of the Argo (Virgil1a Gnat 27). To the quarrel annng 
the. argonauts ( 4. 1. ~b) . To Hypsipyle (2. 10. 56). 
To the mishap cl Hylao and the grief of Hercules over 
üis loss (o. 12. 7). To Jatcw's sewing the dragon’s 
teeth (Ruines of Rime 10). To the bones of her bro¬ 
ther scattered upon the Col chic strand (5. 8. 47). 
To the mur uer of Creusa by. Medea (2, 12. 45). 

For possible sources, Miss Sa.rtelle says, "There is a 

number of more or less detailed acc-unts of the Argonautic Exped¬ 

ition among the ancient classics. 

ian 4); of Orpheus (Arg.nautica); 

Apollonius Rnodius (Argonautica) ; 

Trist. 3. 9). 

The account in Met. 7. 

Such are those of Pindar (Pyth- 

of Apcllodorus (l. 9); of 

ana of Ovid (Met. 7. 1 ff. and 

1 ff. takes up the story of the 

Argonauts ot the point of their arrival in Colchis, and consequently 

cannot be the souroe of Spenser’s references to occurrences bexcre 

that event. Of these, however, only one, that to the quarrel among' 

the Argonauts, lacks mention elsewhere in Ovid. The sixth epistle 

of the Hercides is from Hypsipyle to Jascn and would fullyaccount 

for Spenser's reference to Hypsipyle. There axe a number of other 

references to Hypsipyle by Oviu, but they do not ocar on Spenser's 



slight reference. The reference to Kyias by Spenser (3. 13. 7) has 

a mention in Ovid (Trist. 2. 406) corx espbinding to the extent that 

in each Hylas is associated with Ganymede; 'out another source is 

necessary for Spenser’s lines, as Ovid does net associate Hylas with 

Hercules. 

The killing of Abeyrtus is not mentioned in the Met., but 

is detailed in Trist. 3. S. The line (5. 8. 47) "her brothers bones 

she scattered all abuut" may be referred directly to "divulsaque 

membra per agros dissipit" (and scatters his limbs, tern asunaer, 

throughout the fields") (Trist. 3. S. 37), altho "bones" varies 

from "membra". Spenser also varies from Ovid in the location of 

the crime "on Colchicke strand"; in Ovid the snip has left Col¬ 

chis and is at Tomi. Apollodorus also mentions the scattering of 

the limbs; but the correspondence is less close, as the limbs are 

thrown into the sea. Also, the first part of the line "First through 

the Euxine seas bore all the flower of Greece" (3, 12. 44) may be 

referred directly to "per non temptatus prima cucurrit aquas" (the 

first to speed through waves before untried) (Trist. 3. 8. 8). 

The rest of the events of the Argcnautic Expedition are given a de-’ 

tailed account in the Met. 
• 

1 1 r
" 

1 

A much longer relati.n of the story than by either Ovid 

or Apollodorus Ts g’iven by Apollonius Ehcdius in the Argonautica. 

His account is also the moot spirited of the three. Spenser’s 

phrases "the flower of Greece" and Medea’s "furious loving fitt" 

(3, 12. 44), particularly, might be inspired by the manner of his 

relation. Apollonius Ehodiu3 calls the Argonauts the heroes of 
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Greece thruout, and opens Book I with their lineage and names. In 

Bock III, 1015, he says of Medea; "she would even have dram cut 

all her soul from her "breast and given it to him, exulting in nis 

desire"; in Book IV, 449, he calls her love "accursed madness". 

TIith less intensity and vividness Ovid speaks of Medea's love as 

a "validos ignes" ("violent flame") and a "fercrum". (frenzy) (Met. 

7. 9.). 

For the "euchaunted flame which did Creusa wed" (2. 12. 

45) there is a pcrallel line in Met. 7. 384, "Colc-is arsit nova 

mysta venenis" (the new made Bride was consumed, through the Col- 

chi an drugs), and no source in Apollonius Rhodius, who ends the 

story Before Jason's unfaithfulness. In regard to the murder of 

ABsyrtus, also, Spens:r clearly follows Ovid and is at variance 

with Both Apollodorus, as has Been noted, and Apollonius Rhodius. 

In the Argonautica. (4. 452-451) ABsyrtus was killed at the hands 

of Jason with Medea only as an accomplice and the scattering of the 

limBs is not mentioned. 

From the fcre-gxing it would appear that Ovid is moot 

probable as the principle source for Spenser's references to the 

Argonaut!c Expedition, altho the references to the quarrel and to 

Hercules grief for Hyles were furnished by some other miter, per¬ 

haps Apollonius Rhodius. All of the other subject matter, Ovid and 

Apclloaorus have in common ; But Spenser follows Ovid in the var¬ 

iation from Apollodorus in the account of. the murder of ABsyrtus. 

The fact that Spenser follows Ovid on this subject regarding the 

details of \vhich Ovid is at variance with each of the other poets 
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mentioned i. some indication that Ovid is the mo_t important source, 

however, since detailed accounts of this "famous history" are pre¬ 

sent in several _.oets with mcse work Spenser was familier, the 

probability is that the story in cpenser’s mind rexoresented to a 

considerable degree a composite cf different sources. 

Orpheus (Arwcnautica) also relates the story at length. 

His account, like that of Apollonius Fdicdius, is a possible source 

for the Hylas story, Lut differs from Spenser in the story of Ab- 

syrtus* murder; he does not mention tne quarrel anmng the Argon¬ 

auts. 

Summery: composite source; Ovid probably the most 

important; another source necessary for two details. 

ARGUS: — 1. 4. 17; o. 9. 7. 
Met. 1. 601 ff; 2. 533; Am. 3. 4. 20; A. A. 5. 618. 

The references.in the Faerie Queen to Argus are slight. 

In the longer reference (3. 9. 7) Spenser ^ays that Argus can be 

beguiled by woman’s subtleties, in si ite of his hunared eyes. This 

refers to the myth, told in detail by Ovid in Met. 1. 601 ff. of 

Argus, the nunmred eyed, set by Juno to guard Io, the object of 

one cf Jupiter’s many amours. By Jupiter’s direction, Mercury 

tricked Argus into sleeping and killed him. The exact manner of 

the reference, as a comment of woman’s subtlety in love, corres¬ 

ponds tc two casual reierenoes to the story by Ovid (Am .3.4. 20; 

A. A. 3. 618). 

The other reference by Spenser (1. 4. 17) is to the 
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myth that the huxiured eyes ,rs:e placed in tlie tail of the peacock 

by Juno. This retail is from Ovidre relation of the myth in net. 

1. 722. The exact manner of the use of this reference, merely to 

characterise the peacocks tint draw the chcriot of Juno, has also 

<_.n exact parallel in Ovid* (net. 2. 535). lli-ts C^wtelle mentions 

that Apcllolorus, vox also relates the myth, does not include this 

detail. Haachus, however, in Idyll I, 55 if., gives the details 

accessory to the passage; uut the context is nearer to that of 

dot. &. 5oo. 

LUuimory: s.urce. 

ARIADITE: — Ô. 10. 13. 
Fast. 3. 459 and 513; A. A. 1. 557; Her. IS. 151. 

Alt ho Ovid relates the placing of the crown of Ariadne 

in the heavens x.;s a constellation in the Fasti (3. 459 and 513), 

and mentions it twice elsewhere (A. A. 1. 557; Her. IS. 151), it 

is likely that Spenser* s lines have seme more definite source. 

Spenser agrees with Ovid in his emphasis on the beauty and bright¬ 

ness of the constellation; but in’mskinj the occasion of the 

meaning of the crown the wedding day of Ariadne and Theseus, he 

disagrees with Ovid, in whose account (Fc et. 3. 513) it is the 

gift of Venus at the wending of Ariadne with ^aochus. In addition, 

ulthc Ovid talks of Theseao the nus^and of Arinane (Fagt.3. 4. 

61; Her. 10) he nxfii-re mentions the weaning as an event. Hiss 

Ec-wtelle cays there is authority for the version vn-ich Spenser uses, 

and that there is a long discussion on the point in Hyginus (Pcet- 

io^n Aotroncmicon 2. Corona). 



The quarrel between the Centaurs and the Lapithee 

sneer fcuna in Met, l<o. 310 ff.; but his mytnology is in- 

.uouiute in placing tne qucurel at the ■jedding of Theseus cjid 

Ariadne; it occurred at the wedding of Pirithous, the friend 

of Theseus. Theseus -/as present at the .veduin^, and Spenser’s 

error may be due to the fact tru.t Theseus was the first avenger 

of the rape of Hippodame (Met. 13. 337). 

3_enser makes no use of the larger aspects of the 

i riadne story, her aid by which Theseus escaped from the Laby¬ 

rinth, hie desertion of h-r, and h-r marriage to Bacchus, and 

nis uesertion, related by Ovid (Her. 10; A. A. 1. 5‘. 5 ff; 

Fact. 3. 45S ff;-*-* mentioned Her. 4. 52). 

Summary: possible influence by Ovid; the main source 

elsewhere. 

AKIIC: — See Han. 

AH I Oil : — 4. 11. 33-24. 
Fast. b. 83 ff. 

Cpenser hes abiidged to the compass of a stanza the 

ueautiful myth of Arion’s ch&rning the dolphin by the power of 

his music as related at sene length by Ovid. The closeness of 

the relation is shown by a correspondence in a very minor detail, 

Spenser’s "Arien crownd" fruaOvidis "capit ella corcnium" ("he 

tuck a chaplet") (3. 105). 

Summary: source, an abridgement. 

ARNE: 3. 11. 43. 
Met. 6. 116 
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See AEOLUS. 

The wooing of Arne, the daughter of Aeolus, by Nep¬ 

tune in the form of a steer is from Ovid (Met. 6. 116). The 

mention of this story is only one detail in the enumeration of 

the amours of the gods pictured on the web of Arachne, used by 

Spenser. 

Summary: sour c e. 

ASOPUS: — 4. 9. 14. 
Am. 3. 6. 33. 

A sea-god mentioned by Spenser as "sad Asopus, comely 

with his ho&rie head" in an enumeration of sea-gods such as the 

enumeration of rivers in whioh the mention in Ovid occurs. There 

is nothing very significant in Ovid’s mention for beering upon 

the details used by Spenser. Ovid calls him the father of five 

daughters, wnich might moderately justify his representation 

with a hoary head by Spenser, cut Apollodorus (3. 12. 6) as¬ 

cribes to him two sons and twenty daughters. There is nothing 

in Ovid concerning Asopus, either directly, or thru either' Aegina 

or Lvuane, each of wiumi he calls Asopiaa, to occasion the epithet 

"sad” used by Spenser. But according to the account in Apollod¬ 

orus (3. 12. 6), as mentioned by Hiss Sa wt elle, Aegina was carried 

off by Zeus, and Asopus, pursuing, was repelled by Zeus with his 

thunderbolts. 

Summary: another source necessary. 

ASSALACUS: — 2. 9. 56. 
Fact. 4. 34. 
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Spenser c<-lls him "eld. Asso-racus", and Ovid speaks of 

him as the grand!'atner of Aeneas; hut of course Spenser knew him 

in tne Aeneid. 

Summary: no importance. 

ASTERIE: — 3. 11. 34. 
Het. 6. 108. 

Like the fore-going amours of Jove, the mention of 

Asterie, carried off by Jove in eagle’s Slxcoj?6 * is taken from 

Ovid’s list. 

Summary: source. 

ASTRAEA: — 5. 1. 5; 5. 1. 10. 
Het. 1. 140. 

In the Faerie Queen (5. 1. 5) Spenser represents 

Astraea as the ideal of justice, dwelling upon earth in ucrtal 

form in the golden age, and instructing men. In 5. 1. 10 he uses 

h^r return to heaven to symbolize the falling into unjust and 

wicked' ways by man. Astraea’s desertion of earth is to be found 

in Het. 1. 150. Hiss Sawtelle mentions Hyginus (Poetiocn Astran¬ 

omic.. n 8. Virgo) in connection with 'F. Q. 5. 1. 5. He sup¬ 

plies the details vuich Ovid lacks for the first passage in the 

Faerie Queen. 

Summary: probably the source for 5. 1. 10; 5. 1. 5 

piobably from another source. 

A STY AIT AX: — 8. 9. 45. 
Met. 13. 415 

Aotyanax, called by Spenser "young Hector’s blood" > 
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was the only child of Hector and Andromache, and was hurled ircm 

the toner of Ilium by Ulys»es that acne ox the royal blood might 

survive. The incident is mentioned by Ovid (list♦ 13. 415) as 

in Spenser, without aetails. LHUs Sdn/telle refers also to Ryginus 

(Fable 109). 

Summary: source, a corresponding source likely. 

ATALAITTA: — 2. 7. 54. 
net. 8. 317 ff; 10. 580 ff; Her. 21. 133; Am. 3. 2. 

342; A. A. 2. Ib5. 

The only reference to Atalanta in the Faerie Queen is 

to the strategy by which she was outrun and w„n as a bride. The 

story is told at length by Ovid in Ilet. 10. 580.ff., and is re¬ 

ferred to several times in Lis'other bocks (Am. 3. 342; A. A. 2. 

185; Her. 21. 123); but Al.jr-s Sawtelle cites evidence chioh 

indicates that Spenser took the story from Apcllodorus (3. 9. 2) 

rather than from Ovid. "According to Apollonurus the name of the 

successful youth was dalanicn, while with Ovid, it is Hippcmenes. 

Spenser employs neither name, aut as mentioned above, calls the 

successful competitor 'the Enaoeon young man.'  Accordin0 to 

Apcllodorus del an ion the son of a certain Amp hi damas, and we 

are told by Hesiod (bark3 ana lays 854) that Amphidauas was a 

king of Chalcis, on the island of Euboea. Thus Spenser might 

properly speak of his son as ’the Euboean young man’". 

This somewhat r^undabaut evidence is, however, not 

quite conclusive, as Ovid, in A. A. 2. 185 and Am. 3. 2. 542, 

speaks of a lover of Atalanta by the name of nilanion, which 



nearly agrees ,ith the form Ilelani^n adopted by Apcllodcrus. It 

is uncertain .whether the Atalanta loved by lilanicn is the Atalanta 

conquered in a fcot-race cy Hippcmenes (dot. 10. 516 ff.) or the 

Arcadian huntress of -let. 8. 3i7. Some of the ancients iaentify 

the Atalantas of the two stories; but, in Ovid, the Atalanta of 

the Calyd^nian hunt is of Tegaea (Het. 8. .317), in Arcadia, while 

the Atalanta of the foot-race is the daughter of Schcenus, King 

of Boeotia (Met « 10.609). It would appear, however, that in his 

reference to Atalanta in connecticn with the name Milanicn there 

is a confusion between the two; in A. A. 3. 185, Ovid calls her 

Atalanta of ITonacris, as he does in Met. 8. 436, in the story of 

the Calydonian hunt. But the characterization as the fleet At- 

alauta, and the mention of her beautiful ankles, (Am. 3. 3. 343) 

corresponds more to the Boeotian Atalanta of Met. 10. 5£1 ff. 

These details, nowever, althc not mentioned specifically by Ovid 

in the Met., might apply very well to xhe huntress Atalanta. In 

the Her. 31. 133, however, where the reference is definitely to 

the occasion of the race, Ovid calls the young man Hippcmenes. In 

Apcllcdorus, who identifies the two Atalantas, Melanion is the 
i 

cams character as Hippcmenes in Ovid. Ovid, however, gives a 

different genealogy for Hippcmenes (list. 10. o05) than that of 

Apcllodorus for lielanicn ,and one which does not permit of the 

term "Euboean". His father was Megarius, of the city of his own 

name, Lle^era, in Boeotia. Even tho Spenser, then, might have 

associated the name Milanicn with the young man who outran Atal¬ 

anta by the strategy of the golden apples from Ovid as wellas 
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from Apcllodorus, since the tern Euboean dépende upon the gen¬ 

ealogy and not upon the name, Spenser's more immediate siurce 

is almost certainljr the account of Apollodorus, in which the 

genec-logy leading tc Euhoean occurs. The occurrence of the name 

milanion in Ovid does not seem significant in this connection, 

hut has been treated in this detail in case it arouses question 

with reference to the evidence cited by Hiss Sawtelle. 

Summary: correspondence except for one detail, Apoll¬ 

odorus the more prooable scuroej slight reference to an extended 

story. 

ATLAS: — Ü. 7. 54; 3. 1. 57. 
Fast. 3. 105; 5. 164; Met.. 4. 637; 9. 190; 11. 114. 

The first of these passages refers to Atlas as the 

father of the Hesperides; the second refers to him as the father 

of the Hyadss. In neither does Spenser refer to the daughters of 

Atlas by name, but alludes to the Hesperides as these who were 

conquered oy Hercules in their guardianship over the golden apples, 

to the Hyo.deB as "moist daughters". 

Some other source than Ovid is necessary for the first■ 

cf these passages. Fr^m llet. 4. 637 Spenser could have learned 

tint Atlas Wets in possession of a tree bearing apples of gold over 

-which he had set a dragon, but of which he was same day to be rob- 

oed by a son of Jove; frcm Met. 9. 190, that Hercules gained some 

apples (the detail of gold is net mentioned) guarded in vain by a 

dragon; from Met. 11. 114 that the Hesperides were in possession 

of sene golden apples. 



The first two of these pesées in Ovid would naturally 

he ;.ut together, as thers are apples gu^ rded over oy a dragon in 

each, and Hercules, a san of Jove, in the second realized the prop¬ 

hecy in the first. But the golden apples of the Hesperides of the 

third passage would not he connected with the apples of Atlas ‘with¬ 

out knowledge from some other sour ce. Spenser must have got the 

daughters of Atlas from some other of the ancients. 
i 

Spenser follows Ovid ■ (Fc at « 3. 105 and 5. 1SS) in 
4 

calling the Hyades daughters of Atlas. He may have called them 

the "mcist Hyades" either from Ovid, "which the Grecian mariners 

call Hyades, from rain" (Fast. 5. 166), or from any of several 

sources which Miss Sawtelle cites, particularly the "rainy Hyades" 

of the Aeneid (l. 744; 3. 516). Since their "drove", of ‘which 

Spenser speaks, corresponds to the word grege used Toy Ovid in 

this passage (164) the evidence of two parallel details wauld 

point to Fast. 5. 164 ff. as the immediate source. 

Hiss Sawtelle points cut that the disappearance cf the 

Hyades into the ocean may have Seen suggested to Spenser hy such 

a passage as Met, 15. 30  "The orilliant sun had now hidden his 

shining head in the ocean", or by similar passages in the Iliad 

(18. 4d) anu. the Georgies (l. 246). 

Summary: source (3. 1. 57);. Additional source re¬ 

quired (2. 7. 54). 

AURORA: — 1. 2. 7; 1. 4. 16; 1. 11. 51; 3. 3. 20; 3. 4. 61; 
3. 10. 1; 4. 10. 52; 5. 10. 16; 6. 10. 26. 
Am. 1* 13; Fc.st. u. 72S; P. E, 1. 4. 57. 
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Spenser’s source for a lady so pc^uUr in the paces' 

ox the anoiexits as the ^odde-s of the dawn is of course a ccm- 

_osite. However, there is good evidence tint the three passages 

in the Faerie Queen (l. 2. 7; 1. 11. 51; 3. 3. 20) that refer 

■to Aurora as the wife of Titlicnus may be referred for their de¬ 

tails to specific passages in Ovid, particularly to that most 

delightful of Ovid’s elegies, the delicate and whimsical apos¬ 

trophe to Aurora, Am. 1. 13, which begins: 

I_jam super cceanum venit a sen it. re mar it o 
Clava pruincsa quae vehit axe diem. 
(ilow over the Ocean ^oes she ccue from 
her aLled husband, who with her yellow 
locks brings cn the day with her frosty cherict.) 

There are three mentions (Her. 16. 12S; Fast. 1. 4SI; -6. 473) 

in Ovid of Aurora as the wife of Titbonus th^t do not need to be 

considered here as they contain no descriptive detail of Aurora 

and none of Titlicnus used by epenser, and two mentions (Am. 2. 5. 

35; Fast. 3. 403) which will be referred to later as influenc¬ 

ing details in the Faerie Queen passages; but Am. 1. 13 would 

u.-pe&r to have been consciously in Spenser’s mind. The fact of 

an entire elegy of unusual oeauty devoted oy Ovid to Aurora would 

naturally make a more definite impression than would casual re¬ 

ferences. 

The use in common of tue figure of the coming of dawn 

as the rising of Aurora from the couch of Tithcnus, while it 

serves as a basis on which to bring these passages together, does 

not necessarily assign the passages in Spenser to that in Ovid as 

a source, as the same figure occurs elsewhere. Hiss Sacrtelle 



suggests a comparison of 1. 11. 51 ana 3. 3. 3u with tae first 

linec cf Odessey 5: "ITow the Eau.m arose from her couch, from 

tne side oi the lordly Tithonus, to ocar light to the immortals 

and to mortal men". It is oy a comparison of the descriptive 

retails used in connection with the figure tnat the significance 

of Ovid’s elegy as compared to the Ode^sey lines becomes evid¬ 

ent . 

follows: 

The correspondences and possible relations are as 

1. In all three passages in the Faerie Queen Tithonus 

is aged; in the Amores he is "seniore marito". 

3. In F, Q. 1. 3. 7 Aurora is "weary of aged Tithonus’ 

saffron bed", and in F. 0. 3. 3. 30 she.rises "hastily"; in line 

3 of Am. 1. 13. is "’Quo prop eras, Aurora?’" ("’Ylrither art 

thou hasting, Aurora?’") and in lines 37-38, Ovid accuses Aurora 

of arising early because of the age of her husband. 

3. In F. Q. 1. 11. 51 and 3. o. 30, Aurora is des¬ 

cribed as blushing for shame; Ovid ends the elegy by saying that 

Aurora blushed, having heard his accusations. There is probably 

an important additional influence for this detail from Am. 3. 5. 34, 

where Ovid, speaking cf his mistress, says: "at illi ccnsoia pur- 

pureus venit in ora pudor, quale coloratura Tithcni c^niuge caelum 

subrubet." ("out she her conscious face' mantled with ruddy shame, 

like the sky groijn red with the tint of Tithonus’ bfide.") 

4. In F. Q.» 1. 11. 51 the golden locks of Aurora may 

be related to "flava" (Am. 1. 13. 3), altho the influence for this 
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detail is probably a composite from several references in Ovid. 

5. There are' several descriptive words in the F. Q. 

passages for which there "are corresponding words in the elegy of 

Ovid, but with mere or less different applications. By their 

number a relcti:n may be indicated. 

In F. Q. 2. 7, "the rosy-fingered morning, faire  

had spred her purple robe through deawy aire" may be related to 

"roscida purpurea supprime lora manui" ("Check with rosy hand 

the dewy rainl" (Am. 1. 13. 10). "purpurea", used frequently 

by the Latin poets to describe Aurora, may indicate a wide 

range of color, frcqi "purple", "red", or "rosy", to "violet", 

or even "olcckish". "i.csy-fingered" might easily be from 

"purpur oa manu". 

The "deawy aire" of this pacsace and "deawy bed" cf 
a. 

1. 11. 51. may be^transferred application of roscida". The 

attribute in "roscida" (ueoy) is, of Course, like that in"pur- 

purea", commonly mentioned; it occurs four times in Ovid, in 

the present instance, in "uda ôapilli" ("dewy locks") (hot. 5. 

439), in "rcsci.a dea" ("devi/y goddess") (A. A. 3. 179), and 

in "rosare—caeperit" ("shed her dews") (Fast. 3. 403). The 

"frozen bed" (3. 3. 20) might be a similar transference in ap¬ 

plication from "pruiucso" (frosty) (Am. 1. 13. 2). This case 

is more significant than the preceeding because the attribute 

appears elsewhere in Ovid only once (Fast. 6. 729), and then 

the content is quite different;- the damp rime derartc from the 

meadows at Aurora's coming. 
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Aurora’s chariot is referred to twice in the elegy, in 

"axe" (l. 2) , and in "rotco" (l. 38); in F. Q. 1. 11. 51 is "her 

chariot, all with flowers spred." 

The few remaiuing descriptive details in these three 

passages from the Fa.erie Queen may be related in various degrees 

to other references to Aurora in Ovid as fallows: 

1. "Golden locks" (l. 11. 51), more specifically than 

to "flava", to "croceis capillis" (/_m. 3. 4. 43.). Ovid also des¬ 

cribes Aurora as "crocea relctur amiter" ("dressed in saflrcn- 

coloured ^axments") (A. A. e. 179), and with "croceis genis" 

(saffron—perhaps, resy, cheeks) (Fast. 3. 402). He also fre¬ 

quently uses "lutea" as descriptive of Aurora, but this word, 

the ordinarily meaning yellow or saffron, is * ere commonly tran¬ 

slated as rosy, or roce-cclcured, in connection with Aurora. 

2. That her golden locks "for haste were loosely shed 

about her eares" may have been suggested by Aurora with "crine scl- 

uto sicut erat" ("with loose hair, ^ust as she was") (list. 13, 564) 

when she hastened to Jove to beseech solace for the deatn of Hem- 

non. Incidently, the .niasing is nearer to that of Golding's tran¬ 

slation than it is to the Latin text. Gelding’s translation (689) 

reads 'h.ith her heare ab^ut her eares." 

3. "Croceis genis" (Fast. 3. 402) is freely translated 

"rosy cheeks" by Riley, and may account for Spenser's use of "rosy 

cneeks" (F. Q, 1. ll. 51); but "croceis" definitely means yellow. 

It is north considering, no - ever, that "croceis ^enis" occurs in a 

Context very close to that of the F. Q.. "Cum croceis rcrare genis 
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Tithcnis ccniunx cuepent". The brine of Tithcnus shedding her 

da .3 is closely parallel to Aurora rising iron the dewy bed of 

Tithonus: "Roseo ore" occurs in Met.7. 705; but there can hardly 

ce a specific reference for such a detail as this, as "rosy" is an 

aajeutive to be used of Aurora at any time. "Rosea," which always 

means "rose-coloured^ and "purpurea", which may mean "roee-ccl- 

cured", are the adjectives used most frequently to describe Aurora 

in Ovid, a.s in the other poets. 

4. "From heaven high to chase the chearelesse dark" 

(l. 11. 5l) nmy be compared to "pulsis Aurora tenebris" (Aurora, 

having put the shades to flight) in Met. 7. 703, especially as 

in the same passage are two other details that have oeen cited • 

for tais passage in the Faerie Queen, "lutea" and "rosso ore". 

5. For the "purple robe" (l. 2. 7), as has already 

been mentioned, "purpurea" is one of the adjectives used most 

frequently by Ovid and otner _-oets to describe Aurora. In Ovid 

occurs "purpurea.s fores" (purple gates) (Met. 2. 113); "pur- 

pureus" as the color of Aurora (Am. 2. 5. 34); and "purpurae 

Aurorae" (Met. 3. 1Û4). 

6. The only association of Aurora with flowers in 

Ovid by wnich to account ior Spenser’s "charet, all with flowers 

spred" (l. 11. 51) is in "plena rcsarum atria" (Met. 2. 113), 

"rocarum" teeing translated by Golding (2. 151) and by Riley, "of 

rose's". The suggestion by Miss Sawtelle of Aeneid 7. 28, where 

Aurora is descriued as riding in her rosy (roseus) car is perhaps 

significant but the singular "roseus" is much less likely than 
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"rosarum" to have suggested "roses" instead of the mere usual mean¬ 

ing of "rose-coloured." 

Fcr two other passages in the Faerie Queen referring 

to Aurora there may possibly be some suggestion in specific pass¬ 

ages in Ovid. The lines: 

And fresh Aurora had the she dy damp 
Out of the bocdly heaven amoved quight. 

3. 10. 1 

...ight have been suggested by 

lam tua, Lacmie b.n, oritur nurus, ortaque . 
nccteiu pellit, et e pratis uda pruna fugit. 
(How, Laemedcn, thy daughter-in-law rises, 
end rising, dispels the night, and the damp 
rime departs from the neadcw3.) 

Fast. 6. 7SS 

The brightness of .Aurora, as in 

bo farre as doth the daughter of the day 
All other lesser lights in light e-.cell  

6. 10. «6. 

Liny be found in the "ig^is Aurorae" (Met.4. 630). 

Spenser further uses the attribute of dewiness already 

discussed in 3. 4. 61 and 5. 10. 16. It is doubtful, however, if 

the lier row in 3. 4. 51 actually refers to Aurora, alt ho Professor 

0. H. ¥hitman so lists it in k Subject Index to *the Poems of 

Edmund Spencer. It is not just th»t the line reads "His deawy 

head” instead of "Her deawy head", but the ’word "upreare"—"ere 

the Morrow did upreare His deawy head out of the ocean maine"— 

does not Sound in tone for the ccnin0 forth of Aurora. Of course, 

Spenser might descrioe a masculine Morrow in terms established by 

associations with the feminine Earn. 
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In 5. 10. lô Spenser gives Aurora purple hair, mich • 

cannot Toe ibund in Ovid, in v cm there is retlly a good deal moie 

cf naturalism then in Spenser, who is quite unseli-cm&cicus abmt 
4 

the use of such uetails. The frequent use of "purpurea" in con¬ 

nection with Aurora is of course responsible for the gaudy hair 

in Spenser. 

To summarize, of Spenser's nine references to Aurora 

t in the Faerie Queen, there is almost certainly for ^he Tithcnus 

group, and just possibly for two others a specific relation to 

passages in Ovid, altho the material in each case is in seme 

„egree a composite of various passages oy Ovid, and almost cert¬ 

ainly by several ether poets, in the 'other passages, the attri¬ 

butes of Aurora are such as appeared in Ovid, and probably .usre 

common to "he other poets; one of Spenser's favorite epithets, 

as in the ancient poets,is purple. On the other hand, nis othar 

fhverite is "fayre", wuich does not occur in Ovid in connection 

cith Aurora. S; encer also speaks of "fresh Aurora" and of her 

- "sniniog f&ce," neither of which is to be found in Ovid. "Fayre" 

was a favorite o or d with Spencer any may— 

Fraelissa was as mire ao faire mete be, 
And ever false Duessa seemd as faire as shee— 

7. a. 37 

and it is not likely mat this use cf the work represents any 

p'rticuld classical influence at variance with Ovid. 

Summary: a pu.rticulcrly rich expression of the Aurora 

tradition in Ovid; substantiel specific reloticns of passages, 

and general agreement of epithets. 
I 
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AUTC1I0E: — 4. 11. 50. 
Ilet. 3. 1S^; 5. 7*0; lo. *oS. 

It is uct likely t.^t the "stout Autcnoe", LUS of the 

ce a—nymphs, acu^hters of lier eus, he. s any connect i en with the Ant- 

.noe, the c.aughter of Cadmus ana He.rmo.-ia, mentioned by Ovid as 

the mother of Actaecn (ilet. 3. 1££); - an aunt of Pentheus (Met. 

e. 710) and the sister of Semele (lb. 4SE). If there could be a 

connection the appelloti-n "bteUt" mi Jut cou.e from the fact that 

Antunoe was one of thcce Bacchantes who tore Pentheus limb from 

1 imb. 

Cummcry: no relcti^n. 

AVZR’TU£': 

445. 

1. 5. 31. 
Ilet.. 10. 51; 14. 105; Am. 3. 0. £>V; Consolation cir. 

Hiss Sa.vtell points cut, ”It is eviasnt thruout this 

entire pexco. e that Spenser hod in m'nd the descent of Aeneas into 

Hades (Aeneid 6. 237). There Lake Avernus is represented as the 

entrance to Hell: 'There was a cavern, deep and huge, with its 

vast mouth, craggy, sheltered by its block lake and forest gloom, 

o'er .xich no bir^s might speed along unhermed; such on exhalat¬ 

ion, goring frxn its black ja./s, ru ce to the vault of heaven; 

wherefore the Greeks named tne scut Avernus.'" 

The mentions of Avernus in Ovid are slight, and add 

nothing to the description; he speaks of the shares of the murky 

Avernus, the blackAvernus, of Avernian vallies, and in Met. 14. 105, 

he repeats frem Virgil the story of Aeneas, who asks "that of the 
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Cumaean Sibyl through Avernus, he may visit the shade of his father." 

Summary: no importance. 

BABYLON, KING OF (Nebuchadnezzar) : — 1. 5. 47. 

There liras that great proud king of Babylon, 
That would compell all nations to adore, 
And him as only God to call upon, 
Till, through celestiall docme thrown cut of dore, 
Into an oxe he was transformed of yore. 

1. 5. 42. 

It is possible that the variation in this passage from the Biblical 

account is due to the influence of the Iletaucrphcses. In the 

Book of Eavid (4. 32 ff.)* Neouchadnezzar was not transformed 

into an oxe, tut "dil eat gro.33 as oxen" lurin^ a period of loss 

of reason; that is, he '..ci afflicted with tne not uncommon form 

of madness known as "ly canthrcpy". The spirit of metamorphosis 

is entirely foreign to Hebrew tradition. 

Summary: influence likely. 

BACCHUS: — 1. 6. 15; o. 1. 55; 3. 1. 51; 3. 9. 30; 3. 11. 43; 
5. 1. 2; 5. b. 47. 
Net. 3. 523 ff.; 3. 701 ff.; 4. 11; 4. 17 if.; 6. 
lr>5; Am. 3. 2. 53; A. A. 54l if.; Fast. 3. 727 ff. 

It is likely that Ovid is Spenser’s source for what¬ 

ever material concerning Bacchus beyond the .uo-t common attributes 

is to be found in the Faerie Queen. Miss Sawtelle mentions four 

other possible sources, the Iliad and Ouessey: Horace, Garmina 3. 

25; 4. 8; Apollcdorus 3. 5. 2; and Diodorus Siculus c. 38. There 

is no material used by Spenoer in any of these that is net found in 

Ovid, and much of it is Bound in more detail in Ovid. In abliticn, 

the reference’to Bacchus’ wooing of Phillirus (Erigcne in Ovid) in 
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tus ïcru of u vine is aefiuitely fro:*. Ovid. Spenser uses father 

few details. He refers to Eacchus as the god of wine in 1. 6. 15; 

3. 1. 51; 3. S. 30; and, hy metcncmy, as wine itself in 2. 1. 55. 

For tnis most caia-an term of reference to Bacchus there is no need 

to cite specific passages in Ovid. Of the thyrsis, a staff en¬ 

twined with ivy and surm. unted by a pine-ecne, the ivy crown, and 

the norns, most noticeable features of the god in Ovid, Spenser 

makes no mention. It is really sorange that the Bacchic process¬ 

ional with the god in his grape-wreathe*/ chariot drawn hy gold- 

harnessed tigers or lynxes, and the dancing, dishevelled throng 

aoout (e. g,, A. A. 541 ff. and yet. 4. 17 ff), did .not make an 

appeal to the pageantry-loving Spencer that v/ould ha.ve given it 

a larger place in the Faerie Queen. 

In 3. 1. 51 Bacchus is associated with Geres as a god 

cf harvest and plenty, "fruitful Ceres and Lyaeuc fatt pourd cut 

their plenty", as in "Ye country-dwellers, rise to Ceres and youth¬ 

ful Eacchusl" (Am. 3. 2. 53). 

In the development of the tradition of Bacchus from 

the god of winè in Homeric times he came to he the god of culti¬ 

vation of trees ana shrucs in general, and finally he was known 

as the great civilizer who replaced savagery and rudeness jith 

culture and the arts of peace. It is in this character that he 

appears in the following lines: 

Such fir et nas Bacchus, that with furious might, 
All th’ East, before untam'd, did cver-r^mie, 
And wrong repressed, and establisht right, 
TThich lavlecse men had formerly for donne; 
There Justice first her .rincely rule hegoune. 

5. 1. <r. 
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Apollodcrus mentions this conquest of the East (3. 5. 2.), hut 

without enough detail for these lines. Ovid, in Fa .t. 3. 727 if. 

aesorioes at lengch the introduction of religious rights and of 

agricultural arts; the manner of the pro^reso, acocmp&nied by a 

horde of iagin0 attendants, ,vith dancing and leaping and clash of 

symbols and tambourines,- ics descrioed in II et. 4. 17 ff. The op¬ 

position of Peutheus (Met. 3. 528 ff) to the worship of Eacchus 

iTuo probably a protest against the orgie character and effeminate 

licentiousness; hut Spenser apparently interprets Pentheus* 

appeal to ris people as Worriers (Met. 3. 531) against the un¬ 

armed hoy "whom neither wars delight, i or weapons, nor the em¬ 

ployment of nerses" (554) as the opposition of savagery and law¬ 

lessness to the advance of peace and order. Tïhen Spenser used the 

word "Justice" to express the mission of Eacchus he /.as interr ret¬ 

ing Ovid for the purpose of the allegory of Artegall. By the 

introduction of the cultivation of the vine, Bacchus was associated 

with rhe idea of peace, and he Is described as establishing law 

and order; but religious law, and order in observance of rel¬ 

igious rites, is meant rather than the law of justice. 

From the fate of Pentiieus (Met. 7. 701 ff) Spenser 

speaks of the "furious might" of Bacchus. In anger Pehtheuo in¬ 

truded upon the sacred rites which iere being celebrated in Mount 

Glthaercn in Boeotia by his mother, Atoave, and the Ismenian matrons. 

Led by Agave and her two sisters the Baadhantes rushed upon him 

and tore him limb from limb in the frenzy of their worship. 

From this account in Ovid come the folic zing lines: 
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Or as that madding mother, merest the rout 
Of Bacchus' priects, hmr own d-^re fie she did tsare. 

ITor all the Moen&dss so furiou^ were. 
5. 8. 47. 

"Moenades" or llaenades, meaning literally "frantic ones" is used 

frequently by Ovid for Bacchantes (Fast. 4. 458; 6. 504; Het♦ 

11. 22; Am. 1. 9. 38) 

' Spenser also has authority in Ovid for the use of the 

name Lyaeus for the god himself (3. 1. 51). Among several occur¬ 

ences of the name in Ovid is its inclusion in a list of names by 

which Bacchus is known (Het. 4. 11). 

The remaining reference to Bacchus in ’the Faerie Queen f 

the inclusion of the ameur of the god of wine with Philliras on 

the tspestry of the house of Busyrane, is, like the other pictures 

there, from the web of Arachne (het. C. 125). Spencer, however, 

confuses tne loves of E^cchus and of Saturn; it was Philliras 

(Philyra) who was the mother of Chiron by Saturn (Het. 2. 676; 

6. 186; Fast. 3. 383, 3S1) and Erigone who ’-was deceived by Bac¬ 

chus in the iorm of a vine. 

Surnm.ry: source, specific references; correspondence, 

general charact er. 

Note: of the possible sources mentioned by Miss Saw- 

telle, Diodoruc Siculus was notavailable to me. There might be 

a source there fer Bacchus as the patron of Justice, altho it is 

unlikely, as the passage is referred to Diodorus Siculus only in 

a general way, aimnig other possible sources, and the relatif to 
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Ovid of all the othur material on bacohus in the Faerie Queen is 

so close. 

BELLOIIA: — 4. 1. 14; 7. 6. 3; 7. 6. 32; (3. 9. Sh-hinerva) 
Met. 5. 155; Fast. 8. 201. 

There are only two references to Eellcna. in Ovid; 

one (Fa.,t. 6. 201) refers to the building of a tem, le to her by 

Appius Claudius during the Etruscan bar, and has no relation to 

the Foerie Queen; the other reference (Met. 5. 155) describes 

her as the godu.es s of y/ar delighting in blood and inflaming men 

to combat. The " dr ad Eellcna, that doth sound on hie barres and 

allarums" (F. Q. 7. 6. 3), and of "dreadful -cv/er belcwre, Llongst 

wretched men" (F. Q. 7. 6. 33); corresponds in character to Ovid’s 

brief menti.n. Her descent from Titan (F. Q. 7. o. 3) has no 

source in Ovid, and perhaps has no other source; at least, Thomas 

Tartan (Observations on the Faerie Queen, p. 115) calls it a 

feigned genealo0y, with that of Hecate in the -ame passase. The 

emphasis by Spenser of Bellona'c po.-er over kingdoms and nations 

is not from Ovid’s mention of the gnude-s, and may be tne reflect¬ 

ion of another source. One of the two reference- to Eellcna in 

the Aeneid (7. 319) is slightly mure ixi tnis tone. However, tnis 

fern; hacis by Spenser may be merely the expression of his view of 

According to Iiis= L-wtelle, Spender identiiies Eellcna, 

the lb man goddess of war with Pallas, the Greek goadesc of armed 

resistance. This is known frum a note by E. K. explaining the 

She oh ear, .ee Calendar, October Eclogue, v. 114, where she is called 
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“queint Bellona", an epithet referring to her peculiar birth from 

the head of her father, Jupiter. In the ancient poets it was 

Pallas, çr Minerva, who sprang fully armed from the brow of Jup¬ 

iter. Miss Sawtelle then says that the identification is pre¬ 

served in F. Q. 3. 9. 88, where Bellona is represented as having 

engaged with the other Olympian gods in the repulse and slaughter 

of the giants; and C. H. Whitman catalogues this passage in his 

Subject Index both under Bellona and Minerva. The bearing; of 

this passage on Bellona is not evident; Spenser calls the god¬ 

dess Minerva, she represents the spirit of armed resistance, and 

not the delight in war for its own sake of Bellona in F. Q,. 7. 6. 

3 and 33, and the entire passage has a direct source in Apollod- 

orus 1. Ô ff. It would appear, however, that Spenser does identify 

Bellona- with Minerva in 4. 1. 14, where, when Britcmart has doffed 

her helmet ana revealed her golden locks, .some of the knights and . 

ladies thought "that Bellona, in that warlike wise to them appear’d, 

with shield and armor fit". It is more likely that Spenser was 

thinking here of Minerva, the golden-haired goddess, than that 

he would-hâve consciously.. compared Britomart to the dreadful 

Bellona of 7. 6. 3 and 33. In support of this supposition, in 

3. S. 81-88Britomart is called "the fairest woman like as 

Minerva". 

Summary: correspondence, with some possible varia- 

« 

eNote: according to Cornelia C. Coulter, on "The 

t ions 



Generic -Y of the Gods'*, Va-sor Kedievsl Studio s, p. cob, Gio¬ 

vanni .jacoio ij-exitii ist Bellona, the Reman 0cGaecs of war, 

with Ilinerva (V, pv 48; of. IX, 3) , exhibiting a variation 

from nis ^uurces. An investigation of the relations of the 

Genealct-.ia Dec rum and Spenser may prove fruitful. Kiss Coulter 

(iutcl.pp, 340-41) states that, althv nc English translation is 

extant, the influence of the work can he traced in English poetry 

frua the time of Chaucer. She'then cites several details in 

Chaucer c.p^rently from the Gen&alogia rather than from Ovid, 

and refers the Bellcna-Kinervo confusion in both Chaucer and 

Spenser, with several otimr Cpencer passage , to Boccaccio. 

BELPIIOEEE, BIRTH OF: — 3. 6. 6-10. 

In the birth of. Belpnoebe, with Amor-ett, from the 

impregnation of the worn1 cf Chry&cgme cy the penetration of 

sunbeams^ as she lay sleeping on the grass after bathin0, £p sn¬ 

eer has created a myth thet one is hound to feel is inspired hy 

the amours of .the gods in the Ket., where they sought their 

loves in many forms, particularly, perhaps, b3r Jove as a shower 

cf geld entering the tower of Eanae as sunbeams might hc_ve fallen 

upon her; of Jove as a fire joined to Aegin*, the daughter of 

Accpus. That seme immediate suggestion was gained fr^m Met. 1. 

4. 16 ff., where Ovid describes, the bringing forth of life from 

the Earth, as from the womb of a mother when, after an inund¬ 

ation of the llile, the mud is heated by the aethereal sunshine 

and its penetrating warmth, is evidenced by Cpenoer’s use of the 
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content of that passage to support the possibility of ouch a 

conception. The passage in Ovid must have been strongly im¬ 

pressed cn Spenser, as the insertion of the material in tuis 
« 

myth cctus'lly detracts somewhat from its oeauty. Altho the 

myth thus created is in some degree an Ovidisn myth as to 

type, the Spenserian mind has spiritualized it and given it 

an exquisite delicacy that is not of the Met. 

Summary: a suggestion and inspiration from Ovid; 

a creation more beautiful than Ovid's myth. 

BELUS: -- 4. 11. 15. 

See BAIIAIEES. 

Belus is, mentioned a number of times in Ovid, but 

in no ether connection than as the grandfather of the Danaides. 

The mention as "great Belus", one of the founders of nations <?t 

the court of Ile^tune, requires another source. Ï-Üss Se. wt elle 

l’ours it to Diodorus Siculus (l. BS. 1) . 

Summary: no source. 

BIBLIS: — 3. B. 41. 
Ilet. 3. 454 ff. 

The slight reference here is to the unnatural love 

of Biblis for her oroth-r Caunus. The story of her mad passion, 

its frustration, and her metamorphosis into a fountain'is related 

in detail in Ilet.9. 454 ff. It is mentioned in lb. 355. 

Summary: source, a slight reference to an extended 

story 
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5ILALTIS: 3. 11. 41. 
Met. 6. 117. 

The amour of Ileptune with Disaltis pictured in the 

house of Busyrane tapestry, "lie ought out clear e Ei salt is ay 

could make him glad", is from the weo of Arachne (Met. 6. 117), 

 "as a ram deceived Bisaltis". 

Summary: source. 

-BOOTES ( the northerne wagoner) : — 1. 2. 1. 
Met. 10. 446; 2. 176. 

In the lines, 

By tais the northerne wagoner ha a set 
Ilis sevenfold terne behind the steadfast- stsrre, 

the "northerne wagoner" is Bootes, and the "sevenfold terne" is 

the wain (the constellation Charles Wain, the Great Dipper, or the 

Great Dear) of the lines: 

Tempos erat, quo cun eta silent interque tri^nes 
flexerat ooliquo plaustrum temone Bootes. 
(it ’was the time when all twings are at rest 
And between the oears 
Bootes had turned nis wain with 
down-p.inting pole.) 

Ilôt. 10. 446. 

This use by Ovid of the position of the constellations 

to expreos the depth of night may easily be the source for Spenser's 

lines. 

Ovid also mentions Bootes and his wain in Met. 2. 176. 

If Spenser's use of the figure was suggested by that of 

Ovid, he improves upon hie source, in accuracy of astronomy at 

least, since Ovid has Bootes point the pole of his wain between 

or among the tricnes, wnich are the Great and Little Boars, one of 
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Summary: correspondence, a slight correction of as¬ 

tronomy by Spenser. 

BOREAS: — 1. 2. 53; 5. 11.'56. 
Bet. 6. 681 ff.; Trlst. 3. 10. 

In the Fgerie Queen. Eoreas is the personification of 

the North Wind, tint "blows "full "bitter bleake" (l. 2. 33), and 

whose wrathful blustering "nought may abide" (5. 11. 58). In 

Hat. 6. 682 ff. is an account of the rough wooing by Boreas of 

Orithyia, in which rough anger is de=crioed as’his natural mood, 

and in Ovid’s description in Triet. 3. 10, of the miseries of 

his exile there is a p*. rt ioularly full oinracterizaticn of the 

cower and harshness of Boreas. There is no specific relation 

between Ovid and Spenser on Eoreas, but the passages cited in 

Ovid furnish a particularly vivid presentation of the character 

as sources for the references in the Faerie Queen. 

Summery: general correspondence, nothing specific. 

BRCITTLS: — 4. 5. 37; 4. ljLy 13. 
Fast. 4. 28b. 

In the first passge Spenser describes Brontes as a 

giant laboring' with an associate, Pyracmui, in Lipari, at forging 

thunderbolts for Jove. Ovid refers briefly in Fast. 4. 288 to 

Ircntec, -with Steropes and Alniandes, as dipping the not iron in 

the Trinacrian S=a; but Spenser’s source is obviously a pass¬ 

age in the Aeneid (8. 41G ff.) which furnishes all of the details, 

the Id; cat ion, Lipari, the name of the associate, Pyracm.n, and 
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the thunderbolt specifically, (fidmen) , instead of ircn(ferurn) « 

The other mention of Dr ontes in the Faerie Queen 

(4. 11. 13) as "great Brontes", one of the sea-go^s, also re¬ 

quires another source than Ovid, who in no way identifies the 

thund-r-oolt forging giants. In the Aeneid, they are called 

Cyclops, and the Cyclops are sens of Poseidon in Homer (see 

Odessey 8. 42). 

Summary: correspondence; source elsewhere, 

BULL ( Constellation Taurus) : — 5 pro. 5; 5 pro. <3; 7. 7. 33. 
Fast. 5. 0Û0 ff; 4. 718. 

Lee EUROPA. 

In each reference the constellât ion is referred to as 

tne dull that core Ear of a, j.or which Spenser has full sut her it y in 

Fast. 5. 603 fi. , where Ovid gives the story of the constellation 

in full. 

For the association of Tauruc with tne constellation 

of Aries, the Earn (5. pro. 5) and with the nnnth of Aoril (7. 7. 

33), s_ enser has a source in Fs st. 4. 718, where Ovid describes 

the sun as leaving Aries to ent^r the constellation of Taurus cn 

the 13th of the Calends of May, or the 30th of April. 

For the description of the hull of Europe (7. 7. 33) 

see EUROPA. 
i + 

Summary: source. 

CALUCEUS: — 3. lo. 41. 

See Mercury 
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CA 'DM US 
.•CADUCS'^*. — o. S. 45. 

Met. 3. 1 ff. 

Lpeno-r refers to Cadmus as the builder of Thebes. The 

vhole story of the fc ending of the city is related by Ovid (ll-t. 3. 

1 ff.). This is one of the^ell-lcuo,vn stories of antiquity. (e. g. 

Apslloacruo 3. 4. l) , bat it is related at particular length by 

Grid. 

Cunuary: correspviiaence, nothing specific. 

CAICUS: — 4. 11. 14. 
net. £. 543. 

Caicus appears in the Faerie Queen in the list of river 

gods present at tue c. urt of ITeptune. The name is included by Ovid 

in the similar lict of rivers in the otui’y of Phaeton (Met. Z, 543); 

out in Ovid there is no characterization to explaiii tie aeccripti.n 

"strong". 

Suu'i, ry: siuil. rity in c.ntext; another source nec- 

e-s ry for detail. 

CALLIOPE: — 7. 6. 37. 

oee Muses. 

CAilCER: 

oee Gj.ab. 

CAPrJCOxiMUS: —' 7. 7. 41. 

ee Almathea 
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CASSIOPEIA: — 1. 5. IS. 
Met. 4. 670, 687, 738. 

Spenser refers tc the constellât Ion, Cassiopeia's Qxiair. 

In punishment for boastful pride in her beauty, Cassiopeia was fixed 

among the constellât-one seated upon a throne so that she seems,as 

the earth revolves, to novo with head bent backwards, (Hyginus, 

Poet icon Astronomicon, 2. Caosiwpeia.) . * 

♦Miss 8a,./telle: Ovi..;. (Mat. 4. 670, 687, 738) tells of Cassiopeia's 

punishment thru the sacrifice of her daughter, An^jircnteda1 s rescue 

by Perseus, but he makes no mention of the further punishment of the 

Ciictix • 

Summary: no source. 

CASTOR AMD POLLUX: — 5. pro 6; 7. 7. 34. 
Fast. 5. 695 ff. 

See LEDA. 

Castor and Pollux, well known heroes of Greek story, are 

mentioned frequently by Ovid, Spenser mentions them only as the con¬ 

stellation Gemini. The origin of the constellation is given by Ovid, 

Fast. 5. 693 ff. In the association of the month of May with the 

constellation Spenser follows Ovid, in whose calendar the sun enters 

the constellation on the 13th of the Calends of June or May the 20th. 

For Castor and Pollux as "the t.vinnes of Lena" (7. 7. 

34) and "the Twinnes of Jove" (5. pro 6) See LEDA. 

Summary: source. 



There is no connection between the Celaeno of Ovid, 

Fast. 4. 177, andHer» IS. 135, cne of the Pleiades, and the har¬ 

py Celaeno of the F-- erie Queen, uescriïçed in Aeneid 3. £45 ff. 

Sugary: no source. 

CEIÎTAÜHS: — 1. 11. £7; £. S. 50; 3. 8. 41; 3. 11. 43; 4. 1. 

£3; 6. 10. 13; 7. 7. 40. 
Met. G. 1£6; o* 157 if; 1£. slO if. 

The references to the centaurs in the Faerie Queen 

are exceedingly casual. The only description of them that ap¬ 

pears is in the emphasis cn their ^-notrous and vicient char¬ 

acter. Pictured cn the walls of the room of the cage of the 

past in the House of Temperance (£. S. 50) the centaurs appear 

with "Inf email ha^.s, fiends, hij.-pudam.es" as "Infinite shapes  

such os in the world cere nev r yit". 

In F. 0. 3. 8. 41. the form cf a centaur is one of 

the "u.'eadful shapes" to which Proteus transforms himself; and 

in 7. 7. 40 ^ Chircn is -.ailed a "dreadfull centaure". The mon¬ 

strous iorm, of course, needs no specific reference; the char¬ 

acterization as "dreadfull" is p^ite in accord with most of the 

classical stories of the centaurs; it is particularly justified 

uy the story of the fi^ht with the Lapithae, in wnich Ovid speaks 

cf Eurytus as "the wildest (souvissime) of the wild Centaurs." 

(Met. l£. £19). 

Of the stories of centaurs mentioned in the Faerie 

Quuen all but :ne are told by Ovid in sufficient détail to serve 
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as Spenser’s scarce. 

F. Q,. 1. 11. &7; the RedcrocS Knight suffers in nis 

armor, neuted oy the blasting créâth of the dragon, u.s A1 sides 

su-ferea in the pc issued gc.fment "with. Centaures bleed and bloody 

versa» shinned". This is the tunic soaked in the blood of the 

centaur, Ilessus, vuich Deianira, the wife of Hercules, sent to 

him believing it vxuld osar a Charm that would win back nis love. 

The oleou. vas irua a would mule by an a~roo dipped in the venom 

of the Hydra, and made the garment the instrument of Hercules 

death. The death of Hercules is told by Ovid in Met. S. 157 ff. 

,F. Q. 3. 11. 43; Saturn transformed nimself to a 

centaur to v„vo Erigone. This amour of Saturn’s is from Met. 6. 

1 bo. As noted under Bacchus and Saturn; it was Philyra for whom 

Bacchus became a vine. In Met. 6. 1E6, Ovid only says that Set- 

urn begot Chiron, without naming Philyra; but in Met. 2. 3. 76, 

and Fast. 5. 383, £91, Pnilyia is named as the mother of Chiron. 

Spenser is inaccurate also in saying Saturn took the shape of a 

centaur. Both in Ovid, and in Apollodorus 1. 4, the transform¬ 

ation is to a horse, and it is oy this u/xed parentage that the 

douole form <■ f Chiron vas later explained. (See Scholiast on Ap¬ 

ollonius Rhodius, Ar,,xnaatica 554).* 

♦Frazer:. Apollodorus 1. 2. 4, n. 6. 

The diocre anoy by .witch Spenser speaks of Chiron, the 

centaur, tne seed of Saturn and fair Hais in 7. 7. 40. is ex- 
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plains! by Hiss Eawtelle oy the supposition that Spenser nere 

euvlvys dais (a Greek generic mun, meaning .vater-nymph) as a 

pr^_„cr name to aenote Pdlyia, a usage vnich may have seen sug¬ 

gested oy Apollonius idiodius 4, £13, where Pnilyra is referred to 

as a llaiac/. For the association of the uunth of ITcvember with 

the constellation of Chiron, Sagittarius, Spencer ^ has nc auth¬ 

ority in Ovid, who introduces this constellation ^n the 3rd 

ixi^ht of Hay (Fast. 5. 579). 

F. Q. 4, 1. S3; the slaying of the centaurs Toy 

Hercules is referred to in Hat. 9. 191 and IS. 541, hut without 

enwJt.li detail to serve as a source. This story is told in detail 

cy Apollodorus (2. 5. 4); and is also in Diadorus Siculus (4. IS. 

3). 

The"blcody fray" made by the "odd Centaures" with the 

"fierce Lapithes" (3. 10. 13) Spenser found in llet. IS, 210 ff. 

The centaurs are th-re called "sc.evarum" (219), a considerably 

stronger word than "bold", better translated "fierce", "violent", 

etc. There is no doubt th<~t the o-nflidt as waged by the 3Hp- 

ithes is such as to justify the aujective "fierce". The wedding 

at which the fray occured, as has been noted un 1er ARIADITH, was 

not that of Theseus and Ariadne, but of his friend Pirithous with 

Ilipp o aame. 

Summary: source, except for the slaying of the cen - 

taurs by Alcides. 

CLPulSIS: — 1. 11. 30; 3. 2. 
Met. 3. 341 ff. 

44 
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Cephisus, a rive/ in Phocis, is mentined a number of 

tiuss oy Ovid, out .vita no indention of tne healing goners to 

which E^eiiser refers (l. 11. 30) when he coupures to it the well 

oy vhich the Keucross Knight was restored after fighting with the 

^ra,0/n. 

Cephisus as the'fatner of lïaicissus (3. d. 44) mc.y be 

referred to IIet. 3. 341 if. See ilARGH-'S'JS. 

The other references by Ovid to Cephisus are in Met. 

1. 362; o. IS; 7. 383. 

8u.ij.jury: source for the second reference; no source 

for the first. 

CEFCdRUS: — 1. 5. 34; 1. 11. 41; 4. 10. 58; 8. 1. 8; 6. 12. 35 
Met. 4. 450; 7. 410 ff; 10. 11 ff; 10. S2; Ann 3. 
In. i6; Her. S. 24. 

'Orre Of the three-fold head of Cerberus and the en- 

circling serpents of 1. 5. 34, there are several mentions in 

Ovid (list. 10. bd; Am. 3. lb. do; Her. 9. 94); and for his 

character as the opposing guardian of the threshold of Plato,1 s 

house at the entrance of Duessa and night there is a parallel 

in the account of Juno's as scent to the Stygian world in Met. 

a. 450. But for the description of Cerberus as a whole in t~is 

passage, as Miss Sawtelle cites, Spenser clearly took the Aeneid 

0. 417 if. as a ^dtern. The generally ferocious character of 

Cerberus referred to in all of the F. Q. passages, of course 

needs no specific references. 

Cerberus in connect on with the descent of Orpheus 
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into ne 11 (4. 10. 58) mi-_ht be equally frac list. 10. 11 ff. or 

Gr3or,r;iee 4. 4bo. Ovid also mentions Orpheus facing Cerberus in 

A. A. S. 3. 

For the chaining of Cerberus by Hercules (C. 18. 35) 

there is an account in List. 7. 410 ft. The exploit is mentioned 

in Ilet. 9. 185; 10. 32; 10. bS; Her. 9.- 94. 

For the lines: 

For harder was from Cerberus greedy jaw 
To plucke a bone, than from his cruell claw. 

there is no specific reference in Ovid. 

Cerberus as the pogstter of the Blatant Beast by 

Chimaera (6. 1. 18) is, of course, a bit of mythology of Spen¬ 

ser's om invention. Th-re is no mention by Ovid of any off¬ 

spring ox either Csroerus or C..imo.erà to serve as a suggeoticn. 

Summary: correspondence, general; source xor t,/o 

stories; one invented myth; source for description, Aeneid. 

* 

CMS: — 3. 1. 51. 
Ilet. 5. Sib; h. A. 173. 

The orief reference to Ceres in the Faerie Queen 

"Yihether fruitful Ceres and Ly^eus fo.tt pourd cut their plenty", 

is in accord with the "goadess of fertility" ("dea fertilis") of 

Met. 5. S4b and the "grain of Ceres" ("Cerialia semina")- as port 

of a scene of agricultural? sace and plenty (K. A. 173), exam les 

of the numerous references to the goduecs of harvest thru Ovid 

and the other poets. 

As in tne case of Bacchus, it seems strange tho-t Ceres 

a pst-xs sc little in the Faerie Queen. The pageantry of her wor- 
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suip, the torches at r.i^ht (Her, 2. 4*») , toil the unsite-rcued 

women in procession .earinvJ garlands of grain filet. 10. 431) , 

c.ne would expect to gain a response fran Spenser. It is per¬ 

haps even mere to oe iwnidered at tho-.t the benericient and ».*oral 

character of one of the most attractive of the neities, who 

take» delight in peace (Fast. 4. 407), and who was the first 

to teach men the arts of husbandry, the first to give grain, 

the wholesome food, and to give laws (Met. 5. 341), did not 

attract Spenser for the allegory of the Faerie Queen. 

Summary: correspondence; very slight reference; 

surprising that more of the Ceres material was not used. 

* 
CHAOS: — 3. 6. 33; 4. 2. 47; 4. 9. S3; 7. 8. 14; 7. 6. 36. 

I!et. 1. 7 ff; 2. 29C; 10. 30; Fast. 1. 103. 

The idea of Chaos in the Faerie Queen »thru each of 

its variations, corresponds closely to that in Ovid. Chaos is 

mentioned in 4. 9. 23 as the formless mass that précédée, the 

orderly universe,'ana tnis disordered state is personified as a 

chained monster in 7. 6. 14, and as "gre-^t Cnaos", parent of 

Earth, the grandmother of all the gods, in 6. 26. In Met. 1. 

7 ff. the creation or the e/orld of ordered nature from the form¬ 

less state of chocs is described in full, and chaos in this 

sense is referred tc in Met. 2. 209; A, A. 2. 470; p. E. 4. 8. 

In Met» 0» 29S, the reference is in the same connection as in 

the Fc.erie Queen. the possibility of the earth being thre./n 

again into the o^nfused state of ancient chaos. 

For the p«rscnifioati. n as a^chained monster there 
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is no source in Ovid, and it is prooably Spenser is own creation, 

following v^ry naturally fron the conception of the universe^ 

mentioned , as renting rather precariously in its stete of or¬ 

der. The other personification, as the parent of forth, while 

net in Ovid, also follows naturally fre-u Chaos as the mass from 

which Earth is created. Chaos is personified by Ovid as the early 

nunc for Janus, Fast. 1. 103 and lb. 24. 

In 3. 6. 36 and 4. 2. 47, Chaos appears still as a 

disordered realm,' but as the shapeless under world. In the sec¬ 

ond of these, the visit of Agape, the Fay, to the "hideous Craos", 

to win larger lives for hor sons is parallel to t ,„s attempt of 

Orpheus to win oack Eurydice from the underworld of horror, which 

he calls Chaos, in list. 10. 50. Chaos is alsc mentioned in tnis 

sense m Het. 14» 4C4 and Fc.st» 4. bCO. 

The lines: 

l'cr in the wiae wornoe of their wcrla thore lyes 
In hatefall aarkness and in dee_e horrors, 
an nuge et small chaco, which su.jp lyes 
The suestcoices of natures fruitfull p-io^enyes. 

3. 6. 3ô, 

would appear to combine with the "Chaos ingens" in "loca plena 

ti.moris", the realm of the underworld, in Ilet. 10. 30, with the 

idea of Chaos in list. 1. 7 ff. , as the blind mass fro.-which Nat¬ 

ure released the elements that made the created universe. 

Cumm.ry: ccrx esp .ncLence, two general conceptions; 

the Carden of Adonis, Spenser unites the two conceptions; t\70 

in 



personifications prcb&bly Spenser* & invention. 

CHARYBDIS AUD SCYLLA: — A. 1A. -3 ff. 

The concepticn of tne passage of the snip of Sir 

Guyon between the two perils of the Gulfe of Greedinesse and 

the Rock cf Vile Reproach (~, 1A. 3 ff.) is evidently from the 

description of Cnaryodis and Scyllo, bet/een whom it was nec¬ 

essary that the ship of Ulysses pass (Odyssey 10. 73 ff). 

Charyodis and Bcylla are mentioned frequently thruout the 

works of Ovid, and in seme cs.&es with considerable descrip¬ 

tive detail; but the description in the Faerie Queen is much 

nearer to the fannus passage of the Odyssey. In Ovid, in each 

case, there is merely description of the dangerous situation; 

in tne Faerie Queen f-nd in the 0ayssey th-re is in eacn cace 

a narrative of the actual passage of the ship. Hiss Rinctanley 

nentiens tlis as one of the closest correspondences to ELmer.* 

* Introduetion p. 30 to the Faerie çueen, Bock I. 

Summary: correspondence; source elsewhere. 

CHIHAERA: — 6. 1. 0. 
Uet. S. 6<±7; Trict. 4. 7. 13. 

Chimaera as the parent of the Blatant Beast is, of 
in Or-e 

course, a myth of Spenser’s own creation; there is, bo^evar, no 

su__esticn in Ovin for Chimoexa as the parent of any monster. 

"Fell Chimaera in her urkseme den" corresponds to the m-nitrous 
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anu f es r seme cnc.r£icter ox Crim^era ia Ovid, as elsenaore. (llet. 9. 

€47; Triât. 4. 7. 13). 

Summary: correspondence; independent cieati^n of a 

myth. 

G HI K OIT: — 7.7.40. 

See Centaurs. 

CIRCE: — 0. 5. 25 ff; 2. 12. 26; 2. 12. 84 ff. 

The enchantment of Acrasia, by uni ch she changes her 

lovers to beasts, is evidently from the account of Circe, Od¬ 

yssey 10. 237-240. There are numerous Aient ions of Circe in 

Ovid, but the context os yell as the content of the passages, is 

closer to Ecm-r. Hies binStanly* cites tais as one of the most 

important ccrresp ndenceo to H^;r.* 

*Intrcuuotix n (p. 35) to the Faerie ^ueen. Book I. 

oummc.ry: correspondence, oexinitely another source. 

CLIifLITE: — 5. 11. 38. 

See CLYJEITE. 

OLOTEO: — 4. 8. 4G, 50. 

Bee PARCAE. 

CLYIL.ITL: — 3. 11. 38. 
Ilet. 2. IS. 

Spenser her^ alludes tc her as the rife of Apollo, and 
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the mother of Plm.ef u, in llçt, h. 1C. 

Cui.ii.i. ry: scarce. 

COCYTUS: — 1. 1. 37; 2. 7. 56 ff; 3. 4. 55. 

Curiously, this river ci the Lower Uorld, wnich from 

some course exibted most vividly in the classical mythology of 

Spenser, is never named hy Ovid. 

Summary: no source. 

CONCORDIA: — 2. 2. 31; 3. 1. 12; 4. 1. 29.- 30; 4. 10. 51-36. 

The mentions of the goddess Concordia hy Ovia are 

casual, without very much elaboration. (Fast. 1. 6. 39; 2. 6. 

31; 3. G61; 6. 91, 637; A. A. 2. 463). The adjectives by which 

he chc raccerizes h^r "oandiua" (f .st. 1. CoS) did "mitis" (Fast. 

2. 631; 3. hSi) might -.ell he translated by ti.ooe which Spenser 

uses, "bleeped" (4. 1. 30), "aimiable" (4. 10 31), “lovely" 

(3. 2. 31). 

The eharactex cr office, as a whole, expressed in the 

name corresponds of course. The golden chain of Concord, 3. 1. 12 

and 4. 1. 30, has no source in Ovid, The iigure follows naturally 

from h-r office of joining together (Fast. 6. 96). The allegory 

of Concord, the "aimiable dame" of "sober mood" and "great woman¬ 

hood" who sat upon the porch of the Temple of Venus and reconciled 

the Lrethren EL-te and Love is an elaboration that has no mere sug¬ 

gestion from Ovid than that of the general office of the goddess. 

It is a characteristic Spencerian creoitfn, and as likely as not 
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gestion for the lines: 

.She is the ncurse of pleasure and delight, 
And unto Venu3 brace the gate doth open right. 

4. 1C.35. 

in Ovid,a instructions for making peace with an offended distress: 

turn pete c^ncubitus fcedera; mit is erit. 
Ill is deposit is habitat Concordia tel is. 
(then seek your treaty of pjeaca in caresses; 
she will then he pacified. For tis there that 
Concord dwells. 

A. A. 2. 463. 

The possibility seems remote, as the association 1» the Faerie Q.ueen 

is the reverse of that of Ovid, the pleasuréa of Venus opening the 

way to Concord. 

Summary: general correspondence; independent elab¬ 

oration by Spenser. 

COR OITA; the Constellation: — 6. 10. 13. 

See ARIA CITE. 

C CROIT IS: — 3. 11. 37. 
Ilet. 2. 542 ff; 2. 599 ff. 

The reference is to Corcnis beloved of Apollo, but 

killed by his hand for her unfaithfulness.' Spenoer then says 

she was changed into a sweet-briar, i-.hile Apollb tore his golden 

hair ana broke his ga.rland in remorse. The story is told by 

Ovid (Met. m. 542 ff. and 599 ff. ) and, according to Hiss Saw- 

telle, Ovid adds over Hyginus the repent ence of Apollo for the 

rash act in his anger Spenser's source then, -jould appear tc be 
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Ovid, rather than Kyginus. The transformâtion to a sweet-briar 

huS authority ir. Ovia either, ana is another example of Open-. 

oer‘s myth creation. It ,/ac pucuably suggested Ly the similar 

Hyacinth myth, with which it is joined in the passage. 

The daughter of Corcneus, Uet. 11. 5CS, changed to 

a crow for ^a^rulcusness, has no connection with the Ccxunis 

killed oy Apollo. 

Summary: source; addition of an original myth, prob¬ 

ably suggested by Ovid. 

CORY_hl!TES: — 7. 6. 27. 
Fast. 4. 201 ff. 

The Cory^antes were three priests of (Sybele, a Phry- 

0ian divinity identified with the Greek Rhea, The "Corybantes* 

•slight" uy ;nich Jovs.^ained the rule cf heavens refers to the 

device by which Jove, brought forth oy Rhea in Crete, was saved 

from being devoured by Saturn, who made a practice of thus aetling 

with his children. In çrder to conceal, the cries of the child the 

Cur et ec and the Coryoantea os. t shields ana rattled empty helmehts. 

The clash cf symbols and the sound of'tambourines and pipes which 

attended the -worship of the .goddess in later times were in imit¬ 

ation of the din on that occasion. Ovid explains the frsntic 

rites cf Cylsele oy the story of the Curetes and Corybantes in 

Fast. 4. 201 ff. 

Summary: correspondence; slight reference to extended 

story 
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CRAB; (constellation of Cancer): — 5. pro. 6; 7. 7. 35. 
Met. 10. 125; Fast. 1. 313; 
5. 7b7. 

The constellation of Cancer is mentioned twice by 

bpenaer in the Fc.erie Pueen. and three titàes oy Ovid. There is 

only one relation of detail in the lines. Spencer's association 

ef this constellation with the month of June is according to Ovid, 

who says the sun enters Cancer on tne 13th of the Calends of July, 

the lSth of June. 

Summary: correspcnaence, general, and one detail. 

CREUSA: -- 2. 14. 45. 
Het. 7. 391 ff. 

The only mention of Creusa in the Faerie Pu-on ic a 

. reference to her as the -wife of Jason, turned to death by a 

-.poisoned garment sent by Medea, recounted in Met. 7. 391 ff., 

• ana.referred to in A. A. 1. 335 and lb. 601. This Creuca is also 

mentioned in Her, lb. 54. The Creusa referred to in Am. 3. o. 31 

is a different person. 

bee ARG3ILJJTIC EXPEDITION 

bumnn.ry: ocurce. 

CROES'Ut: — 1. 5. 47. 
P. E. 4. 3. 37; Trjst. 3. 8. 42. 

The story or the wealth :f Croesus was toowell known, 

even proverbial, for Spenser to h; veyiepended for the lines, 

There was King- Croesus who enhanst 
His Iv.rt too hiuh through his great riches store, 

1. 5. 47. 

cn Ovid's lines, 
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nempe tamen vit am oapitus ab hcete. tulit. 
(By whom has not the wealth of the rich Croesus 
been heard of? and yet, as a captive, he received 
life from an enemy.) 

P. E. 4. 3. 37. 

The only other mention by Ovid (Triât. 3. 8. 42) is more slight. 

Summary: correspondence, no importance. 

CUPID: 

One of the im ortant themes in the Faerie Queen is the 

présentâtion of the theory of Love; Cupid, or a personification of 

Love, is one of the two or three characters of classical mythology 

that figure most largely in the Faerie Queen. In view: of the facts 

that Spenser knew the poetry of Ovid, and that Ovid is one. of the 

ancients supremely devoted to the theme of love, there can be little 

question of the. existence of a marked influence from Ovid on the 

treatment of Cupid, or Love, by Spenser. On the other hand, th re 

’were sc many sources for Cupid, classical and medieval, 'for the 

Elizabethans, that a kind, of composite figure was practically a 

part of the mental working equipment of the Elizabethan poet. 

Without consciousness of specific sources being particularly nec¬ 

essary^ it would net be surprising then if the Cupid of the Faerie 

Queen bears few specific relations to the Cupid of Ovid. Such is 

actually the case; most of', whatever influence can be directly 

attributed to Ovid must be found in the general manner of present¬ 

ation, in Spenser’s attitude toward Cupid, as a personification 

of Love. 
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Alt ùü Cup il a^petre so frequently bet A in the K erie 

Queen end in Ovid, there are only a feu actual myths, or stories, 

of him in either poetry. He is mere often simply the personif¬ 

ication of Love referred to for the presentation of the exper¬ 

iences of levers. Four stories of Cupi^ are mentioned in the 

Faerie Queen: the runaway Cupid and the search by Venus (3. S. 

11 ff,) , from the first Idyll of Lloschus; Cupid playing with 

Adonis in the Garuen of Adonis (3. 6. 4b); the love of Cupid 

icr Psyche (3. 6. 50), from the fourth book of Apuleius' Ilet-r 

amorphe ses: and the conquering of Apollo by Cupid. The source 

for this last story is in two stories in Ovid’s Llet. , tne of 

.vhich concerns Cupid, the other his mother, Venus. In Spenser’s 

version, Apollo is struck by Cupid ’with a leaden dart to love 

Daphne, who does not return cis love, in punishment for having 

oetrayed the amour of Venus, Cupid's mother, with ^ars. Tnis 

veroicn of the Apollo-Daphne otcry fellows tlet. 1. 453 ff. in 

ascribing Apollo's fruitless love to Cupid's vengeance; but 

in Oviwt, Cupid's anger is due to Apollo's ridicule of him and 

his bow. The variation ic due to the influence of another story 

in [let. (4. 137 ff.) in which Venus, for Apollo's betrayal of 

her amour, takes vengeance Ly caucin0 him to uurn with love for 

Leucothoe. There is a furtr ;r v. riati-n fr.m the source in hav¬ 

ing Apollo struck uy a leaden dart, wnich inspires a fruitless 

love. In Ovid, two darts are required for such a situation, a 

golaen nort roi /polio, inflaming tc love, wnile the leaden u_rt 

is for Daphne, tc put love to flight. The c.mbinati^n cf the two 
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con soi cue on Spenser’s part, o.r merely inaccuracy. The contin¬ 

uation of the myth in stanza 38 of F. Q. 3. 11, that Cupid forced 

Apollo to "follow other game",: to 'become "cowherd of Admetus for 

love of Isse, and to seek loves net named as a lion, and as a 

falcon, is from the web of Arachne (Met. 6. 123), altho Cupid 

is net mentioned there. The context of the mention of Apollo’s 

loves in Spenser, the tapestry of Love in the house of-Busyrane, 

is from the web of Arachne passage in Met. 

There are two other important myths of Cupid inOvid, 

the conquering of Pluto at the 'bidding of Venus (let. 5. 539 ff.) 

which has no mention in the Faerie Queen, and the accidental 

wounding of Venus by one of Cupid's .darts. 

There is a considerable range in Spenser's attitude 

toward Cupid in the Faerie Queen; sometimes he is the god of all 

love, whatever its associations and results, sometimes he is the 

god of lustfulness, and sometimes he is the god of pure love. But 

in what may be called the external Cupid, in general character and 

appearance, there is a considerable unity in the Faerie Queen. 

Altho in other poems, Spenser sometimes presents the cosmogonic 

Cupid of the earlier mythology, the power by which discordant 

elements were united and harmony brought out of chaos, thruout 

the Faerie' Queen Cupid is the winged boy, with bow and arrows, of 

tyrannical power, who fills men's hearts with mingled sweetness 

and woe, in his attributes a symbolization of amorous love. This 
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htm 
is the Cupid of Ovid, alt ho Spenser at times mays if ies^into a 

god of more dignity in hie power, with a cruelty less sportive 

and more terrible, than appears in Ovid. The mass of descrip¬ 

tive details common, to Spenser and Ovid are, of course, common 

to the literature of Cupid in general, altho in some cases a 

particular aspect or turn to the presentation by Spenser may 

be referred to Ovid. There are important details in Ovid not 

used by Spenser, and important details in Spenser not found in 

Ovid. There are other, details that may be referred specifically 

to Ovid. A tabulation follows: 

I. Common to the Cupid literature, but with occasional 

variations, and occasional specific relations; 

1. Parentage* 

In both the Faerie Queen and Ovid, Cupid is 

consistently the son of Venus. In Ovid no ' 

mention is made of Cupid’s father. He is 

called the stepson of Mars (Am. 1. 2. 24; 

2. S. 47). Similarly, in the Faerie Que en 

he is simply the son of Venus without regard 

to a father, except in a single instance, . 

1. pro, 3, where he is called the "dreaded 

impe of highest Jove." 

2. Cupid as a Boy. 

"Boy", in the Faerie Queen, and "puer" in 

Ovid are the common designations of Cupid. 
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The only variation from this description 

in either case, is in F. Q. 3. 8. 5-6, where 

a "faire young man" with bright plumed wings 

is called "like to Cupido". 

3. Bow and Arrows. 

The moot frequently mentioned accompaniment 

of Cupid is his bow and quiver full of arrows. Spenser, in the 

Faerie Queen rather consistently emphasized the severity of Cup¬ 

id’s archery; sixteen of the twenty-seven mentions of the bow 

or arrows are in such terms as "killing bow and cruel shafts" 

(4. 10. 55), "deadly darts" (7. 9. 34) "poysnous point" (6. 10. 

31), etc. 

Ovid apparently takes Cupid’s weapons much less ser¬ 

iously than does Spenser. He usually speaks of the effectiveness 

of the weapons, but only trice in thirty-two mentions does he 

use such severe terms as "cruell arms" ("arma saeva") (R. A. 246) 

and "ruthless weapon" ("violente Arma") (Met. 8. 543). There is 

not a very close relation between the Faerie Queen and Ovid in 

the terms used for this detail. There is more variety to Ovid’s 

phrasing, he speaks of the bow as often as ox the arrows, and 

there are several mentions of the acts of stringing the bow, bend¬ 

ing it, or drawing the string (Met. 1. 4. 55; 5. 383; Am. 1. 1. 

23), terms which do not occur in the Faerie Queen. Of more imp¬ 

ortance, Ovid, in eleven of the thirty-two mentions, associates 

the torch with the bow and arrows as. a weapon of Cupid's. Cupid’s 

torch is never mentioned in the Faerie Queen, altho Spenser speaks 
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of "ourning darts" (3. 11. 44) ana "s±,.urpe dirt es axil whet crt- 

illery" (3. 6. 14). The o.ly fuithor correcp^ndenoe of epithet 

is unimportant, of "sharpe aartcs" (3. 6. 14) arid "arrows keen" 

(3. 11. 4o) to "sharp arrows" ("spioula acuta") (A. A. 3. 516). 

In spite of tne corresponding detail of the croken bo./ there is 

ali.Oot certainly nc lelation jet ween the arasr of "orcken bov/s 

and arrowes suiversa, snort" of F. Q. 3, 11. 46 and the inverted 

quiver, broken bow and limitless torch of Cupia in Am. 3. S. 7. 

The presence of the torch is against a relatic/i, and the context 

is wholly different, a representation of Cupid’s power in the 

Faerie Queen and ol his grief in the yncres. In addition to con¬ 

tracte alreaay noted, three of the passages in Ovid actually make 

no mention of the bow or knows, but only of the quiver, and three 

others include the quiver. Epenser does net even mention the quiver 

in the Faerie Queen. He does, ,cwever, mention his "0yllen quivor" 

in the -March Eclogue (0. L) cf the Shey hear des Ce 1 en ier. Among 

the epithets used cy Ovid ana not in the Faerie Queen two are 

somewhat noticeable, "flexile oornum" (flexible ,mrn) for the 

bo:, in Ket. 5. 304, and "sacss nrcus" (leered bow) in R. A. ?0b, 

Spenser, hc..ev=;'r, speaks of the sacred fire of Love in 3. 3. 1. 

In the assignati n of two lcinuc of arrows, s_me of gold and come 

oi lead (3. 11. 4o) Spender ins a source in Met. 1. 470. 

The more noticeable of the epithets used in the Faerie 

Queen and not in Ovid are "eup-ysned" and "envsnimd" (3. 6. 13; 

ô.. 10. 31), "heoen oow" (l. pro. 3); and such, uembinations as 
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"mortall ucw ana. arrows keen" or "killing ho - and cruell shafts", 

c-our ring fcur times in the Faerie Queen (5. 11. 48; 4. 10. 55; 

1. pro. 3; 2. 8. 6). 

Summary: markedly different frcm Ovid. 

4. Flames an- Torches 

The divergence between Spenser end Ovid 

on this peint has already been noted. Ovid speaks regularly of 

the torch as one of the weapons of Cupid, with which he lights 

the flame of love in the ure-ots of those he conquers. In Met. 

4. 75o, with Hymanaeus, he waves the carriage torch at the wed¬ 

ding of Andromeda and Perseus. 

Spenser, in the Faerie Queen?speaks ixequently of the 

flames enkindled, Lut the only indication he gives of the means 
is 

by „^ich _they are enlcinJled^in the mention of "burning aartes" 

(3. 11. 44) and the "whot artillery" (e. 6. 14), which is con¬ 

trary to Ovid. Spenser, in various associations, calls the flame 

ci Love, "lustful", "glorious", and "sacred" (b. 3. 23; 3. 1. 38, 

and 3. 3-1; 1 pro. 3; 3. 3. l); nothing corresponding to any 

of thet-e epithets occurs in Ovid. 

Summary: markedly different. 

5. Wings. 

This attribute appears three times in 

Ovid, and nine times in the Faerie Queen as the characterizing 

epitnet, the "winged Cu^id", "the winged Buy", etc. There are 

numerous mentions of the wings, with various descriptive ustails, 



Th3 tmO correspond in the general colcr- in both Ovid and Spencer, 

ruiness of the aescriptiens, altho there is net exact use toy 

Spenser cf detail» in Ovid. In Ovid the rangs are gem-bedecked 

(Ara. 1. S. 4; R. A. 53), and "empurpled" ("purpureus") (R. A» 

701) . In the Faerie Qu. en the wings are "of sun ary colours  

more than of peacock or Iris" (3. 11. 47), "coloured" (3. 12, £3), 

decked with "diverse plumes" and "painted" (2. 8. 5-6, 8), and 

^oldsn (3. 11. 2; 7. 7. 46). For a probable source for the wings 

as golden in 7. 7. 46 s=e Flo rer-deoked in the tabulation of spec¬ 

ific relations to Ovid. Of the two other epithets used in the 

Faerie Queen of the wings of Cupid, "wanton" (3. 6. £4) has noth¬ 

ing corresponding to it in Ovid, "nimble" (2. 8. 8; 3. 1. 25) is 

in agreement with the "p.aepetis dei" (god swift in flight) of 

Her. 8. 38, and with Cupid "eliso percussis aere penais" (cleaving 

the air .with beating-wings) in list. 1. 446. 

Summary: perhaps "golden" (7. 7. 48) has a specific 

source in Ovid. ' 

6. Power 

Altho the emphasis on the tyranny and power 

of Love is general it is likely that there are some specific rel¬ 

ations cetween the Faerie Queen and Ovid. 

In 3. 11. 23 ff. Spenser des crises tapestries in the 

house cf Busyrcoie on which were depicted all the wars of Cupid 

wnich he had fought against the gods to make his kingdom great. 

The enumeration and description of the amours of the gods that 

follows is from the web of Arachne, Ret. o. 103 ff. The design- 
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aticn of Cupid as viator of the gods, 3. 11. 38, 48, and as 

specifically the conqueror of Jove, 3, 11. 35, may well he based 

on Met. 5. 365 ff., in which Venus addresses her son as. the con¬ 

queror of all, the ruler of the gods, and of Jove himself. Add¬ 

itional references are Her. 9. 26. Hercules whom none else could 

overcome conquered by Cupid; Met. 1. 465 ff., Apollo conquered 

cy Cupid; Am. 1. 2. 37, Cupid conquers both gods and men. 

For the Masque of Cupid (3.' 13. 32), the most elab¬ 

orate présentation in the Faerie Queen of Cupid in his character 

as conquercr, Spenser may hcve found -a suggestion, even a model 

in some uegree, in the triumph of Cupid, Am. 1. 2. The spirit 

here, as elsewhere in Spender, is muon more serious and intense 

than in Ovid. In Ovid, the power of Love is neither a thing of 

terror, nor a thing of glory; it is both in the Faerie Queen. 

In the Masque of Cupid, Love is a god altogether terrible.; but 

in his power over Britcmart, (3. 3. 3.), and in - his court 'of St. 
G>. 7. 

Valentine —S-» -1 ;—25-), Cupid is a ruler of glory and wisdom. 

There are many more passages, and a stronger emphasis on the 

power of Love in the Faerie Queen than in Ovid. The moral theme 

of the Faerie Que en is ultimately love; the forces there, whether 

for good or evil, are of love, which may be lust, or wr_ich may be 

divine. 

For the specific-relations of the Masque of Cupid and 

the triumph of Cupid in the Amores see The Masque of Cupid in the 

tabulation of specific relations. 

Summary: emphasized by Ovid, intensified and widened 
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Toy BgenwSr. 

7. Cruelty 

In SLKIQ of the literature of Cupid, hie cruelty 

is slight, merely that of mischief. In both the Faerie Queen and 

Ovid, .-is cruelty is spoken of in eevore terms. Love is somewhat 

frequently de ignoted by Ovid as "saevus" or "ferus". In the 

tjo elegies au pressed tc Cux id, Am. 1. 2. and 2. 9, he is ues- 

criüed as tormenting the n'e^t ox vanich he is lcxu, and as 

bringing misery either teoa willing follower or to the un.'illing. 

In Ovid, however, the cruelty of Cyrid is not actually tragic; 

it is treated witn merely a mock seriousness. In A, A. 1. 10, 

Ovid says that Cupid is unruly ("ferus") indeed, but that he is 

but a cnild, his age is tender and ©csy to he governed. 

In the Faerie Queen, the cruelty of Cupid is some¬ 

times in the Ovidian t^ne, as in the' following lines: 

he did he spore sometime to prioke himself, 
That he might taste the c.;eet Consuming vee, 
TTuich he uad :7r..u'ht tc many others moe. 
But to declare the mcurnfull tragedyes, 
And veils, vhereuith he all the gx_unl did strew, 
here eoth tc number with -JW many eyes 
High heven fcelulaec. sad lovers nightly theeveryes. 

3. 4. 4o. 

This passage might be ccmptreu <itn Am. S. 9. 26. Aft .r ccng laiu- 

ing of the suffering of Love, Ovid says sho.nla smie god say to 

him to lay asiae A.is loves, he would pray him xict tc a.sk it  

"even so sue ;t an evil o.re tue faire". And in cne XJO co>at e (3. 

6. 14) Cupid’s cruelty is called merely "miscrievoue u^-dss", 

tut in general, the cruelty *-f Love in the Faei is Queen is in 
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terms of such severity as the following: 

   our feeble harts 
Embcst with bale* and bitter byting griefe, 
Which love had launched with his deadly darts. 

1. 9. 29. 

When having laid his cruell bow away, 
And mcrtall arrowes, wherewith he doth fell 
The world 'With murdrous spoiles and bloody pray. 

2. 8. 6. 

The Winged God of the Masque of Cupid (5. 12. 22-23), 

riding on a "lion' ravenous*', of "cruell minde" and "sterna dis- 

dayne”, with darts that "dreadfully he shooke" in his right hand, 

is a figure of actually apocalyptical terror and cruelty. Alt ho 

this is a much stronger effect than is to be found elsewhere in 

the Faerie Quo en, it is consistent with one of the views of 

Cupid presented thruout. In Ovid, there is only one approach 

to this tviie, in the triumphal progress of Cupid, drawn by his 

mother’s birds, "dread" ("gravis") as Bacchus was dread with his- 

tigers when conquering the Ganges. (Am. 1. 2. 48). In the 

three most elaborate passages in which Spenser describes Cupid 

in the lighter t^ne, as the sportive child (2. 8. 6; 2. 9. 34; 

3. 6. 49) playing with his mother, with ladies and their par¬ 

amours, or with Adonis, he also mentions the return from fierce 

wars and cruelty. In some oases, such as that of Britomart (3. 

4. 6), the wound is grievous but not to regretted; the love of 

Britomart is a noble, tho severe, quest. 

Summary: emphasised by Ovid, but with mock serious¬ 

ness; greatly intensified by Spenser. 

8. Cunning, 



In t.is number Ox 
C f(fte*n) 

_eferen.eo^to tuc wil^c, the 

biie-es, tne puilefalnecs, the falsity, of Love tcen-er is in 
* 

accord with tne u.ucl i o^e.-lcti n of Cupid, but Ovid mokes 

little Ox thi_ _pect, five references in all. 

S. ïïuntonnes. 

Consistently with tne i:nck seriousness with 

./nick he treats Cupid, Ovid in only one passée speaks of the 

wantcnness, or sportiveness, of Cupid. In Am. 3. 1. 41-43 he 

is Called "levis " (trifling, ^lipht) and ,,lascive,, (wanton, 

sportive). 

The cruelty and power of Cupid cx.x0 2 cip iiior 6 in 

evidence in the Faerie Queen, but the Cupid there is a many- 

sided lijure, and there are ei0ht reicrenees to his cantonness. 

Three of these, ho.vever, (2. 8. 6; 2. 9. 34; 3. 8. 49) are 

associated with the harsher aspect cf his character. 

10. Tender cr Sweet. 

The epithet "sweet" is applied to Cu' id in 

five instances in the Faecie Queen, and in C. 7. 37 he is called 

"mild by kyna", alt o peevish when provoked. In 4 pro. 5, there 

is a carious combination in the "deed infant, Venus' j.eo.rlinjp 

dave" wlo softens tne hs^xt with amhrosiall kiosec Ootten from 

his "swsete suylin^ mother". 

Th_re ai‘e four similar characterisations in Ovid: 

Love as "tener" and "mollis" (Am. m. 18. 4; Her. 15. 179); 

the "tentera manu" of Love (Her. 1. 5. bio); anl "teneri" Loves 

(An. 3. 1. oô). 
» 
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. Uncertain. 

Spenser, in the Faerie Queen, and Ovid, speak 

aocut equally of Cupid as fickle, or uncertain. In the Faerie Uueen 

he is "my lewd pilot" (in the sense of unskillful, foolish) who 

"hath a restless rain de" (3. 4. 9); he "shoots at random" (3. 11. 

48) j he "a thousand sawres hath tempered with one sweet" (o. 11. 

1). 
Ovid speaks of the uncertain gale of Cupid (Am. 8.9. 

33), and says that he is fickle ("levis") and much' more wavering 

("ventosior") than his own wings, and that he gives and denies 

joys with a faith that is never sure. 

12. Swift • 

Spenser (3. 6. 11) says Love is "as flit as 

ayery aove". In Her 

and in Met. 1. 467, ! 

and "eliso ooreussis 

S. 38, he is swift of flight ("praepetis") 

is flight is called ("impiger") (active, quick), 

aere pennis" (cleaving the air with heat¬ 

ing wings) . 

13. Small 

Spenser, in 3. 6. 11 and .5, 9. 34 calls Cupid 

little; and Ovid, in Her.,16. 115, calls him "parve". 

14. Beautiful. 

Spenser calls Cupid "faire, and fresh in 

face and guize" (o. 6. 33), and like as "a faire young man" (2. 

8. 5-6) • ' 

Ovid calls him "culte puer" (Am. 3, 15. 15), transi- 
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"Amor aureus" (R. A. 39), translated by Riley "Beauteous Love", 

but possibly meaning golden. 

15. Pleasures of Cupid. 

Spenser has pleasure born of Cupid and Psyche 

(3. 6. 50), and in 6. 11. 1 he says the joys of love would be too 

great a blessedness without being tempered with a thousand sorrows. 

In seven other instances in the Faerie Queen he speaks of the . 

pleasures of Cupid, in various terms, as "pure pleasure", "soft 

delights", "foolish joys", "lively j..y", etc. Thé. delights of- 

love is the theme of many of the elegies of the Amores; the sec¬ 

ond part of Am. 2. S., particularly, is an encomium on the joys of 

Cupid. 

16. Well known. 
* 

Ovid calls him the b_y who wanders over the 

world so wide ("vast G per vagus arcs puer") (A, A. 2. 18), and a 

god well known in the upper world, and probably sc in the under¬ 

world (Met. 10. 28). 

In the Faerie feueen, 3. 6. 13-15, where Venus is seek¬ 

ing hwr runaway Cupid, she hears of him everywhere, in the courts, 

in the cities, in the country. 

17. Proud. 

In 1. 9. 12 and 3. 12. 23, Cupid is called 

proud.' In Ovid there is no such specific designation, but the 

submission of the conquered lovers in general, and the pomp of 

the triumph ox Cupid in Am. 1. 2. establishes-the character. 
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II. Possible specific relations. 

1. Golden. 

In 3. 11. 4?, there is an image of Cupid "of 

massy gold, which with nis owns light shone". In Am. 1. 3. 42 

Cupid is described as riding in triumph in a chariot of gold, 

himself golden^ ("aureus ipse")• This is the only passage in 

Ovid in which the character of Cupid corresponds to the Cupid 

of this passage in the Faerie Queen and of the Masque of Cupid 

passage; a specific relation between the passages as a whole 

is likely, particularly for the Masque of Cupid. The wings of 

Cupid in Am. 2. 9. are gem-bedecked, and are of "sondry colours", 

as of. the peacock’s fan or Iris' bow in F. Q. 3.- 11. 47. In each 

case the dread power of the god end his arrows is emphasized. 

Spenser makes no other mention of. the color of Cupid, except of 

nis wings, and in no other passage does Ovid call Cupid golden; 

in Am. 2. 1. 38 and 2. S. 34 he is called "purpureus", tran¬ 

slated in this connection variously as "blushing", "rosy", "bright". 

2. Flower-necked. 

'In the procession of Nature in Book 7, canto 

7, of the Faerie Queen the following lines, stanza. 46: 

But life was like a faire young lusty boy 
Such as they fain Dan Cupid to have beene. 
Full of delightful health, and lively joy, 
Deckt all with flcwres, and wings of gold fit to employ. 

Thomas Warton refers to Chaucer's representation of Cupid in the 

following lihes: 

\ 



Eut of his roue to devise 
I dread eno.uüured for to be; 
I or not y clad in silk xs he 
but all in fleures, and fleurettes. 

humant of the Rose; v. By890. 

and then he adds th t the ancients have left us nc authority for 

such a representation of Cupid.* 

♦Observations on the Faerie Queen: p. £31. 

Turt-n is mistaken to the extent that there is a source for Cupid 

as flower-decked in the ancients, in Am. 1. 3} 40; and there is 

.jool reason for c nsiderin0 Ovi^ rather than Chaucer as the s.urce 

for Epensor’s line. In Ovid, Venus strews roses on the head of 

Cupiu as he rides in triumph. 

The meaning of "deckt" in Cp sneer is ordinarily ad- . 

erned rather than clothed. In the fôJ( Ca. = es ,;here "deckt" is 

u-ed by him to moan clothed it is followed by the preposition 

"in" instoc-d of "with ", used for the other meaning. "Deckt 

with " is used very frequently by Spenser of flowers, meaning 

adorned. This : annote ti mi 1er "deckt with flowers" is nearer 

to the Cupid strewn -with flowers of Ovid than to the robe of 

flowers, a "garnement" in which Cupid is clothed, of Cheucer. 

In Ovio. there is the same simplicity of all detail us in the 

If erie Queen line, mile in Chaucer there is a fifteen line 

elaboration of the portrayal of beasts and other suojects all 

wrought in flowers in the garment. Finally, the detail of the * 
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flower- is the cnly ccrx espondence between Gpenxer and Chaucer 

in taese i3a,s:aDes, wnile in Ovid the strewing ox flowers is 

linked, with a suggestion i'cr the wings of gold in creuser1 s 

line. There is a variation tc the extent that in Ovid Cupid 

ninself io ox gold, while nis wings are gem-decked. It is 

true that, as ïïartcn points out, an earlier pcrt of the des¬ 

cription of the court of Nature, the description of Nature 

herself, stanzas G to 9, is definitely suggested by Chaucer’s 

description of the goddess Nature in the Parliament of Fc /les. 

v. 398; out the stanza of Cupid ic c nsiderably removed from 

the stanzas definitely related to Chaucer, the menti, n ci Cupid 

is merely a parenthesis in the Court of llatur.e passage, and the 

reference which Norton givos for Cupid is to another poem than 

the one which su^eots the description of Nature. The first 

in&ucer relcxti.n in nc way leads to the other. 

3. The Ilasque of Cuoid and The Ima-e of Cupid. 

There is, perhaps, no need to seek a source 

for the Masque of Cupid; the pr e se.it at ion,, with the elaborate 

alle^orization in the atténuant:, who come severe and fellow aft -.r, 

is entirely Elizabethan. There is, However, so much similarity 

between the description of Cupid in the Ilasque (3. IE. 33) and 

the Image of Cupid (o. 11. 47) in tne n_use of Eusyrane as to 

indicate some definite presentation of Cupid as a common source 

in Spencer’s min^. w en he '.wrote the two passages: the colored 

wings, the blindfold eyes, the hand filled with drec.dful .awts, 

the crowd of worshippers about, the emphasis on his power as a 
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conqueror, and above all, the cruel and terrible character of the 

god. There is nothing left either of the sportive or of the vol¬ 

uptuous Cupid in this figure. This turn to the character of the 

god of love is unusual; it appears elsewhere in the Faerie Queen, 

out is here much intensified. With a little less intensity, this 

is the character in which Cupid appears in the second elegy of the 

Amores. The isolution of the representation in the poetry of Ovid 

makes the passage striking, and one to be remembered. There Cupid, 

the vanquisher of men and gods, rides in a golden chariot, drawn 

by the doves of his mother, with captive youths and maids in his 

train, and all the fees of Love led along with hands bound, while 

a train of followers snouts "io triumphsÎ 11 -about him. The crowd 

trembles before him as he advances, dealing many a wound with his 

unceasing arrows and flames. As a climax to the spirit of the pas¬ 

sage Ovid compares his triumphal advance to that of Bacchus over- 

o o iiii n.^ ~c xi 0 LTCUI '■ .'03^ ci s he; was dread with his tigers, so Cupid will 

be dread with his birds. In character both of the passages in the 

Faerie Queen correspond to tnis, and the Masque of Cupid is given 

in the form of a triumphal procession. 

Qf details, in the image passage gold is called the 

color of Cupid, as it is here (see the discussion under Golden); 

in both of the Faerie Queen-passages, he threatens with his darts 

as in the Amores; and in the Faerie Q.usen passages his wings are 

of varied colors, which is not too remote from the begemmed wings 

of the Amores. The few allegorical attendants upon Cupid in the 
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An ores might have su.w0ebted the élabore te allegorization of the 

Llasque, alt ho the names of those in the Ancres are not repeated 

in the F-.erie Queen. Ther^ is, however, smae noticeable dif- 

i or Slice of detail. In bwth of Lpenser’s descriptions Cupid is 

blindfold^'Z/which has no source in Ovid's triumph of Cupid, nor 

elsevhere in Ovid. In the T(rascpue of Cupid, he enters riding 

up ^n a lion, while in the Ameres he is mounted on a chariot 

drco/n by his mother's doves. It is doubtful if Cupid riding- 

on a lien has any authority in the ancient classics; the change 
is 

from the doves to tne licn/tin accordance with Spenser's inten¬ 

sif icati.n of the terrible aopect of the god. 

4. The solaier figure. 

The figure of the lover o.s a sol lier 

following the standd-a .of Cupid is common in Ovid; it is c_n- 

simraoly elcberated in Am. £. S, an.t Âm. 1. 9 is an entire 

elegy devoted to this figure. In 3. 12. £3 Cupid is spoken of 

c.s marshalling his train, and in 6. 7. 33 he unblindfolas nis 

eyes that he might see his men and musters them by oath. Ovid 

as the specific source is possible, tut net likely; the figure 

is common, and the passage in 6. 7. 33, Cupid's court at St. 

Valentide, is uefinitely from medieval sources. 

5. Hot the ged of lust. 

openoer expresses meus both of lustful love 

and pure love in the figure of Cupid, the unfavorable view being 

rather more emphasised; but in the third book, for the love of 
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Britcmart, las keeps the figure of Love as a god and definitely 

denies that he is the god of lust-. 

In 3. 2. 40-41, the mother of Britcmart assures her 

there is no guilt in her love, it is not like that of Myrrha, of 

Biolis, or of Pasiphae, that "Swete Love such lewdnes bands from 

his faire ccmp&nce." This is evidently suggested by Met. S. 

S24 and Met. 10. 311. In Met. 9. 624 Biblis, who loved her 

brother, says "I shall be tnought net to have been overcome by 

that God, who with su oh intensity now burns, ana has burnt in 

my breast, but rather by lust". In Met. 10. 311 Ovid says of 

Myrrhe,, who loved her own father, "Cupid himself denies, Myrrha, 

that it was his arrows that injured thee". 

In 3. 3. 1 ff., Spenser is simply elaborating, still 

in connection with Britcmart,-the 'idea of Love, as the god, not 

of lust, but of the pure passion that inspires all noble deeds. 

It is worth.noting that this favorable view of the god of love 

by Spenser is not a reaction to anything in the. Amor es or 

other amatory poems of Ovid. 

6. Cupid as a pilot. 

In -3. 4.' 9 Love, is the pilot of the 

boat of Britcmart's life on a "Huge sea of sorrow and tempes¬ 

tuous griefe"; and in Her. 15. 215, Cupid will be the helm¬ 

sman for the ship of Phaon, if he will return to Sappho. The 

possibility of a relation is too remote; the voyage is figur¬ 

ative in one and not in the other, and the uncertainty of Love 

is emphasized in one, and the pleasures of Love in the other." 
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in the other. 

7. Eldest brother of the Loves. 

In 4. -10. 42 Cupid is called the eldest brother 

of "the little, loves, and sports, and joy es" . that fie./ about the 

neck and shoulders of Venus.- In Her. 18. 203 and Am. 3. 15. 1 

Ovid calls Venus "mother of the winged loves" and "mother of the 

tender loves", which of course,-would make Cupid their brother. 

In Bien's Lament for Adonis, the loves are attendant upon Venus, 

but no mention is made of her as their mother. 

III. Divergences: 

1 • Naked. 

In Am. 1. 10. 15, Ovid says that Love is both 

a child and naked, and in Met. 10. 516 he describes the Loves as 

naked. This is a common detail in the classics, it appears in 

Moschus' Runaway Cupid ’which Spenser certainly consciously used 

as a source, and the entire omission of the detail in the Faerie 

Queen. in fact in Spenser, with a single exception, The Sheph- 

e ar de s Calender , Mar on Eclogue,, v. 29, is unexpected. 

2. Blind, or blind-folded. 

This well-known attribute of Cupid is mentioned 

ten times in the Faerie Queen. and not at all in Ovid. A scuroe in 

which Cupid is not.mentioned as naked, but in which he is blind 

might lend interesting light on Spenser’s Cupid. In Moschus' 

Runaway Cupid, as in Ovid, he is naked, but not blind; in fact, 

his eyes are mentioned as keen and burning. E. K., in his gloss 
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to the liaroli Eclogue of the 'Sher-he^rde* s Calender, stotes tint 

he is described by the poets to oe clindfol Jed, "because he 

maketu no difference of per -cnages." 

3. Thousand forms. 

In 3. 6. 11, Venus says Cupid disguises 

in a th.ucand strange shopes, and in 3.' 11. 51, a thousand mon¬ 

strous forms in wnich Love appears is mentioned. The thousand 

monstrous forms, however, probably is suggested by the many 

shapes c.ssumed by the gods in their amours, as the lines follow 

im^eoiately on the lescii^tion of the ‘tapestry in the house of 

Eusyrane wherein tnose annure were depicted. 

4. Brother of the Graces. 

F. k. 2. 8. 6. 

5. hides on a lion. 

F. Q. 3. II. n2. This has been discussed 

in connection 

C. 

with the Masque of Cupid. 

Green-clad. 

in greene" 

"And Cupid’s selfe about her flattered all 

7. 7. 34. 

- Thonn.s Harton remcrks that this has no authority in 

the ancients;* 

♦Observations on the F^erie Cueen: p. 221. 

out he also makes this statement for Cupid às flower-decked. At 
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least, it has no authority in Ovid. 

7. Bridle of Cupid. 

Till like a victor on his Lacke he ride, 
Into his hnuth his may -tring do. idle thre;/. 

4. 12. 13. 

8. Court of Cupid. 

J. 7. 32 ff. The Court of Cupid held at 

each Saint Valentide, before which all lovers report, is, of 

course, from the medieval literature of the Courts of Love, 

o. oic orur of Ho.t e« 

4. 10. 32, 33. The Allegory of Love as the 

or other of Hate, the t./o standing on either sine of Bams Concord 

oil the porch, oi the temple oi Venus, Delongs to Cpenser's oim. 

allegcric&l manner rather then to th^t of the ancients. 

10. Vari-cclcred ;/intos. 

Spencer may h.ve a su_, esticn irc-iu Ovid 

v:hen he calls the wing 3 of Cupid golden, But there is no source 

there for "pc intea" (2. b. 5, 8) and "of sundry colours", like 

the peacock's fan or Iris' bow, (o. 11. 47). Berne specific 

source for the comparison to the peacock's te il may be indic¬ 

ated by the occurrence of the same figure in The Shepherds' s 

Galen sr. March Eclogue, v. 8, "spotted wings like peacock's* • 

trayne". Tacun s '"art-.n su 0ssts Tasso's derusale:m.e Liberata 

c. 16, o. 24 for the association of the peacock anl the rain- 

bo./ in a CrOxpcris^n.* 

♦Ouservotions on the F: eri 3 Guo en: p. lr,7 



11. Inspires to noble deeds. 

3. 3. 1, 3. This vie:/ of the god of Love 

is quite foreign to Ovid. 

12. The fc3o.rt vounued through the eye. 

Eliee cent at him cue fyrie ..axt, //hose held 
Emp^isnea wuu witn px‘ivy lu—t ana j-^eclaus dre 

He from the t deadly thru a matfe no defence, 
fut ~o the wound his wetke heurt opened wyde': 
The v.d-ked engine. t-rcujh foies influenue 
Past through hie eios, an-. secretly did goLyde 
Into his heurt, w~ich it dia suiely guy de. 

i 3. 8. 28-28. 

Ti. ernuo ’Tarton refers t-.id to Cnuueor, sg-aking of Cupia in the 

Rcmaunt of the Rose, v. 1723.* 

♦Observations on the Faerie Queen: p. 207. 

He took &n anew full sherrely whit, 
And in his bows when it was sett, 
He ctrei^ht up to hi- are dr ugh 
The strong bowe that :.as sc tough, 
And shot at me so vender sniert, 
Thct thr-u^.h mine eye unto mine h .rt. 
The takell smote, and deep it .went. 

The ina appears also in the Romaunt' of the Hose 

v. 1778 end the Knight's Tule v. lCSo, and in 3. 11. 4’_, wuere 

the inuge of Cupid stanus with his foot upon a dragon that has 

a sinxt shot through either eye. It is a convention of courtly 

love. 

The i'oxe-_,oing t-balati-n shews, as muy of c-urse 

iuve been takon for taranted, a variety of s-urceu for the p-.rt- 



icular attr ibutes andtlie general - character of the god of love; 

at the,same time, it shows enough specific relations of detail 

to Otrid to make evident Spenser1 s consciousness of Ovid's rep¬ 

resentation. Considering the importance of the idea of love, 

then, and the space drvcted tc it in both the poetry of'Ovid 

and in'the Faerie Queen, evidence of some strong Ovidian infl¬ 

uence in the general conception ox Spenser is to be sought. 

The relations of the two in regard to Cupid should 

lead to. something more than a mere use by Spenser of a few' myths, 

such as the Apollo and Daphne story, or of a few external details. 

In both the amatory poems of Ovid and in the Faerie Queen. Cupid 

is definitely the personification of an. Idea, and some relation 

of the conception of love itself is to be expected. At first 

view, this, expectation would appear to be rather inadequately 

realised. The major impression of the god of love in Ovid is 

gained from the Amores. Ars Amatcrja and Rsmedia Amoris. the 

works devoted solely to that theme. The impression is very dif¬ 

ferent from the general impression gained from the Faerie Queen. 

In the amatory poems of Ovid, th^re is in general but one con¬ 

ception of loye, and that is practically unmoral; Cupid is 

neither the.god of! filthy.lust, nor the god of pure and exalt¬ 

ing love, he is the god of, let us. say, the amatory passion, a 

passion aroused and satisfied by-external beauty, an experience' 

holding to the aesthetic plane without descending to the purely 

physical or rising to. any spiritual exaltation. The Cupid of 

Ovid is the god of amours, not of one great, all-consuming passion 
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"but in Spenser, there appear to be. two gods of love >. ui i illiiST, 

a god that stirs up lustful fires, hot-ed by the chaste (l. 10,. 

SO), .and a high god who choc set h Vêrtue for. his dame-, and in¬ 

spires to all noble deeds (3. 3. 1) . O.vid, in the amatory poems,, 

treats the god of Love lightly, while Spenser treats him serious¬ 

ly, glorifies him with moral earnestness.or describes his cruelty 

and power to stir up lust and strife .with emotional intensity. 

But underneath these differences, the figure of Cupid 

in the Faerie Queen is actually that of Ovid but with a different 

emphasis. The lightness of the theme in Ovid is gained, not -in 

terms of the mythological figure so familiar in the literature of 

Cupid, the airy, pretty, sportive boy who delights in mischief 

and gains his ends by tricks and wiles, but in a gay mockery of 

the god of perhaps a slightly older mythology, the god still of 

cruel ana resistless power, the conqueror of gods and men. The 

figure used is the god of the consuming p&ssinn, but Ovid can 

treat him with light-hearted freedom because he deals only with 

amours: 

To me, too, will Love yield; though, with his bow he 
should wound my breast and should brandish his torches 
hurled against me. The more that Love has pierced me 

so much the fitter avenger shall I be of the wounds so 
made. 

A. A. 1. 23. 

.Ovid and Spenser then, in. general, speak of Gupid in 

the same terms; they both talk of the cruelty and'power of Love. 

But Spenser intensifies and enlarges on the terms used by Ovid. 

Probably he took Ovid seriously. The humor of Ovid is subtle, 
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fa.nl a sense of limer is not one cf tîie characteristics of Creuser. 

The ’"Il sa let liana in jnnal took Ovid eeri. nsly, cs do suae of is 

readers even to-nay. ^ut, as ^l./arl Kennard nand says in an 

es-ay on "Ovid an.L the Spirit of Metamcrphosis",* 

*_R- rvcrd ^usays on classi r.l luu.js its: p. ^10. 

it is utsu_l to call tlie Ancres or Art of Love sensual; actually 

they are a ^entle o.na waimsi cal ridioale of the experiences cf 

the -au.nusly inclined. A representative Eliza us than critic how- 

er, h'illiam V.ebb, in "a Eiso.-urse on En,-.llsh ?c stry11** 

**Hazle/ood Essays:- p. 43-44. 

classes Ovid*'- love hcoko and elegies am-ng the lascivious and 

.vauten poems. So Spenser, taking these poems seri.usly, it may 

he supposed accepted the intensity of the pangs ox the lover, and 

the cruelties of Cupid for their face vulae, and selected as the 

k^y passa ,e in Ovid’s presentation of Cupid ..hut is ootUc.ll y the 

moot isolctad, tint is, the triumph of Cupid, in rdich the dev¬ 

elopment of the pageantry, a love al./ays strong in Ovid as in 

Spenser, led Ovid into an effect more nearly' of intensity than 

elsewhere* 

Tnether or n^t Spenser .nuld further • agree with YIebhe 

xhen he says, "For surelie, I am of tris opinion, that the „ant- 



cne _t poets of all, in tneir must lascivious worker wherein they 

ousied themselves, Suüght rut her hy that mesnes to withdraw mens 

min dec (especiallie the cast natures) from such fuule vices, 

then to allure them to imbrace such seaotly follies as they de¬ 

tected" ,* 

* Lazlewccd Essays; p. 42. 

and then cites a passée xrce the Remedia At;oris as an example 

of his many "pitiie and wise sentences" is a question cf p^rt- 

iculir interest for its bearing cn £penc=r's understanding cf 

Ovid as a whole. 

It is certainly within the region of probability, 

however, that Cpenser did accept the moral view of Ovid's love 

poetry. For the modern reader witnout a cense of humor, Ovid is 

simply the poet of sensuality; but for the modern reader with a 

sense of humor, Ovid might actually be c^isiaered as turning men's 

U'IUS from the vices he uescrisec by the force of his ridicule, 

by the burlesquing of the joys, the devices, tne trials, the pains 

of the lover, and oy the elvishly frank revelation of the most 

unaignified aspects and the most intimate details of the affairs 

of love. Lut the uodern reader—with the sense of humor—would 

not, with Weebe, suopect Ovid of a mu îal purpuse, of seeking to 

eithuraw men's minds from f-ul vises; the even blaspnemcus in- 

dency, as expressed oy Lizard Kenn^rd Rand,* 



♦Harvard Essays on Classicd Cub je cts: p. SSQ 

witn •.irnicli Ovid reveals the oCbt unlovely aspects of the art of 

the courtesan are evidently the expression of a kind of perver¬ 

sity of humor ana an asti-unding mental audacity, hut Spenser, 

,'ith his characteristically Elizabethan coral bias in poetry, 

may have looked upon Ovid as a poet of moral "value, not for his 

satire, but for the delineati n of the pangs and torments,veiled 

oncer praise of the 'delights cf amours, it must be aduittea, in 

.tore for the follower cf sensual love, Ovid, of course, makes 

:io acral evaluation concerning the amours he describes, but for 

penser they would oe lust, harlotry, and vice. Exactly cow 

Spenser viewed Ovid cannot be definitely ascertained in the pres¬ 

ent connection, as it would Imve no effect on the use of the 

material on Cupid. Sc long as he cakeo Ovid seriously, wnethsr 

as a . oet of lasciviousness for love ofr<it or for hate of it, 

he has equally a Source for one of the aspects of the Ood of 

love to be f„und in the Fc erie Queen, the god who influences 

with lust full riies nis suojects, only to their hurt. The 

otner aspect of the god of love, similarly powerful, out the 

inspirer of a ;.ure passion and of noble deedo, as already 

noted, Lm.s a suggestion’ used by Spenser in the stories of 

Ilyrrha and Liblis. But this conception is essentially from 

other Sources, or from £ enser's com mind. Cupid, in this aspect, 

movever, may cause pain as cruel as that of the flames of lust. 



The joyes of love,-if they should ever last, 
Without afflict ion or disquietnssse, 
That worldly ciiaunces doe amongst them cast, 
Would be on earth too great a blesseinesse, 
Therefore the winged god, to let men...wëet. 
That here on earth is no sure happinesse, 
A thousand sowres .hath, tempred with one sweet, 
To make it seeme more deare and dainty, as it meet. 

6. 11. 1, 

Britomsrt, 3. 2. 43, and Sir Cali dore, 6. 10. 31,. 

their hearts pierced by a pure love, for long suffer severest 

pains of unfullfilment which ere described in terms of the 

wounds of Cupid as in the Amor es, Ar s Amatoria, and Remedia 

Amorls. 

In the Faerie Q.usen %>• 5. 1-2, Spenser unifies the 

two iaeas of Love from mere sensual desire to aspiration to .all 

virtues, according to the mind in which it enters. 

In the Hero ides Ovid describes the passion of- love 

with actual intensity, but, except as certain common attributes, 

of Cupid appear there as elsewhere, there is less definite mat¬ 

erial for Spenser's point of view. The passion is, in most cases 

above the possible interpretation as vice of the other love 

poetry, out is not an inspirer of sufficient spiritual influence 

for Spenser's purpose. 

Cupid in the Met amorphe se s is, more of ten. than not.,, 

more purely the mythological figure, the character in a story, 

rather than the expression of an idea, and as such- it used by 

Spenser. 

This•treatment is, of course, by no means exhaustive; 
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many individual passages and variations on the theme have been 

slighted. But it serves to develop in, at least, an introd¬ 

uctory way the relation between Spenser and Ovid in one of Its 

larger aspects, in which the contact is a matter of ideas rather 

than a mere array of parallel passages. 
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